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ABSTRACT  
 
 Competing to Succeed examines how fifteenth and early sixteenth century British non-
dramatic texts and history plays use medieval and early modern English history to interrogate the 
Elizabethan succession crisis. By doing so, they publicize the manifold problems that plague 
hereditary monarchy during the Tudor reign. Despite the Elizabethan law outlawing any 
discussion of Elizabeth’s successors, the inflammatory topic was repeatedly addressed implicitly 
and explicitly. Verse narratives like William Baldwin’s Mirror for Magistrates (1559), chronicle 
histories like Edward Hall’s The Union of the Two Noble Families of Lancaster and York (1548) 
and Raphael Holinshed’s Chronicle of England, Scotland and Ireland (1587), and succession 
tracts like those of Peter Wentworth (1587, 1594), Robert Parsons (1594), and Sir John 
Harington (1602) have different agendas and reach varied literate and elite audiences. But all 
these texts unsettle monarchy. Baldwin, penning fictional monologues of the fall of sovereigns, 
ventriloquizes their flaws. Chronicle histories, dedicated to the monarch, may celebrate Tudor 
order, but invariably reveal threats to it. Each succession tract, to support a favored candidate, 
must de-legitimate other contenders, calling legitimacy itself into question.  
Plays on English history have often been interpreted as promoting national order 
sustained by the divinely appointed monarch. However, close analysis of William Shakespeare’s 
Henry VI, Parts 1, 2, and 3 (1589-1592) and Thomas Dekker and John Webster’s The Famous 
History of Sir Thomas Wyatt (1607) demonstrates how, by representing history onstage, these 
plays graphically stage crises of legitimacy. By representing the weakness of kings, the power of 
queens, the inadequacy of heirs, factional rivalry, aristocrat and plebian rebellion, usurpation and 
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counter-usurpation, they interrogate hereditary monarchy to reveal that it cannot work. The 
public stage, I show, functions as a site for widespread ideological dissemination far beyond that 
of printed books and includes the diverse and dissident voices of women, plebeians, foreigners, 
and rebels. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE COMPETITION TO SUCCEED ELIZABETH: SUCCESSION 
POLITICS AND PROBLEMS  
 
Queen Elizabeth’s first parliamentary speech on February 10, 1559 addresses concerns 
about the succession. She hypothesizes two options: being succeeded by someone “more 
beneficial to the realm than such offspring as may come of” her or birthing a child who may 
“grow out of kind and become, perhaps, ungracious” (58).1 Because the “posterity of good 
princes doth often times degenerate,” according to William Camden’s version of this speech, a 
non-biological heir was a possible alternative (59). This speech, delivered three weeks after 
Elizabeth I’s coronation, responds to the Commons’ petition that she promptly marry to provide 
an heir.2 Considering how Elizabeth had been Queen for a few weeks at the time of this speech 
and how she spent the next two decades deferring marriage, she may have referred to an “out of 
kind” child to appease those who pressured her to wed.3 More significantly, this speech 
unwittingly admits the limitations of succession as it alludes to one of the foundational problems 
                                                 
1 This speech exists in several early modern manuscripts, and a shorter version appears in 
William Camden’s 1615 Latin translation of Elizabeth’s speeches. “Elizabeth’s first speech 
before Parliament, February 10, 1559,” in Elizabeth I: Collected Works, edited by Leah S. 
Marcus, Janel Mueller, and Mary Beth Rose (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 2000), 56-60. 
 
2 Elizabeth I’s coronation took place on January 15, 1559. About two weeks later, on February 2, 
the Commons presented her with a formal request that she should marry. In this speech, 
Elizabeth alludes to the match with Emmanuel Philibert, a union Philip of Spain had supported 
between 1554 to 1558.  
 
3 See Jane Dunn, John Guy, Queen, and David Starkey, Elizabeth for further discussion of 
Elizabeth and matrimony. Dunn, Elizabeth and Mary: Cousins, Rivals, Queens (New York: 
Vintage Books, 2003), 120-21, 346, 360-67. Guy, Queen of Scots: The True Life of Mary Stuart 
(New York: Houghton Mifflin Company, 2004), 93-94, 149-50. Starkey, Elizabeth: The Struggle 
for the Throne (New York: Harper, 2001), 205-213, 225. 
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of hereditary rule; royal linage does not guarantee a monarch’s competence. Even though 
Elizabeth herself is always “so careful of [her subjects’] well-doings,” her progeny can grow 
“out of kind” (56, 58).4   
As a “virgin queen in a system defined as hereditary monarchy,” Elizabeth’s greatest 
challenge was providing a successor, especially with the Lords and Commons insistently urging 
about the succession during her earliest parliaments in 1558-1559, 1563, and 1566.5 Despite this 
relentless pressure, Elizabeth remained famously elusive during multiple marriage negotiations 
and diplomatically benefited from her single status during interactions with English aristocrats 
and foreign rulers.6 While the unwed Elizabeth was frequently portrayed as a romanticized prize 
in early modern history and even in post-modern popular culture, the greater political prize was 
                                                 
4 Elizabeth repeatedly uses “I” in this speech, for example, “I will never in that matter conclude 
anything that shall be prejudicial to the realm” and “For although I be never so careful of your 
well-doings, and mind ever so be, yet my issue grow out of kind, and become, perhaps, 
ungracious” (58). Frances Teague’s study on Elizabeth’s speeches notes that Elizabeth uses ‘we’ 
when she “speaks of her accounts or duties as a monarch” and uses ‘I’ when she speaks of her 
emotions and values. While Teague examines the Tilbury speech and the Golden speech to make 
this observation and though it may be premature to apply Teague’s I/we distinction with 
certainty to Elizabeth’s first speech, yet it is still possible to read the “I” in this speech in 1559 as 
communicating her values on succession. See Teague, “Queen Elizabeth and Her Speeches,” in 
Gloriana’s Face: Women, Public and Private, in the English Renaissance, edited by S. P. 
Cerasano and Marion Wynne-Davies (Detroit: Wayne State UP, 1992), 63-78: 71. 
 
5 Janel Mueller, “‘To My Very Good Brother the King of Scots’: Elizabeth I’s Correspondence 
with James VI and the Question of the Succession,” in Publications of the Modern Language 
Association of America 115, no. 5 (October 2000), 1063-1071: 1063. 
 
6 During her last serious marriage negotiations between 1570 and 1579, Elizabeth contemplated 
matrimony with Henri, Duke d’Anjou and, afterwards, his brother Francois, Duke d’Alençon 
(later Duke d’Anjou after 1582). Henri, as Charles IX’s younger brother, was destined to inherit 
the throne as Henry III in 1574. However, Henri was not yet twenty, whereas Elizabeth was 
thirty-eight. Jane Dunn notes that even though Elizabeth and her closest council were “wearily 
aware” that this protracted proposal would not lead to marriage, they went through the process of 
negotiations because of its benefits; England would have a “provisional alliance” with a 
powerful neighbor, and this also deflected France’s attention from Mary Stuart. Elizabeth had 
multiple suitors such as Emmanuel Philibert, titular Duke of Savoy, Philip II of Spain and Erik 
XIV of Sweden. See Dunn 346. 
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to become her successor. Succession was a highly sensitive topic as indicated by prohibitions in 
the Second Treasons Act in 1571. The treason law outlawed calling Elizabeth a “usurper of the 
crown” as well as referring to her as a heretic, schismatic, tyrant, or infidel.7 Anne McLaren 
explains that Elizabeth forbade discussion on marriage and succession for fear that it may “lead 
to a resolution that invalidated her queenship.”8 According to Janel Mueller, Elizabeth was 
“always more adamantly negative” about succession (1063). This “almost primordial dread” of 
allowing discussion about succession, which historian John Guy characterizes as a “superstitious 
fear” that nominating a successor would hasten her death, results from Elizabeth’s experiences 
with plots during her brother’s and sister’s reigns as she remarks on how the “inconstancy of the 
people of England” makes their “eyes fixed upon the person that is next to succeed” (Queen 148-
49).9 Even Elizabeth’s godson Sir John Harington, whom she fondly addressed as “Boye Jacke,” 
secretly wrote a succession tract to support James VI and sent him letters and gifts. Under these 
circumstances, Elizabeth deferred nominating her heir and asserted authority over James in 
                                                 
7 According to Rebecca Lemon’s study on treason law, treason by words was also punished in 
Tudor England. Earlier, Edward III’s statue in 1352 defined treason by action such as killing or 
enacting violence to the king’s body. On the other hand, Henry VIII’s statute in 1534 redefines 
treason to include regulating words against a monarch’s dignity. Elizabeth expands in 1571 her 
father’s statue when she specifies what constitutes as treasonous language. See Lemon, Treason 
by Words: Literature, Law, and Rebellion in Shakespeare’s England (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 2006), 
5-10. 
 
8 Anne McLaren, “The Quest for a King: Gender, Marriage, and Succession in Elizabethan 
England,” in The Journal of British Studies 41, no. 3 (2002), 259-290: 281. 
 
9 Judith Richards similarly notes how Elizabeth’s pre-accession experiences with conspiracies, 
especially the Wyatt incident, influenced her reluctance to name an heir once she became queen. 
See Richards, “Examples and Admonitions: What Mary Demonstrated for Elizabeth,” in Tudor 
Queenship: The Reigns of Mary and Elizabeth, edited by Anna Whitelock and Alice Hunt (New 
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 159-172: 36. 
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politics and diplomacy by using the art of indecision and nondisclosure, skills she had honed 
through multiple protracted marriage negotiations.10  
However, prohibitions like the Second Treasons Act did not pacify anxiety over 
succession because Elizabeth was pressured with expectations throughout her reign: if only 
Elizabeth birthed a son, if only she had a spouse, and if only she declared an heir. These “if 
only’s” evolved throughout Elizabeth’s reign. Parliament pressured Elizabeth to birth an heir in 
her early years, then later implored her to designate one during her twilight years.11 Just two 
weeks after her coronation, the Commons started to pressure Elizabeth to marry. Her near-fatal 
attack of smallpox in 1562 motivated them to again urge her to wed. They used examples from 
history, Alexander the Great and Alexander III of Scotland, to stress the perils of childless 
monarchs in a petition on January 28, 1563.12 The Commons reminded Elizabeth of the “foreign 
enemies” who attempted to “transfer the right and dignity of [her] crown to a stranger.” Their 
                                                 
10 Elizabeth used her correspondence with James VI of Scotland to exert influence over politics 
and the succession. Susan Doran notes how the epistolary conversations of Elizabeth and James 
used the rhetoric of intimacy. See Doran, Elizabeth I and Her Circle (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2015), 
112-123. Jaqueline Vanhoutte points out that James uses the language of surrogacy when he 
refers to her as a “louing mother” in his letters that express his desire to be her heir. Elizabeth’s 
correspondence does not reciprocate to his filial overtures as she presents herself as his sister and 
cousin. See Vanhoutte, “Elizabeth as Stepmother,” in English Literary Renaissance 39, (2009), 
322. See also Rayne Allinson, “‘These Latter Days of the World’: The Correspondence of 
Elizabeth I and James VI, 1590-1603” in Early Modern Literary Studies 16, (October 2007), 9-
12. Michèle Vignaux, “The Succession and Related Issues through the Correspondence of 
Elizabeth, James, and Robert Cecil” in The Struggle for the Succession in Late Elizabethan 
England: Politics, Polemics and Cultural Representations, edited by Jean-Christophe Mayer 
(Montpellier: U Paul-Valéry, 2004), 67-74. Janel Mueller, “‘To My Very Good Brother the King 
of Scots’: Elizabeth I’s Correspondence with James VI and the Question of the Succession,” in 
Publications of the Modern Language Association of America 115, no. 5 (October 2000), 1065-
1071. 
 
11 The threat of Mary Stuart had a stronger urgency after she birthed her son, the future James VI, 
in 1566. 
 
12 For the Commons’ petition in 1563, see Elizabeth I: Collected Works, 72-77: 74.  
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worries were not unfounded in light of how Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots, reacted to news about 
her rival’s illness. Though Mary used concerned tones and referred to her own childhood 
experience with smallpox in a reply to Elizabeth’s letter, she was “secretly elated” since the 
potentially mortal disease may make her the new queen.13  
These Elizabethan “if only’s” also may have been a cultural backdrop for dramatizations 
of how sons, spouses, and heirs of medieval and early modern rulers were involved with threats 
against lineal succession. For example, sons in William Shakespeare’s three-part Henry VI 
(1589-1592) plays aggravate political disputes and do not prevent retributive usurpation. Henry 
VI, compared to his father Henry V, fails as a monarch and as a father because he shockingly 
relinquishes his family’s succession rights to the House of York. In addition, spouses do not 
protect a ruler from rebellion; they actually cause political discord as illustrated by Lady Jane 
Grey’s and Queen Mary’s husbands in Thomas Dekker and John Webster’s Sir Thomas Wyatt. 
By hypothesizing the “if only” factor of Elizabethan debates, these four plays expose how sons, 
spouses, and heirs do not eradicate succession problems. Rather than criticize individual 
monarchs, these plays use histories of medieval and early modern English rulers to explore 
foundational problems intrinsic in the monarchy. Through representations of succession crises, 
history plays demonstrate that these problems are not exclusive to the reign of an unwed ruler but 
actually indicative of inherent limitations to hereditary rule itself.  
Decades of deferring succession witnessed the rise and fall of multiple competitors that 
created opportunities for Elizabethans of diverse backgrounds to evaluate potential monarchs. 
Unresolved succession intensified the competition to succeed Elizabeth as evidenced in the 
                                                 
13 For Mary Stuart’s response to news about Elizabeth’s smallpox, see Guy, Queen 159-160. 
Despite Mary’s optimism, her candidacy was generally unwelcomed in England. Guy, Queen 
160 notes how Mary received a report about how, even during the peak of Elizabeth’s smallpox 
attack, there was only one voice on the English Privy Council that supported her cause.  
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fourteen English and foreign contenders discussed in Robert Parsons’s succession tract in 1594.14 
With twelve competitors “gap[ing] for the death of that good old princess, the now queen,” as 
Thomas Wilson noted in 1600, the “crown is not likely to fall for want of heads to wear it, but 
upon whose head it will fall is by many doubted.”15 As implied by Wilson’s “by many doubted,” 
speculation over succession was intense with no consensus on a singular candidate. This 
speculation invited questions on monarchy that influenced multiple genres like chronicles, verse 
narratives, succession tracts, and plays. Is the monarch the only person who can determine 
legitimacy? The monarch wielded absolute power over succession policies during Henry VIII’s 
reign, whereas parliament and succession tract writers attempted to interfere with succession 
during Elizabeth’s reign. So what differentiates a rightful ruler from a usurper? Conflicting 
interpretations of genealogy and the controversial accessions of Henry IV and Henry VII resulted 
in attacking Henry VI and Elizabeth I as usurpers in Shakespeare’s and Parsons’s texts. Then 
how reliable is patrilineal succession? Having sons and even grandsons did not prevent 
succession crises as was the case with Henry V’s grandson and great-grandson. Henry VI 
shockingly disinherits his own son and entails the crown to the House of York. Neither did a 
spouse assist in stabilizing succession as evidenced with the factionalism and rebellion 
intensified by Jane Grey’s and Mary I’s spouses. It is credible that such events from English 
history and the ongoing apprehension about Elizabeth’s successor influenced Shakespeare, 
                                                 
14 Robert Parsons, A Conference about the Next Succession to the Crowne of Ingland 1594 
(Yorkshire: Scholar P, 1972). 
 
15 Thomas Wilson was a sometime writer, lawyer, and spy who is quoted in Leanda de Lisle, 
After Elizabeth: The Rise of James of Scotland and the Struggle for the Throne of England (New 
York: Harpers, 2005), 6-7. Parsons also compares the backgrounds of these claimants in 
Conference.  
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Dekker, and Webster’s representations of succession problems in plays on Henry VI, Jane Grey, 
Mary I, and Elizabeth I. 
 Competing to Succeed: Monarchy and Succession in English History Plays and Tracts, 
1559-1607 examines how uses of medieval and early modern English history in literary and non-
literary texts represent monarchy and its problems. By analyzing history plays, along with 
succession tracts, the objective is to explore the ways in which these plays take a critical aim at 
the politics of hereditary rule. Despite the treason law that outlawed public debate on the 
succession, this remained a compelling theme as evidenced by explicit and implicit explorations 
in plays and radical tracts. Tract writers engaged in a textual debate as they responded to each 
other in support or opposition of major competitors. History plays often represent usurpers, 
pretenders, and heirs as illegitimate or incompetent, putting forth an implicit argument against 
the validity of the monarchy. Moreover, plays continued to portray succession crises even after 
the arrival of James I and his sons. This study explores how dramatizations of Henry VI, Edward 
IV, Jane Gray, and Mary I extend questions about monarchy into the Stuart dynasty, 
demonstrating that succession is not a problem exclusive to the reign of one unwed queen. I 
investigate how previous conflicts of Henry VIII, Edward VI, and Mary I initiated debate on 
hereditary right, an issue that continued to be raised after James I’s accession.  
 
Succession Problems, Politics, and Texts  
Diverse genres of history writing treat issues of succession differently. When compared 
with other genres of history writing, it is debatable whether history plays explicitly support 
Tudor monarchs. To ascertain this issue, it is worth comparing the politics of writing chronicles, 
verses, and plays. As foundational sources for plays and other forms of history writing, 
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chronicles and verse narratives assume a different stance in their relationships with monarchy. 
Chronicles, the most royalist of the three genres, generally supported dynastic ideologies. As 
official histories sponsored by the Tudors to authenticate their controversial claim to the throne, 
chronicles constructed a “myth of ancient descent and providential purpose.”16 Dedicated to the 
newly-crowned Edward VI, Edward Hall’s The Union of the Two Noble Families of Lancaster 
and York (1548) used history to offer moral lessons for princes.17 Raphael Holinshed’s Chronicle 
of England, Scotland and Ireland (1587), first published when Elizabeth was forty-four years 
old, included advice on negotiating marriage with foreign princes.18 While Hall’s political 
purpose was to provide princes with moral lessons, Holinshed’s goal was to develop an English 
perspective of history.19 Hall sees history as cyclical and having a clear cause and effect, whereas 
Holinshed views history as providential and being influenced by divine intervention. However, 
this providential outlook evolves in the depictions of political figures from English history in 
William Baldwin’s verse narratives.  
While chronicles maintained a close relationship with English kings and advocated 
loyalty to the monarch, popular genres used history to contemplate politics from an alternative 
perspective. William Baldwin’s Mirror for Magistrates (1559), a collection of moralistic tales, 
                                                 
16 Phyllis Rackin, Stages of History: Shakespeare’s English Chronicles (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 
1990), 4. 
 
17 Edward Hall. The Union of the Two Noble Families of Lancaster and York, 1550 (London: 
Scolar P, 1970). 
 
18 James A. Knapp examines the 1577 and 1587 editions of Holinshed and its illustrations. The 
illustrations in the first edition were removed in the second edition. Knapp sees this change as 
indicative of a shift from visual to verbal historiography. See Knapp, Illustrating the Past in 
Early Modern England: The Representation of History in Printed Books (Aldershot: Ashgate, 
2003), 164. 
 
19 Sandra Logan compares the uses of history in Hall and Holinshed. See Logan, Texts/Events in 
Early Modern England: Poetics of History (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2007), 190-200. 
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contemplated subjectivity and historiography.20 In Mirror, the political characters’ relationships 
with Providence and Fortune differ from what those in chronicles. Meredith Skura examines how 
the protagonists’ character or actions determine their punishment in the Mirror that illustrates 
how the genre departs from conventions established in chronicles and the older de casibus 
tradition in which Providence and Fortune determine a historical figure’s fate. Whereas 
chroniclers subscribed to the view that god would punish any offences, Baldwin’s use of first-
person narratives raises questions about such providential outlook. The character of Henry VI in 
Mirror, for example, laments that, although god knows how he lived virtuously, it did not 
prevent the tragic demise that awaited him.21  
Compared to chronicles that celebrate Tudor achievements, Mirror characteristically 
emphasizes failures of monarchs and invites readers to contemplate their liabilities. These verses 
were authored by multiple contributors, who worked across decades, and their readers. This text 
also reflects evolving historiography associated with developing England’s “culture of fact” as 
its writers were concerned with accurate chronology and trustworthy sources.22 An increased 
interest in English history is reflected in its publication history. This text enjoyed a large 
readership that ranged across five decades because it was reprinted or expanded in 1571, 1574, 
1575, 1578, 1587, and 1610. What is significant is that the work appealed to its authors and 
                                                 
20 William Baldwin, The Mirror for Magistrates, edited by Lily B. Campbell, (New York: 
Barnes and Noble, 1960). 
 
21 Meredith Skura, “A Mirror for Magistrates and the Beginnings of English Autobiography,” in 
English Literary Renaissance 36, no. 1 (2006), 26-56: 36-37. 
 
22 Skura 36 writes of how Baldwin and other writers were concerned with accuracy and 
chronology. See also Rackin, Stages 8-10 for discussion of how awareness of anachronism was 
an important innovation in historiography that differed from medieval history writers who 
appeared to have no sense of anachronism under the convention that “all history is present 
history.” Rackin, Stages 9 offers multiple examples of the relationship between temporality and 
secularization. 
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readers, because it allowed them “to contemplate practical and theoretical aspects of 
governance” rather than simply give and receive information about a period in history.23  
 The popularity of the Mirror influenced the development of early modern history plays 
and helped diversify their attitudes and subjects. Before the 1560s, the subject of popular plays 
was mainly saints’ lives while ancient history and mythology appeared in academic plays 
(Winston, “National” 155). English history plays gradually appeared in the 1560s and the genre’s 
popularity peaked in the 1590s. As plays developed out of chronicles and verses, they gained the 
potential to criticize monarchy while speaking to their audience across all social classes.24 
Furthermore, this genre had a different relationship monarchs compared to chronicles, that 
generally supported dynastic ideologies. Many history plays did not advocate a conservative 
hierarchical outlook and nor did they silence dissidence.  
 Chronicle history writing may or may not rely on providentialism whereas characters in 
Baldwin’s verses question it. Providence does not have an overarching implication in this 
project, but intermittently appears in individual texts by Baldwin and Foxe and responses to 
                                                 
23 Jessica Winston, “National History to Foreign Calamity: A Mirror for Magistrates and Early 
English Tragedy,” in Shakespeare’s Histories and Counter-Histories, edited by Dermot 
Cavanagh, Stuart Hampton-Reeves, and Stephen Longstaffe (Manchester, Manchester UP, 
2006), 152-165: 154. 
 
24 Winston, “A Mirror for Magistrates and Public Political Discourse in Elizabethan England,” in 
Studies in Philology 101, no. 4 (2004), 381-400: 384, 386-390. Winston writes of how Baldwin 
and his fellow authors changed the de casibus genre established by Boccaccio’s De casibus 
virorum illustrium (ca. 1358) and John Lydgate’s Fall of Princes (ca. 1431-1439). Boccaccio’s 
message was primarily for the nobility, as reflected in Laurent de Premierfait’s 1400 French 
translation, Des cas des nobles hommes et femmes (expanded to nearly double the size of 
Boccaccio’s original in 1409) which addresses the nobility and was dedicated to the Duke of 
Berry. Similarly, Lydgate narrowed the stated audience to the king’s representative, Humphrey, 
the Duke of Gloucester who was the Lord Protector, as reflected in his title which is no longer 
associated with “illustrious men” but to the “fall of princes.” By comparison, the Mirror speaks 
to a broader audience, transforms De casibus as it changes all the verses into first person 
monologues addressed to Baldwin, and makes formal changes to the prose frame and even the 
physical layout of the book.   
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historical events like the Gunpowder Plot. Providentialist narratives appear in Foxe’s 
descriptions of Elizabeth’s survival of threats before her accession. James’s propagandists use it 
to depict his fortunate discovery of the Gunpowder Plot as proof of a metaphorical link with 
Elizabeth as they draw attention to how both figures survived threats created by treasonous 
opponents.25    
Extending instead views that challenge providentialism and monarchal authority, this 
project reconsiders the relationship between genealogy and legitimacy to ascertain how 
succession crises reveal problems inherent in monarchy. Lineage is repeatedly mocked and 
disputed in plays. At times, royal blood becomes the subject of parodic narratives and sedition. 
For example, after Joan of Arc is defeated and captured, she attempts to rewrite her parentage 
when she tells her father and the Duke of York that she is “issued from the progeny of kings” in 
1 Henry VI (5.3.38). York, who intends to use Jack Cade to assess whether the commoners will 
support the House of York’s bid for the throne, makes Cade pretend to be John Mortimer’s 
descendant and instigate an uprising in 2 Henry VI. Cade, the son of a bricklayer, not only incites 
a mob with his lies about how his father is a Mortimer and his mother is a Plantagenet he even 
daringly calls Henry a “usurper, openly, / And vows to crown himself in Westminster” (4.2.35-
38, 4.4.29-30). In Sir Thomas Wyatt, the Duke of Northumberland schemes to exclude Henry 
VIII’s two daughters from claiming the throne so he may wield power through his daughter-in-
law, Jane Grey.  
These machinations against patrilineal succession also resulted in altering social roles and 
women become claimants or dangerous political rivals in some cases. We see this in succession 
tracts and perhaps in history plays as well. Chronicles, succession tracts, poems, and plays use 
                                                 
25 John Watkins, Representing Elizabeth in Stuart England: Literature, History, Sovereignty 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2002), 25-26. 
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crises from medieval and early modern history to reveal contested legitimacy and even revise 
social hierarchy. Plays on English succession crises, in certain cases, expand women’s influence 
instead of restrict their roles to reproducing sons or transferring succession claims. Rather than 
simply stigmatize unruly or promiscuous individuals as threats against patriarchy, it is necessary 
to consider how dissidence stresses problems with sanguinary succession. Dramatizations of the 
politics of succession reveal how self-interested factions interfere with the concept of legitimacy. 
In turn, monarchs become vulnerable to usurpation and rebellion. Civil unrest disrupts 
boundaries of class and gender, and outsiders, women, and lower class characters use this 
opportunity to comment on the failures of the monarchy. As evidence, Jack Cade in 2 Henry VI, 
the two keepers in 3 Henry VI, a captain, a clown, a woman, and a countryman in Sir Thomas 
Wyatt are examples of characters across all social classes that speak about and even against 
rulers. The next section will examine the history of succession policies before considering the 
ideological function of stage plays.  
 
The History of Tudor Succession Policies  
The Elizabethan succession problems actually date back to Henry VIII because the 
foundational rule of succession repeatedly had to be modified due to the lack of Tudor sons.  
Furthermore, Henry VIII’s and Edward VI’s policies contradicted primogeniture; Edward even 
attempted to overrule Henry’s will when he supported Jane Grey instead of his two half-sisters.26 
Without question, primogeniture was the standard rule for Tudor succession as evidenced in 
Henry’s policies that idealized patrilineal succession. These policies generally excluded foreign 
candidates and women performed limited roles birthing heirs and had a slim possibility of 
                                                 
26 On Edward VI and the Duke of Northumberland’s conspiracy, see chapter three. 
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inheriting in the absence of male heirs. In reality, several Tudor monarchs, with the exception of 
Henry VII, experienced frustration and difficulty with primogeniture. Henry VIII’s three Acts of 
Succession (1534, 1536, 1544) and final will (1546), in addition to his six wives whose tenure 
heavily depended on birthing a male heir, attest to attempts to uphold the ideology of 
primogeniture while being confronted with troubles of getting a son. Mary and Elizabeth’s 
inheritance was particularly influenced by their father’s First and Second Acts of Succession that 
respectively excluded them from succession, until his Third Act finally restored his 
delegitimized daughters in case his sole male heir’s line ceases.27 His final will dated December 
30, 1546, added stipulations regarding the unfortunate event of all three of his children dying 
issueless. In specifying the succession rights of his two sisters, Margaret and Mary Tudor, Henry 
“contravened primogeniture.”28 Although Henry includes his younger sister Mary’s eldest 
daughter Lady Frances’s and second daughter Lady Eleanor’s descendants in his will, he does 
not mention his elder sister Margaret Tudor’s descendants. Margaret is not eligible even if 
Frances’s and Eleanor’s descendants die without progeny, as Henry’s will states that “the said 
imperial crown and other the premises shall wholly remain and come to the next rightful heirs” 
(M. Levine 164).29 Why does Henry alter primogeniture to exclude Margaret’s line in favor of 
the House of Suffolk in his will? A plausible explanation is that he wanted an English-born 
                                                 
27 Henry’s earlier marriages influenced the first two of his Acts of Succession as they excluded 
Mary and Elizabeth after his son was finally born. When Henry did not have children from his 
fourth, fifth, sixth marriages, he finally had to confront reality (at the behest of his sixth wife, 
Katherine Parr) and made it possible for his daughters to inherit the throne. However, Henry did 
not reverse their bastardy and left them daughters stigmatized by their mothers’ divorce or 
execution.  
 
28 Robert Lane, “The Sequence of Posterity: Shakespeare’s King John and the Succession 
Controversy,” in Studies in Philology 92, no. 4 (Autumn 1995), 460-481: 465. 
 
29 For Henry’s will, see Mortimer Levine, Tudor Dynastic Problems, 1460-1571 (New York: 
Barnes and Noble, 1973), 164. 
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monarch because Margaret’s descendants were Scottish from her marriages to James IV of 
Scotland and to Archibald Douglas, sixth Earl of Angus.30 Though his younger sister had also 
wed a foreign monarch, Louis XII of France, there were no children from this union. Mary’s 
descendants were English from her second marriage to Charles Brandon, first Duke of Suffolk. 
Although Henry excludes Margaret’s foreign descendants in his will, this did not prevent two 
generations of competitors from Scotland from threatening his daughter’s status. 
 What necessitated a paradigm shift was that fact that the Tudor dynasty, despite Henry’s 
efforts to ensure succession between English males, was facing its end as all three of his children 
were without progeny. Moreover, women and foreigners became competitors who had a stronger 
claim than the majority of male candidates from England. During the earlier part of Elizabeth’s 
reign, two women were the primary competitors, and one of them was Scottish: Mary Stuart, 
Queen of Scots, and Katherine Grey, younger sister of Jane Grey, the nine-day queen. Catholic 
and Scottish factions supported Mary Stuart, while Protestant and English factions supported 
Katherine Grey. Mary Stuart, as the only child of James V and Mary of Guise, had an 
advantageous position under the rules of primogeniture. She was the granddaughter of Henry 
VIII’s elder sister, Margaret Tudor. In addition to her foreign birth, Catholic faith, and 
controversial marriages, Mary Stuart’s obstacle was Henry’s will since it excluded the Stuart line 
in favor of the House of Suffolk.31 Katherine Grey, Mary’s rival, was the great-granddaughter of 
                                                 
30 Although there are accounts of Mary being Henry’s favorite sister, personal preference for his 
younger sister alone is not sufficient to explain why Henry privileges her heirs. Henry’s decision 
to bar his older sister Margaret’s descendants was probably because of her two husbands were 
from Scotland. While Henry welcomed the prospect of incorporating Scotland through a 
marriage alliance between his son Edward and the young Mary of Scotland, he probably was 
reluctant to leave his realm under the sole control of a Scottish ruler.  
 
31 There were two problems with Henry VIII’s will. First, Henry used a facsimile stamp instead 
of ratifying state documents with his own hand, so there was debate over whether lacking an 
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Mary Tudor, Henry’s younger sister, from her second marriage to Charles Brandon. Katherine 
had an advantage under Henry’s will as it privileged her line over Margaret Tudor’s. Because her 
English background, Protestant faith, and two English-born sons made her an appealing antidote 
to Mary Stuart, William Cecil preferred her candidacy over her Scottish rival’s during the 
1560s.32 However, Katherine had difficulty providing evidence of being legally married and her 
family was associated with treason because of their failed attempt to divert succession to her 
sister Jane Grey. Historians offer different views on Elizabeth’s relationship with her Suffolk 
cousins, Katherine Grey and her younger sister Mary. Susan Doran, for example, writes that 
Elizabeth may have been apprehensive about her Suffolk cousins but she “did not tyrannize 
them.”33 On the other hand, John Guy sees a stronger animosity on Elizabeth’s part. She 
“loathed” Katherine and Mary and humbled them; she even sent Katherine and the Earl of 
Hertford to the Tower as punishment for their secret marriage (Guy, Queen 151). When her 
cousin gave birth to her first son, Elizabeth persuaded the Archbishop of Canterbury to annul the 
marriage that resulted in excluding her children from the succession (151-152).34 Elizabeth’s 
                                                                                                                                                             
original stamp made this will valid. Second, the original will mysteriously went missing. 
Historian Francis Edwards conjectures that Robert Cecil was possibly responsible for its 
disappearance (so the House of Suffolk did not have the supporting documents) which allowed 
James VI to establish his claim to the throne. Edwards, Robert Persons: The Biography of an 
Elizabethan Jesuit 1546-1610 (St. Louis: Institute of Jesuit Resources, 1995), 34-35. 
 
32 Doran, Elizabeth 63-64 uses a different perspective and notes that the Suffolk line did not pose 
a political threat to Elizabeth because both Katherine and Elizabeth were Protestants. Propaganda 
may have used Katherine’s status as Jane Grey’s sister to “bolster her cause,” but Doran notes 
that her “religious sensibilities were unknown but hardly ardent.” In short, there was insufficient 
evidence that Katherine would outperform Elizabeth in matters of politics and religion.  
 
33 Doran, Elizabeth 64. Doran notes that Elizabeth differed from Henry VIII in this aspect 
because her father destroyed several of his Yorkist kin.  
 
34 Elizabeth also persuaded the Court of the Star Chamber to fine the Earl of Hertford £15,000 
for “seducing a royal virgin.” See Guy, Queen 151-152.   
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relentless opposition is seen in how she even imprisoned Katherine’s husband for trying to prove 
the legitimacy of his two sons, Edward, Lord Beauchamp, and his brother, Thomas. (Doran, 
“Revenge” 609-610).35 After Katherine’s death in 1568 and Mary’s execution in 1587, their 
children inherited their candidacy. A newer generation of competitors emerged after 1587: Lady 
Arbella Stuart of England (Margaret Tudor’s descendent), Infanta Isabella of Spain (John of 
Gaunt’s first wife Blanche’s Lancastrian descendent), and King James VI of Scotland (Mary 
Stuart’s son).  
Lineage, nationality, marital status, and religion continued to be important factors in 
evaluating the new competitors, but none of these three contenders fully satisfied all four 
categories. Although there were English male candidates like Katherine’s two sons, Edward Lord 
Beauchamp and his brother Thomas, they were not eligible because Elizabeth had refused to 
acknowledge the House of Suffolk’s claim and had declared them illegitimate. Of the next 
generation of rivals, Lady Arbella Stuart was favored because she was English-born and was the 
next senior descendent of Henry VII’s daughter Margaret Tudor, as she was the only child of 
Elizabeth Cavendish and Charles Stuart, Earl of Lennox.36 Arbella inherited her claim through 
her father Charles Stuart, whose grandmother, Margaret Douglas, was born to Margaret Tudor 
and her second husband, Archibald Douglas, sixth Earl of Angus.37 Pragmatically, Arbella was 
only eighteen in 1594, unmarried, and lacked James’s experience as a ruler. The second 
contender who received attention during the 1590s was Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia of Spain, 
                                                 
35 Susan Doran, “Revenge her Foul and Most Unnatural Murder? The Impact of Mary Stewart’s 
Execution on Anglo-Scottish Relations,” in History 85, no. 280 (2000), 609-610. 
 
36 Lady Arbella Stuart was James’s first cousin. She was also the granddaughter of Elizabeth 
Talbot.  
 
37 There were questions about Margaret Douglas’s legitimacy because her father Archibald 
Douglas had annulled his marriage to Margaret Tudor on the basis of a precontract. See Levin 83. 
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daughter of Philip II and his third wife Elisabeth of Valois. Aged twenty-seven in 1594, the 
Infanta was Arbella’s senior by nine years and possessed more political experience because she 
had closely assisted her father. Nonetheless, her candidacy was not widely received in England 
because she was Catholic and Spanish. Moreover, the Infanta’s case relied on a complicated 
interpretation of Lancastrian genealogy that dates back to John of Gaunt’s first marriage to 
Blanche.38 Whereas Lady Arbella Stuart and Infanta Isabella did not actively pursue the crown 
themselves, James expressed strong interest in becoming England’s next king as evidenced in his 
letters to Elizabeth, Robert Cecil, the Earl of Essex, Lord Henry Howard, and the Earl of 
Northumberland.39 
James VI of Scotland, with his lineage, Protestant faith, gender, and thirty-year 
experience as king, was an exceedingly compelling candidate that distinguished him from rivals 
like Lady Arbella Stuart and Infanta Isabella. Considering that succession had remained 
uncertain for forty years during the reign of an unmarried queen, James, a male sovereign in his 
thirties with two sons, was an attractive antidote. These pragmatic qualifications strengthened 
James’s candidacy, despite the obstacles laid out in Henry VIII’s will as it did not recognize the 
succession rights of Margaret Tudor’s Scottish descendants. Although James was, after 1587, 
                                                 
38 Isabella’s candidacy was primarily championed by Parsons 84 who insisted that she had a 
more legitimate claim, that was inherited through John of Gaunt’s first wife Blanche who was 
heir to Henry Duke of Lancaster. Because the English Lancastrian descendants ended with the 
deaths of Henry VI and his son Prince Edward, Parsons 85 argues that the succession claim then 
goes to Philippa, the first of Blanche’s two daughters, who married the King of Portugal. Based 
on Parsons’s interpretation of Angevin genealogy, the current “rightful” heir is, supposedly, 
Infanta Isabella of Spain. This claim was neither widely acknowledged nor favored in England.  
 
39 James’s correspondence to Elizabeth reflects his ambition as well. In his letters, James refers 
to Elizabeth as a mother as he implies how he wants to become her heir. In addition, he secretly 
wrote to Essex, Robert Cecil, Lord Henry Howard, and the Earl of Northumberland to make 
them his allies at the English court. See Susan Doran, “James VI and the English Succession,” in 
James VI and I: Ideas, Authority, and Government, edited by Ralph Houlbrooke (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 2006), 41. See also Vignaux 67-68. 
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one of the contenders with a high probability of succeeding Elizabeth, he was confronted with 
two major obstacles as Mary Stuart’s son and as King of Scotland.40  
James’s first obstacle Mary Stuart’s associations with treason. This was critical enough to 
potentially disqualify him under the Bond of Association, drafted by William Cecil and Sir 
Francis Walsingham in the autumn of 1584. Its rhetoric responds to Mary’s captivity in England 
and Dr. William Parry’s 1584 attempt to assassinate Elizabeth in the palace gardens. The Bond, 
implicitly directed at Mary, prohibited assassination attempts and allowed its signatories to 
murder any conspiring claimant (Levin 95).41 This compromised James’s candidacy because it 
proscribed all conspirators and their heirs from inheriting the throne even if the actual contender 
did not know of the conspiracy. As a result, this harsh stipulation garnered conflicting reactions 
amongst those who did not want to disqualify James for Mary’s crimes. James’s second obstacle, 
his position as King of Scotland, raised conflicted responses. While some opposed James 
because of ancient and recent Anglo-Scottish military conflicts, others saw James’s position as 
an opportunity to unite the two realms.42 His foreignness was downplayed by his supporters and 
the English succession tracts that advocated his candidacy as their next sovereign.  
                                                 
40 After his mother’s treason, James himself feared that he would be debarred by the Act of 
Attainder because it ruled out those connected to a traitor. Sarah Gristwood, Arbella: England’s 
Lost Queen (Houghton Mifflin Company: New York, 2003), 407. 
 
41 Subsequently, the Bond’s harshness was adjusted in the Act for the Queens’ Safety during the 
Parliament of 1584-85, which still persecuted the guilty claimant and heirs, but limited the lynch-
law feature (that previously encouraged Englishmen to exact vengeance on assassins and their 
kin) to punishing only the treasonous claimant and permitted the Queen to restore the title of the 
heir. This revision specifically intended to protect James from being avenged for Mary’s crimes 
as well as provided an option for Elizabeth to support his claim in the likely event that Mary 
proved treasonous. J. E. Neale, Elizabeth I and Her Parliaments, 1584-1601 (New York: Norton, 
1958), 33. 
 
42 Because Edward III’s 1351 statute prohibited foreigners from inheriting, there was debate over 
whether a Scottish contender like James can inherit the English crown. See M. Levine 125, for 
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Succession Tracts and Late Elizabethan Controversies  
Circulated during a similar period as did history plays, succession tracts also radically 
commented on contemporary politics and even denied the Tudor myth. This genre engaged in a 
textual debate over the right to rule as tracts responded to each other and were secretly circulated 
across the borders. This created a dilemma for the English government because Elizabeth’s 
prohibition against discussing the succession made it impossible for her government to produce 
counter-propaganda in her defense. Though the government could not openly respond due to the 
prohibition against public debate, Parsons’s tract was treated seriously. For example, Elizabeth’s 
lord treasurer William Cecil made a note of it and his son Robert Cecil procured copies of it from 
abroad (Doran, “Three” 95).43 This was not the first time Parsons’s work raised controversy that 
involved Cecil because, two year earlier, his Philopater (1592) had satirized William Cecil’s 
religious policy and persecution of Catholics.44 
Parsons’s tract not only attracted the attention of Elizabeth’s government it even made 
James VI directly respond to it. After this tract, James, already anxious because Elizabeth had 
not declared him her heir, may have begun to believe that he may have to resort to war to obtain 
                                                                                                                                                             
“A Statute for those who are born in Parts beyond the Sea” from 25. Edward III st. 1; Stat. Realm 
i. 310. 
 
43 Susan Doran, “Three Late-Elizabethan Succession Tracts,” in The Struggle for the Succession 
in Late Elizabethan England: Politics, Polemics and Cultural Representations, edited by Jean-
Christophe Mayer (Montpellier: U Paul-Valéry, 2004), 97. 
 
44 Victor Houliston describes how Cecil is “an actor, a comedian, a rhetorician” as Parsons’s 
Philopater “consistently contrasts Cecil’s impudent and puny stratagems with the steady, 
unstoppable force of English Catholic resistance, the solid achievements of the most Catholic 
king of Spain, and the secure judgment of Catholic Europe.” Houliston, “The Lord Treasurer and 
the Jesuit: Robert Persons’s Satirical Response to the 1591 Proclamation,” in The Sixteenth 
Century Journal 32, no. 2 (2001), 389.  
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the throne (Doran, “Three” 97). In a significant move, he penned The Trew Law of Free 
Monarchies (1598) to defend his divine right. Additionally, the royal printer Robert Waldegrave 
published tracts favorable towards James: Peter Wentworth’s A Pithie Exhortation to her 
Majestie for establishing her successor to the crowne (1587) and Irenicus Philodikaios’s A 
Treatise declaring and confirming against all objections the just title and right of the moste 
excellent and worthie Prince, James the sixt, King of Scotland, to the succession of the crown of 
England (c.1598-1600).45 James sent ambassadors to seek foreign support and appeal to Catholic 
rulers like the kings of Spain and France to neutralize Catholic support for the Infanta Isabella, 
the contender Parsons advocates (Doran, “Three” 98). The King of Scotland also made a 
calculated move to counteract the obstacle that prohibited foreigners from inheriting land, and 
more importantly, the Crown of England when he attempted to recover his paternal 
grandparents’ Lennox lands in England (98). Such overt endeavors, however, mostly displeased 
Elizabeth, who had previously not answered James’s 1591 letter about his “annuitie” (Vignaux 
72). Elizabeth’s letter to him, dated January 4, 1598, expresses her infuriation and states how she 
is “sorry that [James has] so willfully falen from [his] best stay, and will needs throwe [him] self 
into the hurlpole of bottomles discredit” (73).46 
                                                 
45 See Doran, “Three” for an examination of two manuscript tracts, the anonymous “An apologie 
of the Scottische king” and Alexander Dickson’s “Of the Right of the Crowne efter Hir Majesty. 
Three Bookes where be occasione is refuted a treacherus libel intitling the house of Spagne to the 
succession thereof.” Doran also discusses the tract written under the pseudonym, Irenicus 
Philodikaios, titiled A Treatise declaring and confirming against all objections the just title and 
right of the moste excellent and worthie Prince, James the sixt, King of Scotland, to the 
succession of the crown of England (c.1598-1600).  
 
46 For how Elizabeth heatedly wrote James to account for what he had reportedly said in his 
December 1597 parliament in Edinburgh, see Vignaux 73. There is no surviving record of what 
James had exactly said to provoke Elizabeth’s anger, but it is speculated that it may have been 
associated with his impatience regarding his title in England after her decease.  
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While both tracts and plays engaged in a public debate during the 1590s, their circulation 
and strategy demonstrate alternative ways of offering counsel. Succession tracts were 
intrinsically disobedient in their discussions of a subject which Elizabeth considered her 
prerogative. Despite the Second Treasons Act that prohibited all types of succession debate in 
1571, these tracts were written either outside of England in places like Antwerp or Paris, or 
published in England and Scotland after the decease of the author or Elizabeth. Some were even 
dedicated to controversial figures like the Earl of Essex or printed by James VI’s royal printer.47 
Furthermore, the religio-political motives of different tract writers demonstrate how the 
Elizabethan succession debate encompassed a complex range of voices. These voices engaged in 
a cultural conversation about monarchy because the publication of one tract would provoke 
opposing writers to respond with publications of their own. This section examines the debate 
over legitimate succession in four tracts: Robert Parsons’s Conference about the Next Succession 
to the Crown of England (1594), Peter Wentworth’s A Pithie Exhortation to her Majestie for 
establishing her successor to the crowne (1587) and A Discourse containing the Author’s 
opinion about the true and lawful successor to her Majesty (ca. 1594, published 1598), and John 
Harington’s A Tract on the Succession to the Crown (1602).48 Disagreeing with Parsons’s 
critique of James and support of Infanta Isabella, the two later tract writers advocate James’s 
hereditary right. The process of evaluating competing claimants exposes the vulnerability of 
hereditary monarchy as evidenced in how interpreting genealogical claims – the foundational 
                                                 
47 Parsons dedicated his tract to Essex. In response to Parsons’s opposition, James’s royal printer 
printed Wentworth’s tract in Scotland.  
 
48 John Harington, A Tract on the Succession to the Crown by Sir John Harington Kt. of Kelston 
(New York: Burt Franklin, 1970). Peter Wentworth, A Discourse Containing the Author’s 
Opinion of the True and Lawful Successor to Her Majesty (Edinburgh 1598). Wentworth, A 
Pithie Exhortation on to Her Majesty for Establishing Her Successor to the Crown (Edinburgh 
1587). 
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qualification of hereditary monarchy – prove to be influenced by biases based on nationality, 
gender, and religion. The ways Parsons, Wentworth, and Harington evaluate James’s candidacy, 
parentage, and Scottish background illustrate how Elizabeth’s lack of biological heirs provided a 
discursive opportunity to revise concepts about hereditary right.  
Robert Parsons’s Conference about the Next Succession (1594) was radical because it 
subverted the Tudor myth, subscribed to a contractual view of monarchy, advocated Infanta 
Isabella Clara Eugenia of Spain, and explicitly denounced James.49 Parsons, an exiled English 
Jesuit priest who published the succession tract in Antwerp under the pseudonym R. Doleman, 
even included a dedication to Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex.50 This tract supported Infanta 
Isabella’s candidacy by evaluating then dismissing the majority of the fourteen claimants on the 
basis of religion, illegitimacy, or royal will.51 Parsons, using a Lancaster and York binary to 
categorize contenders, insists that Lancastrians are legitimate whereas the Yorkists, and 
                                                 
49 For Parsons, religion was the most important criteria in selecting a ruler so he sought to find a 
Catholic successor around 1580. He favored the Infanta during the 1590s because she was the 
best Catholic contender, not because she was Spanish. See Michael Carrafiello, Robert Parsons 
and English Catholicism, 1580-1610 (Cranbury: Associated UP, 1998), 14-18. 
 
50 Victor Houliston writes of how the Antwerp edition included a dedication to the Earl of Essex 
because Parsons or Richard Verstegan, who supervised the printing, may have hoped that Essex 
would be favorable to recusants. Another possibility, according to Houliston, is the dedication 
was intended to discredit Essex with James, who relied on Essex for support instead of Cecil.  
Houliston, “The Hare and the Drum: Robert Persons’s Writings on the English Succession, 
1593-6,” in Renaissance Studies 14, no. 2 (2000), 240. 
 
51 J. B. Black and Victor Houliston mentions Catholic responses to Parsons’s work. Black notes 
how anti-Spanish Catholics in England called Parsons’s book as “the most pestilential thing 
every written” and the English seminary in Rome was also hostile because anti-Jesuit feeling was 
already high. Black, The Reign of Elizabeth 1558-1603 (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1959), 454. 
Houliston, “Hare” 235 mentions how Catholics worried that Parsons’s text would worsen fears 
against Catholic rebellion. For example, Scottish Jesuit William Crichton dismayed over 
Parsons’s tract in August 1596.   
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subsequently the Tudors, are usurpers.52 To justify the accession of a Catholic ruler, he uses a 
contrived interpretation of genealogy to insist that Isabella is the legitimate heir because her 
father Philip II descended from John of Gaunt. His claims demonstrate how political agenda and 
religious affiliation manipulates genealogical interpretation that ultimately illustrates the 
challenges against the concept of early modern legitimacy. The Conference not only subverts the 
Tudor myth by equating Henry VII with the treasonous Richard III it jeopardizes Elizabeth’s 
status with radical ideas that regard Yorkists and Tudors as usurpers.  
Another tract writer, Peter Wentworth, critiqued Parsons’s Conference and attempted to 
persuade Elizabeth to settle the succession. Wentworth’s A Pithie Exhortation on to Her Majesty 
for Establishing Her Successor to the Crowne (1587) was even printed in Scotland by James’s 
royal printer because it supported James’s candidacy. Despite this impact, or more likely because 
of it, Wentworth was severely punished for discussing this prohibited topic. Wentworth, who 
was a Member of Parliament and a Puritan, died in the Tower as punishment for attempting to 
deliver Pithie Exhortation at the 1589 parliament.53 From Elizabeth’s perspective, his demands 
                                                 
52 Parsons 86 disqualified the Tudors because they descended from the union between John of 
Gaunt and his third wife, Lady Catherine Swinford. The children were born out of wedlock 
because John belatedly married Lady Catherine only two years before he died. Henry VII’s 
mother, Margaret Countess of Richmond, descends from John, the Earl of Somerset, who was 
the eldest of Gaunt’s three sons with Lady Catherine. According to Parsons 84-85, the “rightful” 
claim actually passed through John of Gaunt’s first wife Blanche, heir to Henry Duke of 
Lancaster, whose English lineage died with Henry VI and his son Edward. Parsons 85 argues 
that the succession claim reverts to Philippa, the first of Blanche’s two daughters, who married 
the king of Portugal and concludes that the current Lancastrian heir is Infanta Isabella of Spain. 
Though incredibly convoluted, Parsons’s genealogical interpretations uncannily resemble 
Shakespeare’s Richard II and Henry VI and other Elizabethan history plays that were popular 
during the period when succession tracts were circulated.  
 
53 Mary Stuart’s execution, according to Neale, Elizabeth 252, may have motivated Wentworth 
to draft Pithie Exhortation in 1587. With the intent on delivering Pithie Exhortation at the 1589 
Parliament, Wentworth made three or four failed attempts to meet William Cecil. After failing to 
receive support from Cecil, Wentworth looked to the Earl of Essex to present Pithie Exhortation 
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explicitly conflicted with her strategy of ambiguity evidenced in her 1561 speech in which she 
stated that she will be “succeed[ed by someone] that has most right” (65). This tract directly 
addresses Elizabeth and implores her to declare in heir. Pithie Exhortation stresses the 
importance of evaluating candidates and securing the succession. The tract warns against 
unsettled succession through allusions to history and scripture such as the tragic fate of 
Gorboduc. According to historian J. E. Neale, Elizabeth probably saw Pithie Exhortation but 
there is no specific information on how she directly reacted to Wentworth’s tract (Elizabeth 
256).54 After all, Elizabeth’s prohibition against debating succession made it nearly impossible 
for her or her government to directly respond such succession tracts. Based on how her successor 
remained undeclared and how Wentworth was imprisoned until his death, we can infer that 
Elizabeth continued assert her propagative on this matter.  
The seriousness of the topic compelled Wentworth to write A Discourse Containing the 
Author’s Opinion of the True and Lawful Successor to Her Majesty (1598) despite his 
punishment. The House of Commons “discreetly dropped” attempts to discuss the succession 
after Wentworth’s imprisonment (Black 227).55 However, neither Wentworth’s advanced age nor 
his prison sentence dampened his commitment. In this succession tract, he writes that he dies 
                                                                                                                                                             
to Elizabeth. Wentworth gave his text to Dr. Moffat so he would persuade Essex. But in the 
process of sending the tract out to be copied, copies were leaked out and reached the Privy 
Council. Wentworth was summoned in August 1591 then imprisoned. See Neale, Elizabeth 254-
55. 
 
54 Neale, Elizabeth 255 notes that Elizabeth probably saw Wentworth’s Pithie Exhortation. 
Although Wentworth hoped William Cecil would support his cause to persuade Elizabeth to 
settle succession, Cecil probably distanced himself from Wentworth’s endeavors. See Neale, 
Elizabeth 255-256. 
 
55 This tract is sometimes referred as A Treatise Containing M. Wentworth’s Judgment 
Concerning the Person of the True and Lawful Successor to These Realms of England and 
Ireland. This tract criticizes Parsons’s tract as the “Person” in its title alludes to Parsons.  
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defending a “good right” as he alludes to his support for James (95). At the age of seventy-two, 
Wentworth had spent four years imprisoned in the Tower of London petitioning for his release 
yet continuing to reiterate his beliefs on succession.56 His punishment and posthumous 
publication substantiate the rigorous prohibitions against succession debates. This text illustrates 
how some tracts looked beyond campaigning for individual contenders and expressed concern 
over the welfare of the realm. The importance of the benefit of England is evidenced in the 
subtitle for Wentworth’s tract; its posthumous publication was “for the publick benefite of this 
Realme.”57 As implied in this subtitle, the gravity of England’s welfare outweighed risks 
associated with circulating succession tracts.   
 The third tract writer, John Harington, was Elizabeth’s “witty” godson who expressed 
support for James in A Tract on the Succession to the Crown (1602), a text that responded to 
Parsons’s and Wentworth’s tracts.58 Harington’s overtures date back to as early as 1584, when he 
refused to sign the Bond of Association because it prevented Mary Stuart and even James from 
                                                 
56 Even Wentworth’s wife, Elizabeth Walsingham, died in the Tower in July 1596 after keeping 
him company during his imprisonment. Because Wentworth continued to boldly speak about 
succession, his petitions for release were not granted. See Neale, Elizabeth 263-64 for how 
Wentworth’s third petition, dated September 1595, was denied because he continued to discuss 
succession. The following summer, it was discovered that Wentworth not only still possessed a 
copy of Pithie Exhortation but he even had permitted another copy to be made of it for a 
bookbinder. 
 
57 Only after Wentworth’s death did his friend feel safe enough to publish Pithie Exhortation and 
Discourse in a single volume in 1598. Its subtitle, “Made two yeeres before his death, but 
published a yeere after his death for the publick benefite of this Realme,” attests to the harsh 
prohibitions against succession debates that led to Wentworth’s imprisonment while it 
simultaneously acknowledges how the succession is connected to “publick benefite.”   
 
58 Harington is referred to as Elizabeth’s witty godson, and he was famous for his witty sayings 
and epigrams. See Clements Markham, Introduction in A Tract on the Succession to the Crown 
by Sir John Harington Kt. of Kelston, by John Harington (New York: Burt Franklin, 1970), iv. 
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succeeding Elizabeth if Mary conspired to assassinate her.59 Since he had a closer relationship 
with Elizabeth than other tract writers, Harington offers a uniquely intimate and at times critical 
assessment of her reign. Elizabeth’s connection with the Harington family dates back to when 
she was imprisoned during Mary I’s reign after Wyatt’s rebellion.60 Harington’s mother 
continued to serve Elizabeth as one of the ladies of her privy chamber up till her death in 1579.61 
Elizabeth became godmother to their eldest son, John, in recognition of how Harington’s parents 
supported her during times of crisis.62 Elizabeth “evidently enjoyed the society of her godson” 
because of his wit, humor, and extensive reading (Markham iv). His relationship with Elizabeth 
is evidenced in how she addresses him as “Boye Jacke” in the 1575 note that accompanied the 
copy of her parliamentary speech she sent to encourage him to study her words; in this note, 
Elizabeth explains that she “do[es] thys, because [Harington’s] father was readye to sarve and 
love us in trouble and thrall” (Craig 7). In a famous episode, she orders him to translate 
Ludovicio Ariosto’s Orlando Furioso (1591) as punishment for circulating a bawdy tale from 
Orlando to her ladies-in-waiting.  
 Even though Elizabeth’s note in 1575 instructs Harington to “fynde some goode frutes 
hereof when thy Godmother is oute of remembraunce,” her “Boye Jacke” secretly began to seek 
                                                 
59 D. H. Craig, Sir John Harington (Boston: Twayne, 1985), 10. Jason Scott-Warren, Sir John 
Harington and the Book as Gift (New York: Oxford UP, 2001), 20. 
 
60 Harington’s mother is Isabell Markham, one of Elizabeth’s attendants during her 1545 
imprisonment after Sir Thomas Wyatt’s rebellion. Harington’s father, John Harington of Stepney, 
was Thomas Seymour’s servant. The couple married after Elizabeth’s accession and she stood as 
godmother to their son John. For Harington’s family and educational background see Craig 2-9; 
Markham i-v; Scott-Warren 18-19. For Harington’s life as a courtier, see Craig 14-20; Scott-
Warren 18-20. 
 
61 See Craig 7. 
 
62 The Earl of Pembroke was Harington’s godfather. See Craig 5.  
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James’s favor even before she is “oute of remembraunce” (Craig 7). The parliamentary speech 
she sent Harington expressed her determination not to wed; he, in turn, endeavored to secure his 
future before the decease of his unmarried godmother. He surreptitiously communicated with 
James; despite translating Orlando Furioso because of Elizabeth’s orders, Harington ironically 
used this famous translation to cultivate a relationship with James and his son. Not only did 
Harington send James VI a copy of Orlando in 1591, he read from it to James in 1603 and even 
sent Prince Henry a copy (Craig 12, 25). A silver and gold lamp with a poignant Latin motto 
“Lord, remember me when thou comest in thie kingdom” accompanied the copy of Harington’s 
verses that he sent James as new year’s gifts during the 1602 Christmas season. Harington even 
traveled to Rutland after Elizabeth’s death to offer “gratulatorie Eulogies” to the new king 
(Markham ix; Scott-Warren 20). In 1602, Harington not only sent James gifts but also completed 
his succession tract on December 18th, James’s half-birthday.  
 When a courtier this close to Elizabeth secretly writes about the succession and curries 
favor from her future successor, we are provided with insight on the intense uncertainty at court 
in the winter of 1602, the year before her decease. To further illustrates his point, Harington’s 
letter, written approximately ten days after his succession tract, delivers news about the court 
atmosphere and Elizabeth’s health. His letter to his wife, dated December 27th, 1602, describes 
the “moste pitiable state” of Elizabeth’s health as he relays witnessing her forgetfulness and 
appetite loss during his Christmas visit to court (Nugae 322-23).63 His succession tract engages 
in a textual debate against Parsons and supports James’s candidacy as it discusses Tudor 
monarchs like Edward VI and Stuart monarchs like James. Acutely aware of the dangers of 
discussing succession, the “great secret of State,” Harington alludes to Wentworth’s suffering 
                                                 
63 John Harington, Nugae Antiquae: Being a Miscellaneous Collection of Original Papers, in 
Prose and Verse (New York: AMS P, 1966), 322-323. 
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and defends his own text by stating he is not breaking any prohibitions as long as he does not 
publish during Elizabeth’s lifetime: “as long as I do not printe nor publish it I break no lawe for I 
have read and double redd the Statute, and therefore till it be lawfull to publish it, which it will 
be one day” (39). In fact, he had instructed a friend to publicize his Tract if Elizabeth outlived 
him and if James was embroiled in succession disputes.  
The assessment of James VI’s lineage and status as Scotland’s king in these three 
succession tracts illustrates different conceptualizations of legitimacy and foreignness. There 
were two major controversies over James’s candidacy: hereditary legitimacy and Mary Stuart’s 
legacy. Hereditary legitimacy, the first issue, produced multiple evaluations of James’s lineage. 
Identifying which parent provides James’s claim to the English throne is important since his 
mother was implicated with treason against Elizabeth. Parsons first evaluates claimants from 
Scotland among his assessment of contenders from England and Europe. Royal women like 
Margaret Tudor and Mary Stuart play a central role in transferring succession rights in the cases 
of James and Arbella. Parsons treats Margaret Tudor, as the eldest daughter of Henry VII, as 
providing James’s claim. Her first marriage to James IV produced James V, that, in turn, allows 
Mary Stuart’s heirs to claim the throne of England (103). Parsons’s again relies on succession 
through women when he traces Arbella’s genealogy back to Margaret Tudor and Margaret 
Lennox, daughter from Margaret Tudor’s second marriage. Wentworth disagreed with Parsons 
because he saw both James’s parents as providing their son with rights, “the very next in descent 
from [Elizabeth], & by a lawfull, vnstained & vunblemished line by both parents” (Treatise 7). 
Unlike Arbella who some considered illegitimate because her father annulled his marriage to her 
mother Margaret Douglas, here Wentworth considers both James’s parents as lawfully providing 
his inheritance.  
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Succession tracts represent women as exercising a major influence, either positive or 
negative, as mothers and as candidates. For example, Parsons’s and Wentworth’s texts describe 
Margaret Tudor and Mary Stuart as instrumental figures in James’s claim. Alternatively, 
Harington’s Tract marginalizes women’s role in the succession that may reflect unease with the 
undeniable presence of Mary Stuart. As potential evidence, Harington, who generally concurs 
with Wentworth’s Treatise and strongly disagrees with Parsons’s Conference, differs from 
Wentworth on the issue of recognizing Mary’s legacy. He objects to Parsons’s view that sees 
Mary’s conspiracies as disqualifying James under the Act of Association. Harington also 
attempts to defend James by stating that he inherited an equally significant claim from his father: 
“that righte which cometh to him by his father, and which hath the first and next place if his 
mother’s title should abate and surcease” (Tract 27). Another passage similarly reflects unease 
with Mary’s influence. Harington again highlights the lineage of James’s father, Henry Stuart, 
Lord Darnley: 
for the lyons’ whelps that ar in the armes of England ar so mightie that he that them tyed 
in two strong chaines shall not doe wisely to loose the stronger, though he did suppose he 
could hold them on with the other, yet I say with Mr. Wentworth that by his father’s lyne 
he hath another claime, and the very next degree to his mother’s, and plainly before the 
Lady Arbella, as being of the elder brother and the heire male. (Tract 38) 
Harington states that James’s father actually provides the more powerful of the two “strong 
chaines” to insist that James’s claim is stronger than Arbella’s.  
 As Mary’s son, James was subject to intense debate after the 1580s regarding to what 
extent her crimes disqualified him. His mother was not eligible to inherit Elizabeth’s throne 
because the Act of Association prohibited conspirators from succeeding her. To overcome this 
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obstacle, Harington alludes to distancing James from Mary’s crimes as a solution to avoid 
incrimination when he speaks of “loos[ing] the stronger” of the two “chaines” (Tract 38). In 
Tract, however, there is reluctant admission to the difficulty of forsaking ties with Mary as 
Harington notes that James cannot afford to disregard her lineage if he were to compete with 
other claimants that are described as “lyons’ whelps” (38). As if compensating for Mary’s 
problematic inheritance, Harington emphasizes how James’s father, Lord Darnley, supplies a 
claim that is “the very next degree to his mother’s” to state that James’s genealogical claim is 
stronger than his cousin Arbella’s (38).64 However, stressing Darnley’s legacy had potential risks 
because there were rumors that he was not actually James’s biological father. In addition, 
Darnley’s death, that appeared to result from murder rather than an accident, implicated Mary 
and her third husband, James Hepburn, Earl of Bothwell.  
 This conflicted assessment of James’s parentage reveals that it may be preferential for 
James to dissociate himself with his mother’s scandalous reputation. However, it was equally 
difficult to renounce this relationship since she provides him with a strong claim to the throne of 
England. Harington’s attempts to minimize the role of James’s mother actually reveal her 
undeniable influence. To show support for James, Harington alluded to how Elizabeth told the 
Scottish Ambassador that she “knowe[s] none next to [her]self whome I can prefer before” Mary 
Stuart (Treatise 28). Not only does Harington rely on an outdated episode from before there was 
                                                 
64 James’s claim was stronger because his father Henry Lord Darnley was the elder brother and 
Arbella’s father Charles Stuart was the younger brother. It is possible that the young Arbella 
would not have been a sagacious ruler when we consider the personal decisions she made. For 
example, she married William Seymour without James’s permission and attempted to escape 
consequential imprisonment by disguising herself then boarding a vessel for Calais (38n.a). To 
an extent, Arbella’s reckless actions resemble her ancestor Margaret Tudor’s second marriage 
and Mary Stuart’s hasty third marriage. Both Margaret and Mary received gendered criticism for 
being so overruled by desire that made them disregard their royal positions. Doran, “James VI” 
42 describes Arbella’s behavior in 1602 and 1603 as “erratic” and ruining any chances at 
becoming the next ruler. For more on Arbella, see Doran, “James VI” 42; Gristwood.  
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a strain between Elizabeth and Mary he also contradicts his earlier attempts to minimize the role 
of James’s mother in his succession rights. This contradiction ultimately attests to how James’s 
supporters could not disregard his mother’s inheritance despite its accompanying complications. 
James’s vexed relationship with her transgressions and rumored promiscuity continued to make 
him vulnerable to paternity disputes (Montrose 250). In sum, James inherits his claim to the 
throne of England through her, but he also cannot escape her stigmatizing scandals.  
 These three tracts present different perspectives towards James’s claim, based on 
conflicting interpretations of lineage and women’s paradoxical position in it. As these three tracts 
present different perspectives towards James’s claim, hereditary succession can be compromised 
by conflicting interpretations of lineage. Mary Stuart’s conflict with England was particularity 
scrutinized when evaluating James’s candidacy. Whether James inherited his claim through this 
father or mother, or even both, the fact that he was Mary’s only child and heir complicated his 
candidacy in light of her treasonous conspiracies. A detractor like Parsons would use Mary’s 
treason and the Act of Association to contest her son’s right to the throne. On the other hand, 
Wentworth and Harington, who supported James’s candidacy, argued that the Act of Association 
disqualified only Mary, not her son. Both James’s supporters and detractors illustrate how 
Mary’s legacy reminded them of negative images of female rule and also of the threat of 
Scotland. Mary’s background and actions embodied multiple layers of otherness to England such 
as her French mother, her marriage in France, her Catholic faith, her former position of 
Scotland’s queen, and her conspiracies all contribute to the threat she poses against Elizabeth, 
Protestants, and England. The prospect of Mary’s only son becoming Elizabeth’s heir drew 
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attention to negative associations with female rule and Anglo-Scottish relations.65 As James’s 
dilemma with his mother’s legacy illustrates, his candidacy was confronted with two difficulties: 
inheriting her treasonous legacy in order to obtain the English crown and resolving Anglo-
Scottish hostility that dates back to Edward I.  
James’s position as the King of Scotland another issue of debate in all three succession 
tracts. The prospect of the King of Scotland ruling England caused anxiety about whether he will 
protect England’s interests and whether his Scottish courtiers will dominate the important offices 
and favors occupied by Elizabeth’s favorites.66 The tracts by Parsons, Wentworth, and Harington 
differently anticipate Anglo-Scottish dynamics if James were to become the next king. Out of the 
three, Parsons presents the most disapproving prediction about changes and predicts that English 
people are not capable of overcoming the cultural boundary with Scotland and predicts that both 
countries will not tolerate each other even after James becomes ruler of both realms.  
Wentworth and Harington represent James as ‘English’ in terms of lineage and of 
affiliation to English culture in a manner that differs from Parsons, who evokes Anglo-Scottish 
hostility to disfavor James. Wentworth minimizes difference in nationality by emphasizing that 
because both James’s parents “descended of English blood, [hence James] wil in England 
become English and a favorer cheiflie of English-men, according to the speech (if not the 
prophecie) of his most noble ancestor, King Henry the Seventh” (Discourse 76, emphasis added). 
This belief that James will “become English” after his arrival reflects how England generally 
                                                 
65 An example of complications with foreign royalty is evidenced in how Mary Stuart refused to 
consider her trial in 1587 as lawful. She insisted that her Scottish nationality and royal status 
granted her immunity.  
 
66 Elizabethans were concerned about James’s ability to satisfy English expectations as the next 
ruler and to adapt to cultural change. The Scottish has comparable misgivings. The Stuarts’ 
deteriorating relationship with Scotland demonstrate that this later became an actual problem. 
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assumed a superior attitude towards Scotland. To support his prediction about James, Wentworth 
uses the Scottish people in England who are “content to forget their countrie, kindred, & 
Parents” once they settled in ‘superior’ England as he implies that James will assimilate in a 
similar manner (Discourse 76). Compared to Parsons’s pessimistic prediction and Wentworth’s 
measured optimism, Harington’s vision of James’s reign combines slight naiveté with outright 
propaganda in its imagination of how James will assimilate to English customs: “the Scottish 
Kinges being (as all Princes ar by their royall nature) enclyned to Majestie, to State, to 
Eloquence, to Policies, to Civilitutues, should frame and conforme himself to the better country, 
and be taken with the liking of the more honorable discipline, fashions, and manners of England” 
(Tract 32). Because Harington advocates James as protector of the British Isles against attacks 
from France and Spain, he does not describe Scotland as foreign and sees this as a relatively 
minor issue compared to threats from Continental Europe.  
To present James as un-foreign, his supporters also downplayed the difference between 
England and Scotland. For example, Wentworth praises Elizabeth’s efforts to “seeke and 
indevour to preserue both the Realmes of England & Scotland: Both which being fast linked and 
chained together with the strong and godlie linkes and chaines of true loue, and Religion, and 
with the sure amitie thereof” (Pithie 116). By emphasizing Protestantism and affection, 
Wentworth’s rhetorical strategy occludes cultural/historical differences between England and 
Scotland. He states that the interpersonal “brotherly friendship and peace” between the two 
monarchs produced the Anglo-Scottish “amities and sound friendship” (Discourse 67-68). To 
emphasize the historical precedent of transcending regional differences, Harington refers to 
Henry VII as an example of an English – rather than Welsh – king who successfully transcended 
regional differences. Treating James as ‘English’ and stressing the similarities between the two 
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realms enable James’s defenders to incorporate him into a larger historical project of uniting 
England and Scotland. Pro-James tracts refer to Henry VII and Henry VIII to integrate James 
into the Tudor project of uniting England and Scotland “in one Politicke bodie” (Wentworth, 
Discourse 80).67 Harington relies on the imagery of the lions in the “armes of England” to 
characterize James’s background as English (Tract 38). He also integrates James into early 
Tudor history when he refers to Somerset’s Edwardian speech on the proposed matrimony 
between Edward VI and Mary Stuart. These gestures attempt to persuade readers of tracts that 
James will unite the two realms and accomplish the projects laid down by Henry VIII and 
Edward VI.  
Significantly, James VI responded directly to these succession tracts. He penned an 
answer to his detractor, Parsons, and published texts by Wentworth, his supporter. James was 
said to be “heyhly offended” by Parsons’s Conference as indicated by how he altered his policy 
after this publication.68 Scholars offer diverse assessments of James’s confidence in inheriting 
Elizabeth’s crown and their disparate views depict him as being obsessed about this issue or as 
feeling confident enough to make independent policy-decisions.69 Susan Doran reconciles these 
two opposing viewpoints about whether James was overly preoccupied with the English 
succession in a study that examines how his position changed around 1595 in response to 
Parsons’s tract. Before 1595, succession was a secondary concern to James. However, James lost 
                                                 
67 Wentworth Discourse 78, for example, invokes Henry VIII who attempted “by promises, 
policies, giftes, and threatenings to vnite the two realms, and their two Princes.” Henry VIII 
intended to wed his son Edward to Mary Stuart and to marry his daughter Mary to James V of 
Scotland.  
 
68 For how Conference offended James and how his ministers “mightely invayed in pulpitt” 
against its author, see Doran, “Three” 96. 
 
69 E.g. Croft; Lee; Wormald. 
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confidence that his claim to England will be uncontested after the appearance of Parsons’s tract, 
and he consequently strategized to forward his legal right. James’s earlier confidence is 
evidenced in how he protested against Mary Stuart’s trial in 1586-1587 despite his English 
contacts’ advice that it may jeopardize his relationship with Elizabeth. James once again risked 
his relationship with Elizabeth when he refused to arrest Catholic earls Huntly, Crawford, Errol 
and Angus who were suspected with conspiring with Spain in 1590-1593.70 After 1595, the King 
of Scotland sought to prove his legitimacy when he wrote The Trew Law of Free Monarchies 
(1598) and commissioned two direct answers to Parsons, one by Alexander Dickson and another 
in Latin by poet Walter Quinn.71 James’s royal printer, Robert Waldegrave, published in 1598 
the two tracts written by Wentworth, a writer who favored James (Doran, “James VI” 34). 
Hence, the circulation of succession tracts influenced not only Elizabeth but also James as 
indicated by these sovereigns’ responses to tracts and their writers.  
Mary Stuart’s execution in 1587 ended the “frustrated desire and control” that 
characterized her rivalry with Elizabeth. The fact that these two women had never met in person 
had an effect of making each rival “grow in status in the imagination” of the other while also 
making it relatively easier for Elizabeth to accept Mary’s elimination (Dunn xxi).72 Similarly, 
                                                 
70 Scholars like Michael Questier and Maurice Lee believe this was because James did not want 
to lose the support of English Catholics. Doran disagrees and notes that personal friendship, 
especially with Huntly, influenced the decision. Doran, “James VI” 27-28 argues that James’s 
decision was based on political realism because he did not want to put “in jeopardy the unity of 
his realm.” 
 
71 Alexander Dickson was a propagandist for James’s household and Walter Quinn was tutor to 
his sons. Quinn’s text does not survive, but Dickson’s exists in manuscript. See Doran, “James 
VI” 34n38. 
 
72 Mary Stuart sent multiple letters to Elizabeth pleading for a meeting during her captivity 
because she was confident that she would be able to convince Elizabeth into permitting her 
release. “There is something sublime in the worlds and bearing of the Queen of Scots that 
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succession tracts set up a discursive competition between their writers as well as candidates. In 
their evaluations of rivals to the English throne and replies written to specific texts, these 
succession tracts made visible a circulation of ideas despite the covert circumstances of their 
publication. On the public stage, English history plays performed during and after the 
Elizabethan succession crisis enacted the fantasized confrontation between rival claimants as 
these texts also participated in a cultural debate on the politics of succession. Through this 
process, early modern women stepped outside the traditional role of birthing sons, and performed 
the expanded role of political competitors in history and in literature.  
 
Early Modern History Plays and the Monarchy  
 Historically, women’s role in succession evolved as evidenced in how medieval women 
like Margaret Tudor and Philippa transferred claims via reproduction, whereas early modern 
women like Mary I, Elizabeth I, Jane Grey, Katherine Grey, Mary Stuart, and Infanta Isabella 
became contenders themselves regardless of whether they birthed heirs. It is noteworthy that 
women were monarchs, pretenders, and competitors during the reigns of Mary I and Elizabeth I. 
The majority of candidates also lacked legitimate heirs as Elizabeth I was unmarried, Mary I and 
Jane Grey were married but childless, and Katherine Gray’s two sons were declared illegitimate. 
Mary Stuart had her son James, but her marriage scandal allowed opponents to denounce his 
paternity and legitimacy. As a result, royal women’s roles were not limited to birthing sons and 
transferring their rights to the throne to these sons. Furthermore, ideas of class and Englishness 
                                                                                                                                                             
constrains even her enemies to speak well of her,” said Elizabeth, who had initially considered 
meeting Mary but later became increasingly aloof for fear that her cousin could persuade her, an 
image “already exaggerated in her imagination and fueled with storied of others.” See Dunn xxi. 
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as well as gender undergo a transformation as a result of succession debates. Foreign candidates 
like James of Scotland and Isabella of Spain are supported in succession tracts.  
Written by non-aristocratic dramatists, history plays included lower-class characters in 
representations of political debates. However, scholarship on history plays reflects diverse 
perspectives on how plays represent the power, order, and vulnerability of the monarchy and its 
succession problems. Earlier moral criticism suggests that providentialism allows social control 
and justifies the Tudor accession. According to E. M. W. Tillyard’s Elizabethan World Picture 
(1943), cosmic order in the Elizabethan world view “is so taken for granted, so much part of the 
collective mind of the people, that it is hardly mentioned except in explicitly didactic 
passages.”73 To support his claim to the throne, Henry VII used two historical notions as national 
themes: his union of Lancastrians and Yorkists through his marriage and his Arthurian 
connection through his ancestor Owen Tudor, husband of Henry V’s widow.74 In reading 
Shakespeare’s first tetralogy, this teleological perspective associates Richard II’s deposition with 
guilt to justify Henry VII’s victory as retribution that unites Lancastrians and Yorkists. In partial 
opposition, Stephen Greenblatt’s new historicist studies consider Shakespeare’s history plays as 
representing then ultimately containing subversion after provoking radical doubts about power.75 
Seeing the theater as a cultural institution that negotiates with other institutions for power, 
                                                 
73 E. M. W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture (New York: Vintage, 1943), 9. 
 
74 E. M. W. Tillyard, Shakespeare’s History Plays (London: Penguin, 1944), 36-38. Between 
these two Tudor notions, Tillyard sees the union of York and Lancaster as influencing 
Shakespeare’s history plays. Tillyard writes of how Henry VII’s “claim to be Arthurus redivivus” 
endured in the imagination: Henry VII’s eldest son Arthur, the “golden” age of Elizabethan, the 
prophecy in Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, and James’s Arthurian as descendant of Fleance, 
Banquo’s son.  
 
75 Stephen Greenblatt, Renaissance Self-Fashioning: From More to Shakespeare (Chicago: U of 
Chicago P, 1980) and Shakespearean Negotiations: The Circulation of Social Energy in 
Renaissance England (Berkeley: U of California P, 1988). 
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Greenblatt notes how the period perceived the theater as the “concrete manifestation of the 
histrionic quality” of power.76 With its support of royal charisma and violence in Henry IV, the 
second tetralogy differs from the “self-undermining authority” in Richard II and Henry VI 
(Shakespearean 40). As a result, the audience becomes aware of how both the stage and the king 
rely on falsified charisma in a manner that resembles how Elizabeth’s power was constructed on 
“theatrical violence” against enemies of royal glory (Shakespearean 63-64).77  
 Seeing the playwright as a spokesperson of conservative principles creates the problem of 
restricting and simplifying our understanding of what lies beneath play texts. The views that 
plays suppress dissidence fail to account for the representations of incompetent rulers who are 
confronted by rebellious aristocrats, women, and lower class characters. Challenging Tillyard’s 
Elizabethan idea of cosmic order and Greenblatt’s view of subversion contained, cultural 
materialism questions whether the theater supports monarchal authority. Whereas Tillyard 
believed that this cosmic order was seldom questioned because it was rarely mentioned except in 
didactic passages, Jonathan Dollimore focuses on how didactically stressing order emphasized an 
“ideological struggle” that was an “anxious reaction to emergent and (in)-subordinate social 
                                                 
76 See Greenblatt, Renaissance 253; Shakespearean 65 for how the theater’s “normative 
function” helps justify itself against charges of immorality as it displays rules that govern a 
society and punishes transgressors. Both the theater itself and Shakespeare perform a service to 
power. Greenblatt contrasts Marlowe, a “rebel and blasphemer” who challenges the stages 
function of enforcing “normative ethical patterns on the urban masses” with Shakespeare who 
approaches culture “within its orthodoxy.”  
 
77 Greenblatt uses Thomas Harriot’s A Brief and True Report of the New Found Land in Virginia 
(1588) to consider Hal’s use of theatrical charisma in Henry IV. Hal in 1 Henry IV makes a claim 
for authority that is confirmed in 2 Henry IV. Greenblatt, Shakespearean 56 also views ruthless 
violence as a celebration of the martial national state and Henry V insists that “we have all along 
been both colonizer and colonized, king and subject.”  
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forces.”78 The succession tracts examined in this chapter, by extension, attest to dissident and 
dissonant voices about/against past, present, and future English monarchs. A primary example is 
how Parsons’s tract denounces the Tudor myth by categorizing Henry VII and all Tudor 
monarchs as usurpers. Dollimore also disagrees with Greenblatt’s view on how ruling classes 
appropriate subversion, and he responds that marginal or dissident elements can actually 
appropriate and even transform dominant discourses (“Introduction” 12). Andrew Hadfield sees 
Shakespeare as raising questions about contemporary kingship and legitimate sovereignty by 
looking to diverse European thinkers on republicanism, absolutism, and mixed-constitution and 
by using the British past.79 History allowed playwrights to re-activate traditions of counsel that 
reminded sovereigns about their duties to the people. In addition, teleology, narrative, and 
history are examined from alternative perspectives. The figure of the mother, according to 
Felicity Dunworth’s Mothers and Meaning on the Early Modern Stage (2010), alternatively 
offers imaginative readings that reveal the suffering state under civil violence because it operates 
against the “relentless teleology of the chronicle” with its focus on martial and political 
episodes.80 
                                                 
78 Jonathan Dollimore, “Introduction: Shakespeare and Cultural Materialism and New 
Historicism,” in Political Shakespeare: Essays in Cultural Materialism, 2nd ed, edited by 
Jonathan Dollimore and Alan Sinfield (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1994), 5. Dollimore counters 
Tillyard’s view on didacticism and states that sermons “were not simply the occasion for the 
collective mind to celebrate its most cherished beliefs” but actually an “attempt to tell sectors of 
an unruly populace what to think ‘in order’ to keep them in place.”  
 
79 Andrew Hadfield, Shakespeare and Renaissance Politics (London: Thompson Learning, 2004). 
 
80 Felicity Dunworth contrasts the “teleological narrative of war” with the figure of the mother in 
history plays as this figure embodies both the causes and consequences of civil disruption. 
Playwrights to use the perspective of the suffering stage to depict the anguish of civil war. 
Dunworth, Mothers and Meaning on the Early Modern Stage (Manchester: Manchester UP, 
2010), 81-82, 103. 
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 Scholarship on foreignness and gender in history plays challenges earlier views that 
regard the theater as justifying political power. Jean E. Howard’s Marxist feminist project, 
countering “gender-blind” Marxist limitations and new historicist equation of the stage as an 
agent of state, rejects the notion that the stage was a simple extension of monarchical power 
since it has to cater to theatergoers and censors.81 Through an examination of early modern anti-
theatrical tracts, Howard observes the advancement and undermining of diverse social groups’ 
claims to power. Studies by Coppélia Kahn, Katherine Eggert, and Phyllis Rackin identify 
nation-building and history plays as depriving women of political authority because the early 
modern concept of nationhood was gendered as masculine. Kahn’s psychoanalytic approach 
explains how the patriarchal world in Shakespeare’s histories defines a man’s identity based on 
his relationship to his father, son, or brother that render “its few women are relatively 
insignificant” and represent liaisons with women as “subvert[ing] or destroy[ing] more valued 
alliances between men.”82 Masculine self-development and self-definition dictate succession as 
evidenced in how the first tetralogy questions loyalty to the father.83 Eggert reads Shakespeare’s 
two tetralogies as representing queenship as a conflict between the national desire for 
heroic/masculine action and the obstacle of feminized authority as Shakespeare excludes 
                                                 
81 Jean E. Howard, The Stage and Social Struggle in Early Modern England (New York: 
Routledge, 1994), 18.   
 
82 See Kahn 47-48 for Freud’s developmental scheme and Margaret S. Mahler’s view on a 
father’s earlier, supportive role. Coppélia Kahn, Man’s Estate: Masculine Identity in 
Shakespeare (Berkeley: U of California P, 1981), 45-48, 55. 
 
83 In her examination of psychological and political problems in histories, Kahn 18 refers to a 
“counter-identification with the father” to illustrate how vengeance in the first tetralogy 
influences the reestablishment of hereditary succession in second tetralogy. Seeing succession in 
terms of masculine self-development and masculine self-definition, Kahn 49-51 reads the first 
tetralogy as reflecting a decline of the father-son bond. Henry IV, according to Kahn 81, actually 
harks back to Henry VI because it reverts to simpler male camaraderie after departing from 
exploring succession problems. 
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feminine rule.84 Because the concept of nationhood in Shakespeare’s histories uses the foreign or 
the feminine to displace political instability, these plays ultimately conclude with celebrations of 
masculine and militant triumph.85 Rackin writes that “no woman is the protagonist” or a hero and 
explains how women are never allowed to “take the center of history’s stage or become the 
subjects of its stories,” but instead, are portrayed as antagonists, consorts, or witches that 
“threaten or validate men’s historical projects” (Stages 147). In Shakespeare and Women (2005), 
Rackin reads the first tetralogy as associating promiscuous women with threats against patriarchy 
and sees foreign or disobedient women marginalized by the masculine tradition of early modern 
historiography.86 
 Instead of allowing women’s sexuality and violence to overshadow their contribution, 
this chapter considers how the public stage portrays them as active participants in shaping the 
monarchy and succession. Their roles are revised as some display increased participation in 
politics because the succession crises subvert conservative hierarchies. Compared to chronicles 
and tracts, early modern drama represents women as actively protecting family succession rights 
or even exercising succession rights themselves.  
 By analyzing plays performed between the succession crisis after 1587 and James’s early 
years in England, this project examines how English history plays represent political problems as 
                                                 
84 Katherine Eggert’s studies on queenship in Shakespeare, Spenser, Milton see the conjunction 
of femininity and authority as reconfiguring the monarch-subject hierarchy. The concept of 
queenship offers writers with an occasion to negotiate poetic and dramatic literary forms. 
Feminine rule is marginalized in The Faerie Queene and the two tetralogies. Eggert, Showing 
Like a Queen: Female Authority and Literary Experiment in Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton 
(Philadelphia: U of Philadelphia P, 2000), 13. 
 
85 Unruly French and English women like Joan of Arc, Eleanor Cobham, and Queen Margaret are 
tamed in the process of nation-building. Jean E. Howard and Phyllis Rackin, Engendering a 
Nation: A Feminist Account of Shakespeare’s English Histories (New York: Routledge, 1997), 77. 
 
86 Phyllis Rackin, Shakespeare and Women (New York: Oxford UP, 2005). 
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a means to criticize monarchy. These plays represent the competition for succession through the 
use of medieval and early modern history in Henry VI (1589-1592) and in Sir Thomas Wyatt 
(1607). Their performances also invite debate on contemporary crises like Mary Stuart’s 
execution (1587), the Essex Rebellion (1601), and the Gunpowder Plot (1605). The “fictions of 
hereditary privilege” in history, according to Rackin, were particularly fascinating for the Tudors 
because these fictions defended them against the “bewildering forces of modernity” and helped 
them rationalize a changing world (Stages 22). When we consider the cultural and political 
adjustment England experienced after James’s accession, we can apply Rackin’s view to how 
early Jacobeans would reflect on the past to comprehend the changing present. Conversely, my 
project reveals an ironical relationship between history plays and the fictions of hereditary 
privilege. In fact, onstage and offstage succession crises contribute to an ongoing debate on the 
limitations of hereditary rule. 
 Through an examination of the use of English history on the public stage, this project 
focuses on how history plays facilitate political discussion among subjects in the audience. Early 
modern drama and art were effective means of counseling, particularly on sensitive subjects like 
Elizabeth’s marriage and the succession (Mears 126).87 As evidenced in her different reactions to 
criticism against the Anjou match, Elizabeth seemed to be open to political debate as long as it 
was conducted in a certain way. Whereas Sir Philip Sidney and Sir Thomas Cecil, Burghley’s 
eldest son, were not punished for sending her letters against that match, John Stubbe was 
sentenced to have his right hand cut off for authoring a controversial pamphlet on the same 
                                                 
87 Natalie Mears, Queenship and Political Discourse in the Elizabethan Realms (Cambridge: 
Cambridge UP, 2005), 126. 
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subject.88 Because politically engaged drama did not seek to advise the monarch directly, but 
explored broad issues of the Elizabethan regime indirectly it might safely have encouraged 
subjects and even courtiers to reflect on them (Mears 129).89 Marie Axton’s foundational work 
on succession and the theater, The Queen’s Two Bodies (1977), discusses the politics of plays 
and how Edmund Plowden, a Catholic lawyer, used the legal metaphor of the two bodies to 
distinguish the body natural from the body politic in order to support Mary Stuart’s claim during 
Elizabeth’s reign.90 As another example, Curtis Perry reads Edmond Ironside as including a 
warning against foreign rulers and as celebrating the native rule of Ironside that may be an 
implicit display of favoring James’s candidacy; this would remind the play’s audience of 
Parsons’s controversial support of election and the Catholic Infanta of Spain.91 In considering 
how dramatizations of “ceremonial homage, coronation, marriage and prophecy were intimately 
                                                 
88 Using arts to indirectly counsel Elizabeth was influenced by Erasmus’s approach on offering 
monarchs with subtle and entertaining manners of advice and counsel so the monarch would be 
persuaded almost without realizing it. John Stubbe was sentenced to have his right hand cut off 
for authoring The Discoverie of a Gaping Gulf (1579), a controversial pamphlet on the matter. 
See Mears 125-126. 
 
89 As an example of counseling courtiers, Mears refers to John Lyly’s Sapho and Phao and 
recent information on its performance date. In the past, first performance date was guessed to be 
1582 when the Anjou match was actively being discussed. But recently, the date is estimated to 
be 1584, actually a few months before Anjou’s death and after the termination of marriage 
discussions. Mears 129 sees this as an example of drama’s objective as not offering Elizabeth 
counsel, but encouraging her courtiers to reflect on the issue of a queen conquering her passion, a 
matter that raised political concern until recently. 
 
90 Marie Axton considers Gorbuduc, Spanish Tragedy, James IV, Henry V, King Lear, and 
Phoenix and the Turtle. Axton, The Queen’s Two Bodies: Drama and the Elizabethan 
Succession (London: Royal Historical Society, 1977). Gertrude Catherine Reese sees a 
connection between the Suffolk claim and Gorboduc. Reese, “The Question of the Succession in 
Elizabethan Drama,” in Studies in English 22 (1942), 63-66. 
 
91 Curtis Perry examines plays featuring eleventh-century invaders that offer an alternative to 
conventional national identity. Perry, “For They Are Englishmen: National Identities and the 
Early Modern Drama of Medieval Conquest,” in Shakespeare and the Middle Ages, edited by 
Curtis Perry and John Watkins (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2009), 175-195: 187-188. 
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linked to the language and imagery of succession debate,” Axton views the public stage of the 
1590s as the “freest open forum for political speculation” about succession (88). Dramatists 
exercised the freedom to “initiate the forbidden subject of succession” because playhouses 
differed from parliamentary debate, political pamphlets, and lawsuits; the stage did not 
“reiterat[e] homilies and political truisms” but created a “form and social ambience, ideally 
suited to question the validity of any conceptual explanation of human behavior.”92  
 Rather than treat the theater as an extension of monarchical power, as Tillyard did, or as 
encouraging resistance, as Dollimore does, I see history plays as encouraging political debate 
across class and gender boundaries. Chronicle histories erase the plurality of voices writings 
even when multiply authored because they are collected under the names of individual authors 
such as Hall or Holinshed.93 A verse narrative like Mirror for Magistrates might speak across 
time and class because it went through multiple editions over decades and used first-person 
narratives of multiple characters to engage in a conversation about governance.94 While the 
Mirror debates history through its use of first-person narratives of non-monarchs and even 
usurpers, its background is primarily aristocratic and predominately male as is its audience of 
those who could read. Conversely, history plays expand public debate to a greater degree than do 
verse narratives like the Mirror because they frequently include lower-class or marginalized 
characters questioning and challenging monarchy. In 2 Henry VI, for example, Jack Cade and his 
                                                 
92 Axton 89. 
 
93 A chronicle is referred by an individual’s name such as Hall or Holinshed even if collaborative 
writing took place, or a predecessor’s work was incorporated, or a later writer augmented the text. 
See Rackin, Stages 23. 
 
94 By comparison, the Mirror speaks to a broader audience, transforms De casibus as it changes 
all the verses into first person monologues addressed to Baldwin, and makes formal changes to 
the prose frame and even the physical layout of the book. See Winston, “Mirror” 387-390.  
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rebels subvert royal genealogy when Cade fabricates his lineage to include a Mortimer father and 
a Plantagenet mother (4.2.35, 38). In 3 Henry VI, two keepers do not believe Henry VI’s words 
and acknowledge Edward of York as king instead of Henry (3.1.22-100). There are depictions in 
Sir Thomas Wyatt of a maiden and a countryman expressing confusion over who is the real 
queen and of a captain and a clown making phallic jokes about Spanish men after Mary decides 
to wed Philip of Spain (2.1.20-29, 4.2.61). Thus, the early modern theater offered instructive 
counsel for monarchs and aristocrats and even facilitated political discussion across class and 
gender boundaries. 
 Each play examined here engages in a conversation by using earlier English history to 
comment on the politics of succession. In addition to unsettling monarchy through depictions of 
its failures, these plays draw attention to the interplay between politics and texts. For example, 
Henry VI was performed a few years after Mary Stuart’s execution and Wentworth’s first 
succession tract. Sir Thomas Wyatt bridges two dynasties as its earlier version was staged a year 
after Essex’s revolt and its later version appeared in 1607 after the arrival of James I. The 
readings here will illustrate how the succession continued to receive cultural attention under 
James. 
 Chapter Two, “Representations of Henry VI’s Monarchy in Non-Dramatic Texts and 
William Shakespeare’s Henry VI, Parts 1, 2, and 3 (1589-1592),” demonstrates how past 
usurpations and treasonous interpretations of royal genealogy critique lineal succession. Henry 
actually suffered from mental illness that incapacitated him for seventeen months, a period that 
historian Ralph Griffiths describes as the most extreme case an English king’s being physically 
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vulnerable.95 The historical Henry was not even cognizant when his first child was finally born 
eight years into his marriage. However, Shakespeare does not depict Henry’s psychological 
problems even though, as Carol Thomas Neely’s Distracted Subjects (2004) demonstrates, 
depicting mental illness on stage was popular after Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy 
(performed ca. 1587-1592) and this theme appeared in Shakespeare’s tragedies and comedies.96 
The play explores the vulnerability of the monarchy by substituting Henry’s handicap with a 
political weakness.97 By emphasizing the conflicted role of usurpation, this chapter explores how 
Henry is not simply the victim of usurping Yorkists. The Yorkists paradoxically treat Henry as a 
usurper to justify that they are reclaiming what his grandfather usurped from Richard II. More 
seriously, Henry VI even usurps his own son’s inheritance when he renounces the foundational 
core of primogeniture to entail the throne to York instead. Just as past usurpation jeopardizes 
Henry VI, Parsons’s succession tract declares Henry VII and Elizabeth I as usurpers based on 
how the Tudors forcefully obtained power from Richard III. This reading also departs from 
scholarship that sees Shakespeare’s women occupying a minor role in court politics.98 In fact, 
conventional views on Margaret as a foreigner, mother, adulteress, and murderer potentially 
overlook the role she plays in defending Lancastrian succession. Whereas Henry VI reveals the 
                                                 
95 Ralph A. Griffiths, The Reign of King Henry VI: The Exercise of Royal Authority, 1422-1461 
(Berkeley: U of California P, 1981), 715. 
 
96 Carol Thomas Neely, Distracted Subjects: Madness and Gender in Shakespeare and Early 
Modern England (Ithaca; Cornell UP, 2004), 32-45, 50-65. 
 
97 Instead of focusing on Henry’s mental illness, Shakespeare stresses Henry’s piety. Catherine 
Sanok notes the Tudor interested in canonizing Henry as a saint and possible interpretation this 
as “Tudor propaganda for a sacralized monarchy.” Sanok, “Good King Henry and the Genealogy 
of Shakespeare’s First History Plays,” in Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 40, no. 
1 (2010), 37-64: 38-39. 
 
98 For women’s relatively minor role in politics in Richard III, Henry VI, and Henry IV, see 
Howard and Rackin; C. Levin; Rackin, Stages.  
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problems of hereditary rule as he fails to perpetuate his victorious father’s legacy, Queen 
Margaret emerges as a proactive alternative that suppresses threatening rivals like Duchess of 
Gloucester and Richard of York. Expanding the role of the queen consort and reevaluating 
female rule, these plays represent Margaret as navigating succession politics and exercising 
agency in a manner that differs from earlier non-dramatic works like Edward Hall’s The Union 
of the Two Noble Families of Lancaster and York (1548) and William Baldwin’s Mirror for 
Magistrates (1559).99  
 Chapter Three, “Rebellion and Opportunistic (Dis)Loyalty in Thomas Dekker and John 
Webster’s The Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyatt (1607),” shows how the play critiques the 
inherent limitations of monarchy in its dramatizations of two rebellions. The transitional 
pretender Lady Jane Grey illustrates how factions divert succession, whereas Wyatt’s transitory 
loyalty reveals Mary I’s ineptitude and the unreliability of allegiances. Sir Thomas Wyatt exposes 
how Mary’s Tudor lineage fails to prevent misgovernment and, more critically, to retain her 
subjects’ loyalty. Although recent historical studies by Linda Porter and J. L. McIntosh reassess 
Mary’s role in politics, Dekker and Webster characterize Mary as overly dependent on Wyatt 
and her merciless councilors.100 Similarly, the play’s characterization of Jane as disinterested in 
                                                 
99 Although Leah Marcus notes that it is difficult to connect Margaret, a mother and foreigner, 
with Elizabeth, who is English and single, Nina S. Levine persuasively explains that Margaret 
revises stereotypical associations with witches and transgression to affirm her role as queen and 
mother that ultimately reflects on female rule in general. N. Levine, Women’s Matters: Politics, 
Gender, and Nation in Shakespeare’s Early History Plays (Newark: U of Delaware P, 1998), 24, 
69. While I generally agree with Levine, this section looks beyond Margaret as a protective 
mother and examines her role as a proactive queen consort.   
 
100 Whereas David Loades assumes a generally negative stance in his scholarship on Mary, 
recent historians revise this older trend. For example, Anna Whitelock and Diarmaid 
Maccullouch credit popular support that transcended class and religious boundaries for Mary’s 
accession. Whitelock and Maccullouch, “Princess Mary’s Household and the Succession Crisis, 
July 1553,” in The Historical Journal 50, no. 2 (2007), 265-287. Linda Porter also illustrates 
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politics and as content with her role as Guildford’s wife contradicts historical evidence of Jane’s 
education and spirituality recorded in John Foxe’s Acts and Monuments and the anonymous The 
Chronicle of Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary. By analyzing a rare first-hand 
account, The Chronicle of Queen Jane, I reveal how the play effaces her intelligence and 
Protestantism in its representation of the succession crisis.101 According to this contemporary 
diary, the seventeen-year old Jane identified Northumberland’s “exceeding ambition” as cause 
for “myserable callamyty and mysery” and criticized his last minute Catholic conversion that 
was speculated as a desperate attempt to obtain royal pardon for himself or at least his sons (25). 
Mary’s and Jane’s political shortcomings thusly highlight the significance Wyatt’s loyalty which 
shifts during course of the two rebellions. At first, the rhetoric of fealty to the Tudors motivates 
Wyatt to defend Mary against Northumberland’s attempt to divert succession: “I lou’d the Father 
wel, I lou’d the Sonne, / And for the Daughter I through death will run” (1.3.47-48). Wyatt later 
redirects his loyalty from the Tudors to England when incites a rebellion to protest against 
Mary’s decision to wed Philip of Spain. Wyatt expresses regret that he “raise[ed] this 
troublesome Queene in this her Throane,” and he determines to die protecting England from 
                                                                                                                                                             
how Mary played a proactive role to secure the throne. Porter, The First Queen of England: The 
Myth of “Bloody Mary” (New York: St. Martin’s P, 2007). J. L. McIntosh identifies Mary’s 
experience as independently presiding over her house since 1547 as proving instrumental against 
attempts to crown Jane Grey. So Mary’s ability to command authority and manage her staff 
translated into claiming the throne from conspirators. McIntosh, From Heads of Household to 
Heads of State: The Preaccession Households of Mary and Elizabeth Tudor, 1516-1558 (New 
York: Columbia UP, 2009), 169-177, 194.     
 
101 Written by an unidentified author between 1553 to 1554, this pocket diary is credited as the 
source for Stowe and Holinshed’s account of Jane’s execution. Its August 29, 1553, entry 
recounts the diarist’s dinner with Jane who expressed her views on rebellion and religion. 
Through this record, dated approximately three months before Jane’s execution, we can infer 
Jane’s religious integrity and the fact that she was not naively expecting pardon because “being 
in the felde agenist the quene in person as generall” deprived any chance of forgiveness. The 
Chronicle of Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary, edited by J. G. Nichols (London: 
Camden Society, 1850), 25. 
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Spanish influence (3.1.160). He enacts a principled withdrawal of support from a monarch who 
fails to protect English interests and transfers his loyalties from monarchs to England. However, 
Wyatt not only withdraws his own loyalty but he also becomes a victim of forsaken allegiances. 
By extension, his fate mirrors that of Northumberland, his opponent, and his defeat and death 
highlight how sedition is not a solution. Studies on Shakespeare’s Richard II and the Essex 
rebellion consider how history plays potentially advocate aristocratic intervention to prevent the 
ruler from repeating mistakes.102 It is significant to recall how an earlier version of Sir Thomas 
Wyatt was staged in 1602, a year after Essex’s rising which was partly motivated by suspicion 
that Robert Cecil was secretly supporting the Spanish Infanta’s claim to the throne. The story of 
rebellion and succession crises may have resonated with the audience in 1602, which in turn 
contributed to a cultural reflection on the limitations of monarchal authority. This play extends 
succession debates into Jacobean England since it was revised and published in 1607, two years 
after the Gunpowder Plot attempted to assassinate James I and divert succession to his daughter.  
 By analyzing how succession problems are represented in chronicles, verses, and 
especially in tracts and plays, this project argues that plays use medieval and early modern 
English history to interrogate monarchy from a particularly critical perspective. Unlike 
chronicles that were dedicated to monarchs and promoted dynastic ideologies, plays included 
representations of usurpers and pretenders to demystify lineal succession. History plays provide 
opportunities to expand our insight about public debate since they have a broader audience and 
enduring performances compared to succession tracts, composed by elite writers with an explicit 
religio-political agenda. Instead of supporting or criticizing individual candidates as do tracts, 
plays expose the fundamental problems associated with blood-based rule. Furthermore, this 
                                                 
102 Paul E. J. Hammer, “Shakespeare’s Richard II, the Play of 7 February 1601, and the Essex 
Rising,” in Shakespeare Quarterly 59, no. 1 (2008), 1-35: 29. 
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project illustrates the extensive history of the Elizabethan succession debate. Succession 
controversies are foregrounded in Henry VIII’s policies and continue to raise questions on the 
nature of monarchy after Elizabeth’s death through Jacobean dramatizations of succession.  
 These powerful historical moments transcend time to stimulate our interest and 
imagination. Three recent examples indicate the cultural legacy of medieval and early modern 
English history. For example, what did Jane Gray look like? The addition of the Streatham 
portrait, now on display at the National Portrait Gallery in London, may provide a description. 
Christopher Foley, the art dealer who concluded in December 2005 that this is a copy of a lost 
portrait of Jane Grey, detects a sense of urgency in the quality of the work. He infers that this 
copy may have been completed in haste before its original was destroyed since owning it would 
be dangerous under Mary I. In addition, the Wars of the Roses received renewed interest when 
the remains of Richard III were discovered in 2012 beneath a car park close to the site of the 
Church of the Greyfriars, his presumed place of burial.103 On February 4, 2013, the University of 
Leicester announced that the identity of this skeleton with a curvature of the spine indicative of 
scoliosis is Richard III based on tests and a DNA match with two of his descendants (Shellard 
139). Leicester experienced an increase of tourists, attracted by the celebrations that 
commemorate Richard’s reinterment and the performances of Richard III. This also indicates the 
level of interest in medieval and early modern culture and history.   
                                                 
103 Dominic Shellard, “A King Rediscovered: The Economic Impact of Richard III and Richard 
III on the City of Leicester,” in Shakespeare’s Cultural Capital: His Economic Impact from the 
Sixteenth to the Twenty-first Century, edited by Dominic Shellard and Siobhan Keenan, (London: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2016), 126-147: 127-128, 138. 
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 The movie, Mary Queen of Scots (2018), explores the fascinating rivalry between Mary 
Stuart and Elizabeth and even relies on an ahistorical rendezvous.104 It features their secret 
meeting that occurs after Mary loses power in Scotland. The fictional episode takes place in a 
secluded cottage with laundry hung in the background. This obstructs the gaze of the two rivals 
and the audience’s. Mary first tells Elizabeth, whose face she only knows through portraits, 
“Your voice is not what I expected” and says, “How I long to see your face” when the layers of 
hanging fabric only provide her with glimpses of her cousin. When Elizabeth finally turns and 
reveals herself, her face and hair display the damage caused by the smallpox she suffered. After 
Elizabeth takes off her wig, which she admits was made to enhance her appearance when she 
met Mary, she confesses, “I was jealous. Your beauty. Your bravery. Your motherhood. You 
seem to surpass me in every way.” She describes herself in contrasting terms that differentiates 
her from Mary, “I am more man than woman now. The throne has made me so.” The effect of 
this invented encounter, however, is anticlimactic as the use of jealousy and binaries simplify the 
dynamics between Elizabeth and Mary.  
 Then what is the significance of the captivating allure that makes episodes from history 
fascinating? When Saoirse Ronan, who plays the titular role of Mary Queen of Scots, says “How 
I long to see your face,” this strikes a chord with the audience and with students of literature and 
history. We yearn to lean more of texts and events from the illusive past. In the same vein, early 
modern literary works explore history and illustrate the discursive power of the succession crisis. 
Though Elizabeth never met most of the competitors for her throne, this distance “inflat[ed] the 
menace and mystery of the other” (Dunn 42). This mysteriously menacing distance with 
dangerous claimants stimulated the imagination of writers and playgoers during the forty-four 
                                                 
104 Mary Queen of Scots, directed by Josie Rourke, performance by Saoirse Ronan, Margot 
Robbie, Jack Lowden, Joe Alwyn, and David Tennant, Universal Pictures, 2018. 
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years of Elizabeth’s enforced silence on the succession. Writers evaluated these rival contenders 
in succession tracts or chronicles. In history, Queen Margaret never met Eleanor, Duchess of 
Gloucester, nor did Mary I depend on Sir Thomas Wyatt to defend her claim from Lady Jane 
Grey and Northumberland. Yet the public stage boldly fictionalized and enacted confrontations 
between usurpers, pretenders, and heirs from the English past to reflect on the present. Unlike 
other genres circulated among primarily aristocratic and literate males, these plays were 
accessible to people of diverse socio-economic backgrounds. Political discussion among 
characters across boundaries of class and gender invited the audience to follow in contemplating 
themes of authority, government, and legitimacy.  
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CHAPTER 2: REPRESENTATIONS OF HENRY VI’S MONARCHY IN  
NON-DRAMATIC TEXTS AND WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE’S HENRY VI, PARTS 1, 2,  
AND 3 (1589-1592) 
 
 In the previous chapter, we observed Elizabeth I contending with threats related to 
genealogy, rivals, and the succession. This chapter will examine textual representations of Henry 
VI’s struggles with competing genealogies and retributive usurpations that draw a parallel with 
Elizabeth’s reign. In history, both Henry and Elizabeth were libeled as usurpers, despite Henry’s 
relative advantages. Henry, as the undisputed son of the legendary Henry V and Katherine of 
Valois, did not suffer the stigma of illegitimacy that tormented Elizabeth after Henry VIII 
divorced Anne Boleyn.105 He became king when he was nine months old; in contrast, Elizabeth’s 
prospects remained uncertain until she was twenty-five when she inherited the throne from her 
childless sister. Whereas Henry had a son, Edward, Prince of Wales, Elizabeth’s successor 
remained undecided due to her prolonged single status.106 Despite these differences, both 
monarchs were plagued by rivals who slandered them as usurpers; Yorkists opponents and 
Elizabethan succession tracts challenged Henry and Elizabeth’s status based on how their 
                                                 
105 Parliament had declared on July 1, 1536 that Henry VIII’s two daughters were illegitimate. 
Elizabeth’s “taint of illegitimacy” was complicated; more than a result of her parents’ divorce, 
Anne Boleyn’s alleged promiscuity added problems to Elizabeth’s status. Simon Adams, “The 
Succession and Foreign Policy,” in History Today 53, no. 5 (May 2003), 42-48: 43. 
 
106 On marriage and the succession in Elizabeth’s speeches and the Commons’ petitions, see 
chapter one.  
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grandfathers seized the throne from Richard II and Richard III.107 These cases indicate how 
usurpation compromises the legitimacy of successors.   
 Does a past usurpation justify a retributive one to restore the line? This provocative 
question was raised by numerous dramatic and non-dramatic texts during Elizabeth’s reign. Her 
opponents’ anti-monarchal discourse used past usurpations to justify replacing rulers. Parsons, in 
a succession tract written two years after the debut of Henry VI (1589-1592), referred to the 
descendants of Henry VII as unlawfully occupying the throne. Shakespeare’s first tetralogy 
similarly portrays the difficulty of ensuring hereditary succession after supplanting a king; Henry 
IV’s overthrow of Richard II provides Richard, Duke of York, and his sons with an opportunity 
to justify their attempts to oust Henry’s grandson. Henry IV’s actions thusly incriminate Henry V 
and Henry VI as well as aggravate retributive contention between Lancastrians and Yorkists. 
Princes fail to ensure orderly succession as witnessed in how Henry V’s and Henry VI’s sons are 
overthrown and killed by sons who support York in 3 Henry VI; this dissention targets their own 
brothers and nephews in Richard III. Moreover, Henry VI forsakes the fundamental values of 
patrilineal succession when he entails the throne to York’s heirs in 3 Henry VI. Thus, 
representations of historical succession crises in the three Henry VI plays produce questions 
about legitimate hereditary rule.108  
                                                 
107 Parsons 86 categorizes the Tudors as usurpers based on how Henry VII obtained the throne 
after battling Richard III.  
 
108 Jonathan Baldo notes how memory holds a stable and unequivocal value in Shakespeare’s 
second tetralogy, that contrasts with it in his first tetralogy. For example, there are repeated 
crimes against rightful inheritance in Richard II; King Richard rejects Bolingbroke’s inheritance 
that leads to Bolingbroke’s denial of Mortimer’s claim to the throne. Baldo, Memory in 
Shakespeare’s Histories: Stages of Forgetting in Early Modern England (New York: Routledge, 
2012), 12-13.  
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Modern historians assess the threats to Henry VI’s reign in different ways, some similar 
to early modern texts, some dissimilar.109 Both modern and early modern texts explore how 
Richard II’s deposition, competing genealogies, and Henry’s inability to govern factions 
aggravate dissension.110 Recent studies in history reassess early modern allusions to Henry VI’s 
“saintly otherworldliness” as part of a posthumous project that helped Henry VII advance the 
legitimacy of the Tudors; there is no historical evidence that Henry VI was exceedingly pious as 
he may have relied on religion after experiencing crises.111 Catherine Sanok notes that Tudor 
politics influenced the interest in canonizing Henry as a saint; so, whether “fact or political 
fiction,” Henry’s devoutness functioned as a personal flaw, or Lancastrian apology, or as “Tudor 
propaganda for a sacralized monarchy.”112 Furthermore, modern historians draw attention to the 
adverse effect of Henry’s physical and mental paralysis that appears to be catatonia. His 
melancholic nature, peaceful polity, and psychological issues reflected the “sickness of the body 
politic” of the 1440s.113 Historian Ralph A. Griffiths assesses Henry’s prolonged illness as the 
“most extreme case” of an English king being physically vulnerable; the onset of his mental 
                                                 
109 Ralph A. Griffiths, The Reign of King Henry VI: The Exercise of Royal Authority, 1422-1461 
(Berkeley: U of California P, 1981).  
 
110 Helen E. Maurer describes Henry as a “saintly simpleton and as a willful, if frequently wrong-
headed, policy maker.” Maurer, Margaret of Anjou: Queenship and Power in Late Medieval 
England (Woodbridge: Boydell P, 2003), 77. 
 
111 Maurer 39-40 conjectures Henry VI may have “understood his catastrophic illness and the 
struggle it precipitated as an inexplicable act of God” and this “ever-increasing reliance on faith” 
may have helped him cope with his deposition and imprisonment. He possibly became pious in 
his later years as a result of psychological and political crises. 
 
112 Sanok, “Good King Henry and the Genealogy of Shakespeare’s First History Plays,” in 
Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 40, no. 1 (2010), 37-64: 38-39. 
 
113 Anne Crawford, The Yorkists: The History of a Dynasty (London: Hambledon Continuum, 
2007), 18. 
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illness began in August 1453, after a critical battle with York who had returned from Ireland, and 
lasted for seventeen months.114 Henry was too ill to “serve even in a symbolic capacity” and was 
not even cognizant when his child was delivered on October 13, 1453 (Sanok 41); after Henry 
recovered in December 1454, he belatedly learned of the birth of Prince Edward (Maurer 44).115 
This striking image of Henry’s incapacitation, that left him unable to walk or talk, when his son 
was finally welcomed eight years into his marriage, allows us to infer how contenders took 
advantage of opportunities to amass power.  
Different representations of Henry’s reign were also presented to and popular with early 
modern audiences. These fifteenth-century crises were a lucrative subject as evidenced by the 
“runaway hit” of Shakespeare’s Henry VI. Its commercial success is made apparent when we 
compare two plays performed by Lord Strange’s Men at Philip Henslowe’s the Rose in 1592. 
Greene’s Friar Bacon took in 17s 3d on February 19 and was performed only three times despite 
having the advantage of opening the season at the newly enlarged Rose; Shakespeare’s play was 
a “runaway hit” that earned £3 16s 8d on March 3 and was performed fifteen times.116 The 
popularity of 1 Henry VI, which sold over ten-thousand tickets in 1592 alone, is recorded in 
                                                 
114 For modern historians on Henry’s psychological problems, see Crawford 11, 18; Griffiths, 
Reign 715; Maurer 39-44, 77; Sanok 41.  
 
115 These problems are also discussed by Griffiths, Reign 256. Thomas A. Prendergast refers to a 
possibility that Henry was overly chaste because of the influence of his confessor, Bishop 
Aiscough. Prendergast, “The Invisible Spouse: Henry VI, Arthur, and the Fifteenth-Century 
Subject,” in Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 32, no. 2 (2002), 305-326: 310-311. 
 
116 Scholars debate over whether 3 Henry VI or maybe 1 Henry VI is the play recorded in 
theatrical entrepreneur Philip Henslowe’s Diary. Whichever play it was, it was far more lucrative 
than Greene’s. Carol Chillington Rutter notes that on several dates the play on Henry VI earned 
money regularly expected at a premiere. Rutter, “Of Tyger’s Hearts and Players Hides,” in 
Shakespeare’s Histories and Counter-Histories, edited by Dermot Cavanagh, Stuart Hampton-
Reeves, and Stephen Longstaffe (Manchester, Manchester UP, 2006), 182-197: 182-183. 
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Thomas Nashe’s Piers Penniless his Supplication to the Devil, published on August 8, 1592.117 
His first-hand account attributes the success of onstage enactments of “our forefathers valiant 
acts” to “sharper reproofe to these degenerate effeminate days” of Elizabethan England (qtd. in 
Burns 1). Though Nashe refers to Henry VI as criticizing the “degenerate effeminate days of 
ours,” this chapter reads the play as actually dramatizing succession problems caused by multiple 
heirs. The popularity of sixteenth-century representations of Henry also survive in other genres 
like Edward Hall’s chronicle, The Union of the Two Noble Families of Lancaster and York 
(1548),118 and William Baldwin’s collection of versified histories, A Mirror for Magistrates 
(1559, 1578).119  
 The complex relationship between genealogy and usurpation raise questions about the 
monarchy. The retributive usurpations and rival genealogies in Shakespeare’s plays distinctively 
differ from the influence of god or ambitious individuals in the diverse genres by Hall, Baldwin, 
Wentworth, and Parsons; Henry VI portrays the downfalls of subjects, which Henry misreads as 
                                                 
117 For information on the audience of Henry VI during the 1590s, see Burns, “Introduction” 1-9; 
Cox, “Introduction” 5; Rackin, Shakespeare 50; Rutter 182-183. In 1592, Thomas Nashe wrote 
that “ten thousand spectators at least (at severall times)” had seen 1 Henry VI and Henslowe’s 
records of the receipts suggest that close to twenty thousand people had seen the play. See Burns 
9 for the number of spectators at the Rose. He estimates just under a thousand spectators in the 
galleries and the total number potentially doubling if taking the groundlings into account; 
Andrew Gurr estimates a maximum of 1654 spectators. Gurr and Burns, compared to Nashe, 
approximate a larger audience.  
 
118 Edward Hall. The Union of the Two Noble Families of Lancaster and York, 1550 (London: 
Scolar P, 1970). 
 
119 William Baldwin, The Mirror for Magistrates, edited by Lily B. Campbell, (New York: 
Barnes and Noble, 1960). The first edition of A Mirror for Magistrates contains poems written 
by eight men including William Baldwin, Thomas Chaloner, George Ferrers, and Thomas Phaer. 
Baldwin compiled the first edition and Thomas Churchyard, John Dolman, and Thomas 
Sackville contributed to later editions. Mirror was reprinted or expanded in 1571, 1574, 1575, 
1578, 1587, and 1610. This chapter primarily examines two editions: the 1559 edition for its 
reference to Henry and Margaret and the 1578 edition’s “Eleanor Cobham, Duchess of 
Gloucester” and “Humphrey Plantagenet, Duke of Gloucester.” 
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divine punishment, as the product of factionalism.120 The multiple (un)crownings of Henry and 
Edward indicate the complications of retributive usurpation. Similarly, competing genealogies 
pose a continuous threat since both Lancastrian and Yorkist claims are imperfect; moreover, the 
death of a claimant produces new contenders such as York and Edward VI. In addition, the plays 
include the cultural voices of women, foreigners, and plebeians to comment on these issues. For 
example, 1 Henry VI includes parodic recitations of lineage when Joan of Arc insists that she is 
the progeny of kings, not the daughter of a shepherd; in 2 Henry VI, Jack Cade fabricates a 
Mortimer father and Plantagenet mother during his uprising. Subjects across all social classes 
discuss the dissension between Lancastrians and Yorkists in Henry’s presence: Vernon, a 
gentleman studying law at the Inns of Court; Thomas Horner, the Armorer, and his apprentice, 
Peter; and the two keepers who disagree with Henry (1 Henry VI 4.1.78-173; 2 Henry VI 
1.3.188-217; 3 Henry VI 3.1.22-100).121 These cultural voices qualify Shakespearean studies that 
                                                 
120 Tillyard, Shakespeare’s 188-189 views Suffolk and Winchester’s deaths in 2 Henry VI and 
York and Margaret’s tragic end as god’s punishment for conspiring to kill Gloucester. Whereas 
Tillyard sees Winchester’s death as “invit[ing] to watch out for the judgement of God,” my 
reading observes how Henry’s outlook on divine judgement differs from that of other characters. 
When Henry tells the dying bishop to hold up his hand if he “thinkst on heaven’s bliss,” he “dies 
and makes no sign” (3.327-329). Salisbury and Warwick, who accompany Henry in this scene, 
do not express similar religious views. Crises originate from political rivalry, not from divine 
intervention.  
 
121 Vernon and Basset are invented characters that appear in 1 Henry VI. Vernon supports York’s 
party and disputes with Basset, Somerset’s supporter, as they exchange insults on the symbolism 
of red roses and white roses. Even though this dispute is made in Henry’s presence and his 
councilors are aware of its context, only Henry fails to understand this critical subtext. Similarly, 
he does not detect York’s ambition during Horner’s petition in 2 Henry VI.   
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interpret history plays as idealizing epic, heroic, English masculinity and nation-building as 
marginalizing women and foreigners like the Countess of Auvergne, Joan, and Margaret.122  
 
Early Modern Non-Dramatic Representations of Henry VI’s Monarchy: Hall, Baldwin, 
Wentworth, and Parsons 
 This section will compare non-dramatic representations of Henry VI’s reign and loss of 
the crown; Edward Hall, William Baldwin, Peter Wentworth and Robert Parsons assess the 
threats posed by Henry himself, rival factions, contenders to the throne supported by competing 
genealogies, and the divided role of his wife, Margaret. These early modern works differently 
account for his weaknesses and do not mention Henry’s psychological handicap, yet modern 
historians identify Henry’s mental illness and factions as primary causes for the unrest during his 
reign. Hall’s chronicle attributes Henry’s troubles to god’s disfavor and looks to divine 
providence to judge transgressions; Baldwin’s versified histories partially blame Henry and  
William de la Pole, Earl of Suffolk, for breaking an existing match with France, yet they also 
focus on the role of ambition and Fortune.123 By comparison, Wentworth’s and Parsons’s 
succession tracts refer to Henry’s demise to attack the legitimacy of the Tudors or to alleviate the 
fearful possibility of deposition. Wentworth and Parsons each look to Suffolk and Henry IV to 
explain the unrest of his reign.  
                                                 
122 For views on history plays as idealizing heroism and as marginalizing women, see Kahn 55-
56; Rackin, Stages 177. There is a similar treatment in Theodora A. Jankowski, Women in Power 
in the Early Modern Drama (Urbana: U of Illinois P, 1992), 89-102.  
 
123 Tillyard, Shakespeare’s 78 points out that Mirror, in addition to Hall’s chronicles and the 
Church Homilies, is a text that is “one of the important formative influences of Shakespeare’s 
youth” that covers the same events as his histories and is closer to them “in spirit” than the 
chronicle plays.  
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 The first genre to consider is the Tudor chronicle, which generally supported dynastic 
ideologies, was organized by the regnal years, and was dedicated to monarchs. A chronicle may 
downplay a ruler’s ineptitude by emphasizing the influence of god, queens, or councilors instead; 
its providentialist narrative depicts the Tudors as restoring peace. As one example, Hall, a 
Cambridge graduate, lawyer, and Member of Parliament, dedicated The Union of the Two Noble 
Families of Lancaster and York (1545) to Edward VI. Providence affects individuals as well as a 
monarch’s reign in this text. Divine punishment, for instance, awaits ambitious individuals; the 
characters, who “sodaynly murthered” and “pitiously manquelled” Prince Edward, later suffered 
the “very rod of Justice and punishment of God” (206).124 The characterization of Henry 
corresponds with the chronicle’s providentialist outlook; Henry “never asked vengeaunce nor 
punishment” and only looked to “almightie God, his creator” (207). The troubles of Henry’s 
reign, partially came from his “awne offence,” but were also caused by the “hepyng of synne 
upon sinne, wretchedly by his aunceters and forfathers” (208). Consequently, these views 
support the chronicle’s pro-Tudor narrative that Henry VII “obtained the Croune” because he 
was “sent from God” and “extinguish[ed] both the faccions” of Lancaster and York (195). 
 Hall’s chronicle depicts providence as controlling justice; this text downplays Henry’s 
flaws as it sees factions and his marriage as causes for disorder. Due to god’s discontent with 
Henry’s marriage, his lords “fell in division emongst themselfes,” the commoners “rebelled 
against their sovereign Lorde, and natural Prince,” and wars slew “many thousands” and even 
left “the kyng deposed, and his sonne slain” (103). Union thusly exaggerates the influence of god 
and marriage to treat them as causes for England’s miseries. In contrast, Henry does not receive 
criticism despite comments on how his “meke spirite” and “simple witte” led him to be 
                                                 
124 Edward of York, his two brothers, Dorset, and Hastings are examples of ambitious characters 
mentioned in Union. 
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“governed of them whom he should have ruled, and brideled of suche, whom he sharpely should 
have spurred” (105).   
 While Union notes “there could be none, more chaste, more meke, more holy, nor a 
better creature” than Henry, its negative portrayal of Margaret’s “great witte” contrasts with 
references to her husband’s “simple witte” (105). This chronicle depicts Margaret as 
appropriating conventionally masculine virtues: 
The Queene his wife, was a woman of great witte, and yet no greater witte, then of haute 
stomacke, desirous of glory, and covetous of honor, and of reason, pollicye, counsaill, 
and other giftes and talentes of nature belonging to a man, full and flowing: of witte and 
wilinesse she lacked nothing, nor of diligence, studie, and business: (105-106)125  
The three references to Margaret’s “witte” in this passage criticize her desire for “glory,” 
“honor,” and “reason” that contrast with its description of Henry, who “gaped not for honor” 
(105). Union activates negative stereotypes when it refers to her as being “of a very woman” 
whose temperamental behavior resembles a spinning weathercock, “when she was vehement and 
fully bente in a matter, she was sodainly like a wethercocke, mutable, and turnyng” (106).126 
Also, the metaphor of an ox pulling a “pore silly asse” censures Margaret’s command over her 
husband’s authority; she “did” and “saied” all, bore “the whole swynge, as the strong oxe doth 
when he is yoked in the plough with a pore silly asse,” and tried to exclude Gloucester from 
power (106). The parallel depiction of Edward IV’s match is another case of holding queens 
                                                 
125 Dunworth 101 makes a surprising connection between this description in Hall and Margaret’s 
viciousness in Shakespeare’s dramatization of York’s death scene. See my analysis of 3 Henry 
VI in this chapter.  
 
126 The 1578 edition of Mirror offers a different perspective, since Suffolk’s description of 
Margaret praises her physical appearance and learning. See my discussion on Baldwin’s Mirror 
in this chapter.  
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accountable. According to Hall, the depositions and deaths indicate that “either God was not 
contented, nor yet pleased” with the union with Elizabeth Woodville, “for this marriage kyng 
Edward was expulsed from the Realm” and “Warwycke & his brother miserable slain” (187). 
 Union shows additional problems created by Suffolk, Eleanor, and factions that 
compromise Henry and England’s interests for their own gain. William de la Pole selects a 
dowerless bride for Henry because he was “(I cannot saie) either corrupted with bribes, or to 
muche affeccionate to this vnprofitable marriage” (71). While “(I cannot saie)” ambiguously 
surmises on whether Suffolk is motivated by bribery or desire, Hall’s text clearly states that he 
profits from this match. Suffolk rises “into fortunes trone” and “ruled the Kyng at his pleasure” 
(104). He is elevated to a duke “by greate fauor of the Kynge, and more desire of the Quene” in a 
few years.127 Also, Eleanor, Duchess of Gloucester, out of desire  to “aduaunce and promote her 
husbande to the croune,” resorts to sorcery with a group of priests, necromancer, and witch when 
she melts a wax image of Henry to “destroy the kynges person, and so to bryng hym to death.”128 
Neither Eleanor nor Gloucester, the person whom she intended to make king, directly speak of 
the scandal in this relatively brief segment.129 Moreover, the factions of Suffolk, Buckingham, 
Winchester, and the Archbishop of York are blamed for Gloucester’s death. According to Hall, 
the murder of this popular magistrate made “many men” suspect “an abominable crueltie, and a 
                                                 
127 Though it is not impossible to see “more desire of the Quene” as implicating romance, it is 
unclear whether she engaged in an extramarital affair since the same sentence mentions that 
Suffolk’s elevation partly resulted from Henry’s “greate fauor.”  
 
128 The participants are Thomas Southwell, John Hume, Roger Bolingbroke, and Margery 
Jourdain. There is relatively little reference of Eleanor in Union, compared to Baldwin’s and 
Shakespeare’s texts.  
 
129 After a detailed record of the respective punishment each participant received, the narrator 
shortly adds how Gloucester remained silent, as he “toke all these thynges paciently, and saied 
litle.”  
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shameful tyranny” when Suffolk openly pardons Gloucester’s servants who were arraigned for 
killing their master (107-108). As portrayals of Margaret, Eleanor, and factions illustrate, Hall’s 
chronicle focuses on the risks of ambitious characters instead of discussing Henry’s 
shortcomings.  
William Baldwin’s collection of versified histories is another genre that portrays Henry’s 
reign among its examinations of rulers’ shortcomings; A Mirror for Magistrates (1559) aims to 
educate rulers by examples through its use of the de casibus tradition and the spirits of nineteen 
disgraced historical figures from the reigns of Richard II to Edward IV.130 The text, according to 
Meredith Skura, reflects a “newly developing historiographic process” since its writers used only 
trustworthy sources and were attentive about chronology and national identity.131 Though Hall’s 
Union mostly blames ambitious queens and councilors, Baldwin’s verse narratives question 
power through Henry, tragic politicians, and the invented rivalry between Margaret and Eleanor. 
The didactic poetry reflects on Henry’s liabilities that differs from Hall’s critique of Henry’s 
subjects. Mirror, according to Jessica Winston, transformed “a kind of writing designed to speak 
to power” and “depicted and fostered a conversation about power, about the obligations and 
responsibilities of those who rule the commonwealth” (Mirror 382).132 What facilitates this 
conversation is the collaboration of writers, five-decades of editions, and conventions of 
                                                 
130 Although Mirror was initially printed in 1555, under Mary I, its publication was not allowed 
until 1559 under Elizabeth. See Tillyard, Shakespeare’s 79. 
 
131 Skura 36 points out that the writers also excluded legendary/mythological figures in the first 
two editions and even drew attention to conflicting information in Hall’s and Fabyan’s 
chronicles.  
 
132 From an alternative perspective, Philip Schwyzer uses a different approach and sees the ghost 
narrators in Mirror as providing a “model for subsequent imaginations of the nation.” Even 
though the Chantries Act of 1547 excluded ghosts from social life, Mirror allowed ghost figures 
to re-infiltrate Tudor life. Schwyzer, Literature, Nationalism, and Memory in Early Modern 
England and Wales (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004), 99. 
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monologues addressed to an audience.133 Moreover, the text reached a wider audience than 
chronicles, as the subsequent editions and expansions published in 1571, 1574, 1575, 1578, 
1587, and 1610 indicate its popularity.  
The downfalls of ambitious magistrates in Baldwin’s imaginary monologues differ from 
Hall’s teleological angle because they feature two-sided positions on fate and divine will; the 
will of god determines Henry’s demise while actions affect York, Margret, and Eleanor.134 
Mirror negotiates between the “old de casibus tradition based on Fortune” and an “up-to-date 
concept of history, in which the hero’s own character and actions brought on his punishment” 
(Skura 36-37).135 This reading generally agrees with Skura and views Fortune as playing a 
comparatively minor role because the fates of York, Margret, and Eleanor are determined by 
their actions, not by god. The ghost of Henry differs from other characters as it equates fate with 
god’s will. Henry, who states that “god doth gide the world,” advises that “destiny with fate, and 
Gods wil [should] al be one” (lines 37, 50); sin is disobeying the “wil diuine, called destiny and 
                                                 
133 Though Baldwin mentions in the opening pages that he wrote Mirror with seven other 
contributors, the names of several co-writers remain in obscurity. Tillyard, Shakespeare’s 79 
notes only half of the stories’ authors are known. Critics have identified the names of William 
Baldwin, George Ferrers, Thomas Chaloner, and Thomas Phaer. See Campbell 3-60; Hadfield 
44-45; Tillyard, Shakespeare’s 78-79.  
 
134 Tillyard, Shakespeare’s 88 similarly comments on how Mirror does not use “Hall’s master-
theme” that supports the “working out of destiny over the stretch of history from Richard II to 
the Tudors.” 
 
135 Unlike the older de casibus tradition in which Fortune plays a major part, historical 
characters’ actions determine their fate in Mirror. See Skura 36-37 for how, as an example, the 
“saintly Henry VI, who wants to believe that providence, not Fortune, shaped his end,” 
nonetheless wonders how and why providence could let him fall as he laments God “[d]oth know 
how sore I hated sinne, and after vertue sought.”   
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fate” (line 60).136 There is a minor contradiction in Henry’s monologue when he describes his 
defeat as the result of his minority and the King of France’s “chaunce,” in “[b]efore I came to 
age Charles had recovered Fraunce, / And kilde my men of warre, so lucky was his chaunce” 
(lines 93-94). However, several members of Henry’s court do not rely on divine will. 
Conversely, action, not divine will, causes the downfalls of York, Suffolk, Eleanor, and 
Margret in Mirror. Margaret does not look to providence to intervene in a manner that contrasts 
with Henry. When Richard imprisons Henry twice and does “all things [to Henry] as him list” to 
force him to resign his “crown, and titles” (line 121), Margaret uses her “bluddy sword” to 
rescue her husband and “slew the duke” in retribution (lines 124, 125). Whereas Hall’s chronicle 
views wars and rebellions as signs of god’s displeasure with royal marriages, Baldwin’s Henry 
includes positive comments; “My marriage lust so swete was mixt with bitter gall. / My wife was 
wise and good had she bene rightly sough” suggests a chemistry that does not appear in historical 
records, Hall, or Shakespeare (lines 102-103).137 The “bitter gall” alludes to a procedural mishap, 
Henry’s earlier betrothal to Armagnac’s daughter, that possibly makes the union with Margaret 
“unlawful,” thus “ma[de] a good thing nought” (line 104).138 Compared to Henry and Margaret, 
Suffolk receives substantial criticism for arranging this match. 
                                                 
136 In the earlier stanzas of his tragedy, Henry repeats that he prefers to die at birth because death 
allows him to escape the ebb of fortune. He states, “Woulde god the day of birth had brought me 
to my beere, / Than had I never felt the chaunge of Fortunes cheere” (lines 17-18).  
 
137 In 1442, there was discussion of marrying Henry to the Earl of Armagnac’s daughter that is 
also referenced in 1 Henry VI 5.1.15-20. Henry uses the word “unlawful” in Mirror because 
there was earlier discussions to wed Armagnac’s daughter. Henry VI erases the sexual chemistry 
between Henry and Margret to portray his shortcomings as husband and king. In 2 Henry VI, 
Margaret admits to feeling disappointed after she met Henry in person. This lack of chemistry 
may reflect history since it took over eight years for the couple to birth their first child.  
 
138 As Mirror does not have a separate poem for Margaret, readers rely on Henry VI’s narrative 
for information about her. Compared with Hall, Baldwin describes Margaret in a less critical 
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Baldwin portrays Suffolk as another character whose disgrace results from his actions; 
he is punished for his crimes against Henry and Gloucester.139 He is responsible for selecting 
Margaret as the candidate “fancied most” to be Henry’s bride since Charles VII’s daughters were 
too young (line 151).140 As “fancied” precedes descriptions of Margaret’s height, speech, and 
education, this does not confirm of a romantic attraction like the one seen in 1 Henry VI.141 
Though Suffolk may not have been guilty of illicit love, his role in “murdring of Duke Humfrey 
in his bed” and “causing the King vnlawfully to wed” causes his own downfall (lines 163, 165). 
The didactic verses clearly state that a captain, not god, delivers justice on a ship; this captain 
recites Suffolk’s crimes then slays him.142 The influence of action also appears in the titles of 
several narratives; Suffolk is “vvorthily punyshed” for his crimes against Henry and Gloucester,” 
                                                                                                                                                             
manner. The relatively minor flaw associated with Baldwin’s Margaret is that Henry’s marriage 
was a “mad contract” because it broke his engagement to Armagnac’s daughter (line 95). 
Henry’s description of how his marriage bed was “mixt with bitter gall” alludes to the Armagnac 
match (line 102).  
 
139 Stanza 16 refers to the “privy murder” of Gloucester. 
 
140 Though Margaret does not have an independent section in Mirror, there are references to her 
in Suffolk, York, and Henry VI’s sections. 
 
141 See Baldwin’s Mirror, “Hovv Lorde VVilliam Delapole Duke of Suffolke vvas vvorthily 
punyshed for abusing his Kyng and causing the destruction of good Duke Humfrey.” Suffolk 
explains how he sought a marriage to bring peace between England and France and describes 
Margaret:  
And for the French Kinges Daughters were to small,  
A fancied most Dame Margaret his Niece,  
A louely Lady, Bewtifull, and Tall,   
Faire spoken, pleasaunt, a very Princely piece,   
In Wit, and learninge, matchlesse hence to Greece. (lines 150-154) 
Though Margaret is described in a flattering manner, the tone is neutral and not particularly 
sexual.  
 
142 Stanza 24 describes Suffolk’s death. 
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York is “layne” to defeat because of his “over rash boldness,” and Eleanor “suffred open 
penance” for “witchcraft and Sorcery.”  
Mirror depicts Eleanor’s downfall as the outcome of her treasonous activities, not by 
divine judgment, in a manner similar to Suffolk’s demise; furthermore, her involvement with 
necromancy leads to Gloucester’s disgrace and also recalls early modern scandals. Mirror 
highlights Eleanor’s threat through two aspects that differ from Union. The altered chronology, 
that makes her Margaret’s contemporary, similarly reappears in 2 Henry VI.143 Eleanor’s 
aspirations to become queen is another variance compared to her counterpart in Union.144 The 
wax figure scandal depicts Eleanor as a desiring agent whose demise shows the “prouerbe [is] 
true, that pryde wil haue a fall” caused by the “brondes of pryde” that burned within her “breast” 
(lines 7, 52). Though she was born “Of Barons blood” and “base beneath [Gloucester’s] state,” 
her marriage “aduanced [her] next to the Queene” (lines 11, 30).145 The ghost of Eleanor 
confesses she was dissatisfied with her husband’s status that allowed her to “shyne aboue the 
rest” since she “longed sore to beare the name of Queene” and admits to  “Aspyring stil vnto an 
higher seate” (lines 79, 80). What fuels her ambition is that Gloucester is “Heyre to the crowne” 
because Henry is childless at this point, “Sins there was none” (lines 82, 84). So she consults 
                                                 
143 By comparison, Union describes with chronological accuracy of how Eleanor and Margaret 
never met; Eleanor was convicted and exiled to the Isle of Man in 1441 yet Margaret arrived in 
England in 1445. 
 
144 Ralph A. Griffiths’s study in history on Eleanor provides information on how her ambition 
“matched even that of her husband” and how her wished to be queen. Griffiths, “The Trial of 
Eleanor Cobham: An Episode in the Fall of Duke Humphrey of Gloucester,” in Bulletin of the 
John Rylands Library 51, no. 2 (1969), 383, 390. 
 
145 Eleanor Cobham came from a knightly family of Kent whereas the Duke of Gloucester was 
Henry IV’s fourth son and Henry V’s brother. She was lady-in-waiting for Gloucester’s first wife, 
Jacqueline of Hainault, then became his mistress. Eleanor later became his wife after his first 
marriage was annulled. See Crawford 10; Griffiths, “Trial” 399 for the background and marriage 
of Eleanor. 
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with a witch and two priests who uses astrology to foresee “who should next succeed / To 
Englandes crowne” (lines 104-105).146 Moreover, the narrative of Gloucester’s ghost reveals 
controversial information, that does not appear in Eleanor’s tragedy, about how she resorted to 
necromancy to expedite Henry’s death:147  
How she in waxe by counsel of the witch, 
An image made, crowned like a king, 
[…] which dayly they did pytch 
Against a fyre, that as the waxe did melt, 
So should his lyfe consume away vnfelt. (lines 276-280 emphasis added) 
This transgression is sinister, despite Gloucester’s attempts to rhetorically minimize Eleanor’s 
involvement by describing the witch as providing “counsel” and referring to how “they” melted 
the wax figures that recalls his earlier excuse about curious women (lines 276, 278).The  
description of Eleanor’s disgrace in Mirror is more explicit than Union; it also corresponds with 
records in history that describe how Eleanor and the necromancers, who were indicted of treason, 
felony, and sorcery, admitted they “fashioned a figure of the king to work on” to calculate that 
Henry would “die of melancholia” around late May or early June, in 1441 (Griffiths, “Trial” 
390). This wax figure scandal even reminds readers of contemporary early modern conspiracies.   
 In the years preceding 2 Henry VI, Mary I, Elizabeth I, and James VI were targeted with 
transgressive necromancy and multiple incidents that involved wax figures. These scandals 
occurred in spite of regulations over religion established at the beginning of Elizabeth’s reign; 
                                                 
146 Eleanor tries to minimize her crimes, to which she admits with “this attempt was ill,” by 
adding that she “neuer had the will” to “worke [her] princes harme” (lines 107, 110-112). Yet, 
this assumed innocence is not convincing in light of her intense desire to be queen.  
 
147 Campbell 18 conjectures that discrepancies between Eleanor’s and Gloucester’s tragedies 
may be possible indications that these two tragedies were composed at different times. 
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the “Injunctions Given by the Queen’s Majesty” (1559) prohibited the use of “charms, sorcery, 
enchantments, witchcrafts, soothsaying, or any like devilish device” (114). Elizabeth was 
accused of calculating Mary I’s nativity in 1555 and was defended by her supporters who argued 
that this incident was orchestrated by Bishop Gardener who was attempting to entrap her.148 In 
1578, Elizabeth was “disturbed” to hear that a wax figure with her name written on its forehead, 
“transfixed with a large quantity of pig’s bristles as if it were some sort of witchcraft” was 
discovered because “it was looked upon as an augury” (Montrose, “Idols” 112).149 In Scotland, 
witches who melted the image of James VI over a fire were tried around 1590 and 1591 for 
conspiring his death (N. Levine, “Case” 113, 116).  
Elizabethan succession tracts, in addition to chronicles and versified histories, include 
references to Henry VI’s problems; moreover, the genre’s use of genealogy provides significant 
insight into Shakespearean uses of lineage and hereditary rule. Compared to the two other 
genres, succession tracts were more polemical since they disobeyed the 1571 Second Treasons 
Act that prohibited debates on the succession, attempted to influence Elizabeth, or even labeled 
the Tudors as traitors.150 Peter Wentworth’s and Robert Parsons’s tracts, written around the time 
                                                 
148 Nina S. Levine, “The Case of Eleanor Cobham: Authorizing History in 2 Henry VI,” in 
Shakespeare Studies 22 (1994), 113-116. 
 
149 These three wax figures were discovered in a country man’s stables. The middle figure bore 
Elizabeth’s name and the two at its side were dressed as her councilors. Louis Montrose, “Idols 
of the Queen: Policy, Gender, and the Picturing of Elizabeth I,” in Representations 68 (1999), 
112.  
 
150 Peter Wentworth, despite his advanced age, was imprisoned after openly discussing the 
succession. His three petitions for release were denied because he continued to write about the 
succession during his imprisonment. Wentworth’s wife died in the Tower of London in July 
1596 and he also died there in November 1596 at the age of seventy-two. See chapter one. 
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of Shakespeare’s histories, use the example of Henry VI’s reign to support their own views on 
Elizabethan succession.151  
Wentworth, a Member of Parliament, depicts god and councilors, not Henry VI, as 
accountable in A Pithie Exhortation to her Majestie for establishing her successor to the crowne 
(1587). Because he aims to persuade Elizabeth to declare an heir, this text mentions Henry to 
alleviate anxieties that declaring an heir may increase Elizabeth’s risk of being usurped. In 
addition to using Richard II as a case of a ruler being unseated by someone who is not a 
“successor to him by right, but an vsurper,” this tract alludes to Henry as another deposition by a 
non-biological heir since Edward IV was “neither heire apparant nor knowne successor vnto” 
Henry (Wentworth 79-80).152 The text blames the Duke of Suffolk, the “swallower up of the 
kings treasure,” who made god “often angerie with princes”; his “wicked counsel” resulted in the 
death of “the good Duke of Glocester” and the loss of territories in France (80). Pithie 
Exhortation thusly downplays apprehension about natural or adopted heirs as Henry’s case 
illustrates that the overthrow of a king may be instigated by someone who is not an heir. 
Wentworth disagrees with Parsons and writes, despite his imprisonment and death, that he dies 
defending James’s “good right” in a posthumously published tract, A Discourse Containing the 
Author’s Opinion of the True and Lawful Successor to Her Majesty (1598); James’s royal printer 
Robert Waldegrave printed Wentworth’s posthumous work and Pithie Exhortation in 1598 (95). 
                                                 
151 See chapter one for an examination of the succession tracts by Wentworth, Parsons, and Sir 
John Harington.  
 
152 Wentworth 79 stresses the innocence of Edward II’s heir natural and Richard II’s heir 
apparent when he writes that Edward III was only fifteen and had no part in the removal of his 
father and Richard II “was deposed, not by one whome he had made his knowne successor, but 
by Henry the fourth: no successor to him by right, but an vsurper.”   
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Conversely, Robert Parsons’s succession tract assesses the genealogy of Elizabeth’s 
potential successors and even contests the status of the Tudors; the treatment of usurpation and 
genealogy in A Conference to the Next Succession (1594) is significant when comparatively read 
with Yorkist interpretations of ancestry in Henry VI.153 Usurpation, according to this tract, 
invalidates the candidacy of most of Elizabeth’s contenders as not “hau[ing] title at al” since they 
descend from those “who were put vp in place of the depriued” (62). Henry VI and Elizabeth I, 
like the kings “put vp in place of the depriued” rulers like King John, Richard II, and Edward II, 
have no “title at al” since their grandfathers unseated Richard II and Richard III (62).154 The 
multiple instances of irregular succession cited in Parsons’s Conference “dislodges the habit of 
mind that was being inculcated by such official propaganda as the now infamous ‘Homilie 
against disobedience and wilfull rebellion’ (1570)” (Houliston, “Hare” 244). By comparison, 
Shakespeare’s version of York and his sons rely on a similar logic to justify their attempts to 
overthrow Henry, whom they view as an unlawful occupant of the throne.  
In addition to the subject of usurpation, both Conference and Henry VI present disparate 
ways of interpreting genealogy; Parsons’s outlook recalls the multiple recitations of ancestry that 
incite conflict and fail to uphold Henry’s status in Shakespeare’s first tetralogy. These tracts and 
plays show how assessing rival genealogies is simultaneously critical and futile since each 
lineage has flaws and opponents. While the detailed genealogical claims in Conference indicate 
the magnitude of the matter of succession, it also reveals how this issue is embroiled in multiple 
                                                 
153 Conference was dedicated to the Earl of Essex. See chapter one for two views on the effect of 
this tract’s dedication to Essex. 
 
154 Whereas the Conference is less critical of Henry VI, “he were no euel man in lyfe” and 
“though for his owne particular life he was a good man as hath bin said,” it treats Margaret as 
one of the problems, “King Henry did suffer himself to be over-ruled by the Queen his wife.” 
See Parsons 60. 
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disputes linked with conflicting interests and agendas. In this case, Parsons advocates the 
candidacy of Lancastrian heirs instead of the Tudors through a convoluted approach on the 
claims passed through John of Gaunt and his first wife Blanche, Duchess and Heir of Lancaster; 
he controversially concludes that the current Lancastrian descendent, the daughter of Philip II of 
Spain, should rule England (117-118).155 The dissonant views on ancestry raise questions about 
legitimacy and sanguinary succession; this also mirrors Mortimer, York, and Cade’s recitations 
of genealogy in Henry VI. 
 In summary, there are differences between Wentworth and Parsons’s references to the 
overthrow of English rulers. Wentworth alludes to Henry to appease anxieties that an heir may 
endanger Elizabeth, whereas Parsons uses deposed kings to address the problems with monarchy 
and to deny the validity of the Tudors.156 In sharp contrast to Wentworth’s tracts, Conference 
supports a contractual view of monarchy, and even justifies rebellion.157 Readers of Conference, 
Victor Houliston notes, become aware of the responsibility of distinguishing tyrants from good 
kings (“Hare” 244). Moreover, the treatment of sanguinary succession in Parsons’s tract shows 
how crises from England’s past reflect on issues in the Elizabethan present; this differs from the 
roles of divine justice and characters’ actions in chronicles and verse histories. 
                                                 
155 In his eighth chapter, Parsons discusses Portuguese candidates and alludes to how English 
people openly disliked foreign rulers like Philip II and the Monsieur. Parsons 126 justifies 
foreign rulers by characterizing the insubordination as an anti-Catholic reaction, a mere “Popular 
Mutiny without Reason or any good Ground.” However, readers should be mindful that he 
trivializes these cases of antagonism, because his objective is to support Infanta Isabella of 
Spain, a foreigner and a Catholic candidate.  
 
156 For how Parsons’s succession tract associated Henry VII and his Tudor descendants with 
usurpation, see chapter one.  
 
157 Conference supports ousting evil rulers and uses the demises of Edward II and Richard II as 
evidence. 
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 The next sections will examine Shakespeare’s representations of Henry’s struggles with 
genealogy, rivals, and disputed hereditary right that reflect Elizabethan succession issues. Just as 
Parsons’s succession tract contests Elizabeth’s status because Henry VII seized the throne from 
Richard III, Shakespeare’s plays present how opponents challenge Henry on the grounds of 
genealogy and former usurpations. There are some similarities in the depictions of the menace of  
Margaret, Eleanor, Gloucester, Suffolk, and York in Union, Mirror, and Henry VI. However, the 
problems in 1 and 2 Henry VI are dangerous English and French individuals, whereas 3 Henry VI 
examines how monarchy continues to be challenged despite the removal of these opponents.  
 
Genealogy and Legitimacy in 1 Henry VI 
 Shakespeare’s first tetralogy, like the previously examined non-dramatic texts, portray 
the multiple problems of hereditary rule through Henry VI’s troubled reign. Royal genealogy is 
challenged and plans to supplant Henry are justified; just as Parsons distorted reading of lineage 
in his succession tract defames the status of Tudor sovereigns, Mortimer and York insist their 
claim to the throne is stronger than that of the House of Lancaster in the play. The following 
sections will focus on how the three Henry VI plays represent a weak ruler, previous depositions, 
and disputed genealogy as a source of factionalization, retributive usurpations, and civil war. 
Henry VI’s piety, the contested transfer of power between Richard II and Henry IV, and York’s 
machinations make the realm vulnerable to English and foreign threats in 1 Henry VI.  
 Self-interested factions divide the court and negatively affect the war against France; in 
addition, Joan’s fabricated ancestry mockingly mirrors the contested lineage in England, and 
Suffolk selects Margaret as Henry’s bride out of a desire to wield power through them. Self-
interested factions divide the court and negatively affect their war against France; in addition, 
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Joan’s fabricated ancestry mockingly mirrors the contested lineage in England, and Margaret is 
selected as Henry’s bride out of Suffolk’s desire to wield power through them. This reading 
extends the discussion on A Mirror for Magistrates and sees a similarly diminished influence of 
divine will in Shakespeare’s three plays that differs from E. M. W. Tillyard’s earlier stance on 
cosmic order as “part of the collective mind” and teleological view of characters’ downfalls.158 
Dispute over genealogy and legitimacy, not providence, divide Henry’s England in the play.  
 The play’s characterization of Henry VI as a devout yet ineffectual ruler emphasizes his 
piety and omits his psychological problems as did the chronicle, verse histories, and succession 
tracts. It is significant that Shakespeare’s histories draw attention away from Henry’s mental 
health that contrast with allusions to the madness of Suffolk and Winchester.159 As Carol 
Thomas Neely’s research on the increased popularity of the motif of madness in Hamlet, 
Macbeth, and King Lear and other early modern plays illustrates, dramatizing states of 
distraction was neither unpopular nor uncommon.160 Considering that the uses of madness in 
Shakespeare’s tragedies around 1600 may reflect influence from Thomas Kyd’s The Spanish 
Tragedy (performed ca. 1587-1592), it may be possible that this motif was available to him 
                                                 
158 Tillyard, Elizabethan 9; Shakespeare’s 188-189 sees the curse of Richard II’s murder and 
divine punishment as affecting events under Henry VI. 
 
159 There is minimal depiction of the sensitive matter of Henry’s mental health in Shakespeare 
because 2 Henry VI describes him as promptly regaining consciousness after he hears of 
Gloucester’s death in 3.2.22. This contrasts with the treatment of other characters in the plays. 
For example, in 1 Henry VI, Margaret speculates whether Suffolk is mad when she observes him 
speaking to himself after he is instantly attracted to her in Act 5, Scene 2. There is also an 
allusion to actual madness in 2 Henry VI when reports of Winchester, “raving and staring as if he 
were mad” as he approaches death, indirectly express his guilt-stricken state after the murder of 
Gloucester in Act 3 Scene 3. 
 
160 Neely 32-45, 50-65 demonstrates the popularity, variety, and the impact of the motif of 
madness on the public stage; the mad distractions of Hieronimo, that differ from Isabella’s, in 
Kyd’s The Spanish Tragedy (performed ca. 1587-1592) and the mad speech with social critique 
in William Shakespeare’s three tragedies are examples of mental illness on the public stage.  
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around 1592. Nevertheless, Shakespeare’s histories portray Henry’s shortcomings as a sovereign 
through his repeated allusions to “Tend[ing] to God’s glory” and his failures to perceive the 
dissent among his councilors in 1 Henry VI (5.1.27). Even during Jack Cade’s rising in 2 Henry 
VI, he continues to value peace and religion as indicated by his response to the Duke of 
Buckingham’s request for an answer to “the rebels’ supplications” (4.4.7). Henry fails to address 
the emergency and says he will “send some holy bishop to entreat” the rebels “For God forbid so 
many simple souls / Should perish by the sword” (4.4.8-10). In another instance, when his court 
is forced to flee to Kenilworth after “Jack Cade hath almost gotten London Bridge,” Henry 
merely says “God, our hope, will succor us” (4.4.48, 54).  
 However, Henry’s wife and powerful members of the royal family do not share his pious 
outlook, and they speak with disdain while striving to control the realm in 2 Henry VI.161 
Margaret expresses exasperation toward her husband’s “mind [that] is bent to holiness” when she 
alludes to how “his loves / Are brazen images of canonized saints” (1.3.56, 60-61). York intends 
to “claim the crown, / For that’s the golden mark [he] seek[s] to hit” because Henry’s “church-
like humours fits not for a crown” (1.1.239-240, 244). York, who had initially spoke of not 
allowing Henry to “hold the sceptre in his childlike fist / Nor wear the diadem upon his head,” 
boldly relays this criticism when he disobediently tells his nephew that his hand befits a 
“palmer’s staff” not a “princely sceptre” (1.1.242-243, 5.5.99-104). Henry’s holiness functions 
as a weakness, since Shakespeare depicts him as inept “to handle his age’s mirror-image 
problem, clerics grasping at secular power” (Schulman 127).  
                                                 
161 When Henry tells her “God, our hope, will succor us,” his wife speaks of Suffolk, not god 
(4.4.48, 54). In an aside, Margaret refers to Suffolk as her “hope,” “My hope is gone, now 
Suffolk is deceased” (4.4.55).  
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Henry’s shortcoming as a sovereign is further evidenced in failures to suppress opponents 
and to politically secure the realm. His initial appearance in 1 Henry VI depicts him as a child-
king who reinstates Richard to the dukedom of York, whose father was beheaded for his 
involvement in the Southampton Plot against Henry V, when Warwick, Winchester, and 
Gloucester request that his “father’s wrongs” be “recompense[d]” (3.1.163); using a child actor 
to perform the then four-year-old Henry can visually accentuate his inexperience.162 This 
reinstatement is clearly disastrous in light of how York and his sons later wage war, dethrone 
Henry, and kill him and his only son.163 The play consistently characterizes Henry as immature 
and unable to comprehend the importance of the succession. When his subjects advise him to 
marry and provide an heir, the twenty-two-year-old king replies, “My years are young, / And 
fitter is my study and my books” and “My tender youth was never yet attaint / With any passion 
of inflaming love” (5.1.21-22, 5.4.81-82).164 As a matter of fact, Edward III wed and became 
                                                 
162 This scene is set in 1426.  
 
163 See Crawford xix. York’s father, Richard, Earl of Cambridge, was involved in the 
Southampton Plot; Cambridge was beheaded in 1415 for attempting to place Edmund Mortimer, 
his former brother-in-law, on the throne as “heir general to Edward III” instead of Henry V. His 
father’s misdeeds under Henry V stigmatize Richard of York. For example, his rival Somerset 
openly mentions the crimes of York’s father during a conversation that includes Warwick and 
Suffolk, “Was not thy father, Richard Earl of Cambridge, / For treason executed in our late 
king’s days?” (1 Henry VI 2.4.90-91).  
 
164 Under the circumstances, it was not common for kings to remain unwed at this age, especially 
when we account for how Henry V died prematurely and left only one infant son. It was not 
unusual to marry at a young age for political or financial gain. One example is Edward III’s 
second son, Lionel, who was four years old when he wed an heiress who was six years his senior. 
When Henry, at the age of twenty-two, refers to his “tender youth,” this reflects an inability to 
assess the political environment (1 Henry VI 5.4.81). 
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king when he was fifteen and York, Henry’s contender, married at eighteen and had four sons.165 
Such recurrent indifference to key issues makes Henry vulnerable to the already ambitious 
factions. 
 These factions contest Henry’s legitimacy to satisfy their ambitions as they pursue power 
to rule. Yorkist insubordination begins when this rival family insists that the deposition of 
Richard II violates their inheritance. However, the legitimacy of Henry and Edmund Mortimer is 
both debatable due to conflicting genealogies.166 What worsens this problem is that dissension 
outlives individual claimants, as the death of a claimant does not terminate the discord between 
families. In this case, York’s ambition increases after the decease of his maternal uncle, Edmund 
Mortimer, who was imprisoned because Richard, Earl of Cambridge, attempted to seize Henry 
V’s crown for Mortimer in the 1415 Southampton Plot. The childless Mortimer, who still insists 
he should be king, bequeaths his claim to Richard, the beheaded Earl of Cambridge’s son and 
future Duke of York. The duologue between Mortimer and York illustrates how claimants 
purported genealogical interpretations favorable to their purpose.167 Mortimer, as the descendant 
                                                 
165 See Crawford 1, 10. Though York and Anne had to wait for a decade for their first child, their 
union eventually produced a large family. After their firstborn was welcomed ten years into their 
marriage, they had eleven more children. They had four living sons by 1452.  
 
166 Edmund Mortimer descended from Edward III’s third son, the Duke of Clarence. Clarence’s 
only child was a daughter named Philippa, who married the fourth Earl of March, Edmund 
Mortimer. Mortimer’s grandson, also named Edmund Mortimer, fifth Earl of March (1391-1425), 
attempted to claim the throne but was imprisoned by Owen Glendower. Mortimer’s sister birthed 
Richard Plantagenet, third Duke of York (1411-1460). In this scene, Shakespeare conflates three 
historical figures: the fifth Earl of March, his brother John, and Edmund Mortimer’s nephew 
whose name is also Edmund. See Bevington 54; Burns 110; Crawford xv, xix. David Bevington, 
Shakespeare’s Ideas: More Things in Heaven and Earth (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2008), 
54. 
 
167 Rackin, Stages 147 notes how “historiography is a major concern” as characters, like the 
playwright, become historians in a sense, as they allude to history and are concerned with having 
their names and achievements remembered. From a different perspective, Axton 89 points out 
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of Edward III’s third son, asserts he has precedence over Henry VI, the great-grandson of 
Edward’s fourth son, John of Gaunt:  
For by my mother I derived am  
From Lionel, Duke of Clarence, third son 
To King Edward the Third, whereas he 
From John of Gaunt doth bring his pedigree, 
Bring but fourth of that heroic line (2.5.73-78) 
Though Edmund Mortimer’s grandmother Philippa was the only child of Edward III’s third son, 
it is complicated to transmit claims through the female line, especially against Henry IV, a 
competitor who inherited through the male line. Since both Lancastrians and Yorkists used 
lineage in a manner that maximized their rights, they occasionally relied on women to provide 
claims to the throne. In this case, Mortimer recognizes his sister Anne’s son, Richard of York, as 
his heir. To insist that his claim is superior to Henry’s, York emphasizes his mother’s descent 
from Edward III’s third son, Lionel of Clarence, instead of his father, a descendent of Edward’s 
fifth son, Edmund of Langley.168 Thus, aristocratic women’s roles were traditionally limited to 
                                                                                                                                                             
that genealogy invokes the “immortality of the realm” but interminable recitations of a 
character’s ancestry in 2 Henry VI and Henry V “usually raises a laugh” when the prelate in 
Henry V “comes up for breath” during his speech on prophecy and genealogy in 1.2.86-90. 
Nevertheless, though these moments may sound humorous to some, the sensitive nature of 
Elizabeth’s undeclared succession was likely to produce a sense of unease among Shakespeare’s 
audience.  
 
168 Comparatively, succession tracts offered conflicting debates on whether James VI inherited 
his claim to the English throne from his mother, his father, or both. See my earlier discussion in 
chapter one.  
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transferring royal lineage as witnessed in the cases of Philippa, Anne Mortimer, and Katherine of 
Valois.169  
 Challenges against Henry are also aggravates with Joan, who not only supports the King 
of France during the war but parodies and calls into doubt similar claims by English claimants. 
In a satire of the notion of genealogy, Joan fabricates her lineage and attempts to convince York, 
her captor, that she is of royal blood.170 There is an inversion of York’s biased reading of his 
ancestry as Joan refuses to acknowledge her father, who is a shepherd, and rewrites her 
parentage in his presence. When her father laments “sweet daughter Joan, I’ll die with thee!” out 
of grief over her impending execution, she retorts, “I am descended of a greater blood. / Thou art 
no father, nor no friend of mine” (5.3.5, 8-9).171 She recites her faux genealogy to York and 
Warwick after her father exits in despair:   
First, let me tell you whom you have condemn’d: 
Not me begotten of a shepherd swain, 
                                                 
169 Both Mortimer and York trace their power through their mothers and claim descent from 
Philippa, a female heir. Also, for Salic law and Henry’s claim to the French throne, see Hadfield 
58-59. For Katherine of Valois’s marriage to Henry V and succession rights, see Henry V 1.2.4-
114. 
 
170 On how the tetralogies reflect on problems with feminine authority, Eggert 57 views Joan as 
epitomizing the “usurpation of a male authority in a woman’s body.” Kahn 55 notes that Joan, as 
a warrior who uses sexual appeal, “emasculates French men.” Rackin, Stages 157 connects her 
promiscuity with the role of an anti-historian. Alternatively, Richard Hillman treats Joan as a 
representation sexual transgression and refers to how Stubbs calls Elizabeth’s suitor Alençon a 
“sorcerer by common voice and fame.” Hillman, Shakespeare, Marlowe and the Politics of 
France (New York: Palgrave, 2002), 133. 
 
171 Joan’s father tells York and Warwick that Joan’s mother, who is still alive, can testify to her 
parentage. He mentions the priest who married them and the parish who knows about her birth to 
confirm of Joan’s background. Nevertheless, his daughter denies this information even calls him 
“Peasant” and says his “purpose [is] to obscure my noble birth” (5.3.22). These lies make Joan’s 
father say, “O burn her, burn her, hanging is too good,” and convince York and Warwick that she 
is wicked (5.3.33). 
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But issued from the progeny of kings; 
Virtuous and holy; chosen from above, (5.3.36-39) 
The invented ancestry in this scene indirectly satirizes York, who is noted for repeatedly 
speaking of his lineage throughout the first tetralogy. In addition to mockingly mirroring York’s 
actions, this episode even disparages the notion of aristocracy through a pun on “noble”; Joan 
insists that she is of “noble birth,” but her father immediately disproves her lies when he speaks 
of giving “a noble to the priest” in a reference to the coin he spent the morning he wed her 
mother (5.3.22-23). Joan’s fabrications also anticipate how Jack Cade, after York’s secret 
instigation, fictitiously argues that his father is a Mortimer in 2 Henry VI.  
 This satiric treatment of lineage continues when Joan discredits her own spirituality and 
chastity. Although Joan says she “never had to do with wicked spirits” (5.3.36-42), the audience 
vividly remembers the previous scene, in which she summons the Fiends and offers “feeding 
[them] with [her] blood” and dismembering herself in exchange for their help (5.2.35-36).172 
Moreover, Joan contradicts her earlier emphasis on her chastity when she hears she is to be 
executed, and she claims to be pregnant by either Charles, Alençon, or Reignier. Warwick and 
York incredulously respond, “Now heaven forfend, the holy maid with child?” and see these 
potential fathers as evidence that she has been sexually “liberal and free” (5.3.66, 82). Her 
alleged virginity and pregnancy “undermines all paternalistic certainty” and this indeterminate 
fidelity disillusions the men who fight to uphold “patriarchally derived identities” (MacFaul 66). 
Additionally, the transgression involving supernatural forces anticipates Eleanor’s necromancy 
in 2 Henry VI and the doubts about chastity that reemerge when Richard insults Prince Edward’s 
                                                 
172 These supernatural forces do not aid Joan when she desperately barters, “Then take my soul – 
my body, soul, and all –” (5.2.43). After he captures her, York taunts Joan to “Unchain [her] 
spirits now with spelling charms / And try if they can gain [her] liberty” (5.2.52-53). 
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paternity in 3 Henry VI. 1 Henry VI stresses the transgressive potential of these French captives 
through Margaret’s first appearance that involves a seductive encounter with Suffolk. Though 
both Joan and Margaret enter the same scene as prisoners of war, it is Margaret who exits as the 
future queen.  
 Furthermore, juxtaposing Margaret and Joan in the same scene emphasizes the 
undeniable influence Margaret will have in English as Henry’s spouse; unlike Joan, she survives 
by manipulating her self-interested captor and even becomes the queen of her country’s enemy. 
As a result, Margaret occupies a position of power in England and later participates in civil war 
against factions to uphold her son’s inheritance. Rackin notes that both Margaret and Joan 
appropriate “masculine prerogatives” on the battlefield, the “privileged site of patriarchal 
history” (Stages 157).173 However, Margaret is more influential due to the status and power she 
obtains and solidifies through an alliance with lust-driven advisor who manipulates Henry’s 
marriage negotiations against his interests.  
 The attraction between Suffolk and Margaret is particularly distressing since the notion of 
sanguinary succession is dependent on fidelity. Suffolk, in the final moments of the play, again 
resolves to “rule” the royal couple through this match, “Margaret shall now be queen, and rule 
the King: / But I will rule both her, the King and realm” (5.4.106-107). Suffolk, in history and in 
Shakespeare, received criticism for the undesirable conditions of this alliance, that contrast with 
the one from sixteen years ago.174 While the match in 1420 allowed Henry V to claim the French 
                                                 
173 See Rackin, Stages 156 for Talbot and Joan as opposites: noble man and historian versus 
peasant woman and anti-historian.  
 
174 Hall’s Union expresses disdain at Reignier’s status in its description of him as someone 
“callyng hymself kyng of Scicile, Naples, and Hierusalem, hauyng onely the name and stile of 
the same, without any peny profite, or fote of possession.” In Shakespeare’s 1 Henry VI, 
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throne because Katherine of Valois was Charles VI’s eldest daughter “indissolubly linked with 
the treaty that disinherited her brother, the dauphin,” it was improbable that Margaret would 
become her father’s heir instead of her brothers and elder sister (Griffiths, Reign 482-484).175 
The status and wealth Margaret’s father, Reignier, King of Naples, paled in comparison to the 
King of France.176 England preferred to secure an alliance with Charles VII, but his daughters 
were not of an eligible age. His cousin Margaret was an alternative.177 Moreover, England’s 
interests were sacrificed because the duchies of Anjou and Maine were relinquished during 
negotiations. This raised suspicion that Suffolk, “withoute assent of this lond,” had a secret 
arrangement with Margaret’s father (Prendergast 317).178 Although there is no historical record 
indicative of illicit desires, Shakespeare fictionalizes Suffolk as being driven with desire when he 
agrees to this financially unfavorable match.179 
                                                                                                                                                             
Reignier is introduced as Duke of Anjou and Maine, King of Naples and Jerusalem in the list of 
characters.  
 
175 Griffiths, Reign 483-484 mentions how Suffolk actually did not want to go to Paris to 
negotiate Henry’s marriage because of Margaret’s lack of inheritance. This match appealed to 
Charles because it diplomatically isolated the Duke of Burgundy. 
 
176 Despite his multiple titles, Reignier’s financial and political status made him an unsatisfactory 
substitution for the King of France. Along these lines, Gloucester opposes to this match in 1 
Henry VI 5.4.25-38 and Eleanor and York disparage Margaret’s background in 2 Henry VI. See 
my discussion on 2 Henry VI in the next section. 
 
177 Hall’s Union notes Margaret was considered for the match “because the Frenche kyng had no 
doughter of ripe age.”   
 
178 For rumors on how Suffolk acted “withoute assent of this lond” when he surrendered 
territories in Anjou and Maine, see Prendergast 317. 
 
179 In history, Suffolk and Margaret played a reserved role during marriage negotiations. She was 
betrothed to Henry at Tours in 1444 and married by proxy at Nancy in 1445. Suffolk stood as 
Henry’s proxy at the Nancy ceremony. The marriage ceremony with Henry at Tichfield Abbey 
took place on April 22, 1445. See Griffiths, Reign 485-487. 
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 The extended development of Margaret and Suffolk’s relationship, invented by 
Shakespeare and absent from previous histories, establishes her as an active and intelligent 
negotiator.180 Their encounter in 1 Henry VI foreshadows their alliance and influence in 2 Henry 
VI. The fictional sequence of events demonstrates her ability to overturn a disadvantageous 
situation by manipulating her captor.181 First, the already-married Suffolk becomes attracted to 
his captive even before he knows her name; next, they speak to Margaret’s father who demands 
territories in Anjou and Maine in exchange for his approval; last, Suffolk kisses her and privately 
acknowledges his desires in a monologue.182 As Margret decides not to play the part of the 
conventionally helpless captive, “Tush, women have been captivate ere now,” she initiates 
conversation and repeatedly asks him about her ransom (5.2.128).183 Suffolk, immersed in plans 
to become queen-maker, inadvertently reveals his treasonous and adulterous intentions: 
SUFFOLK     I’ll undertake to make thee Henry’s queen,   
To put a golden sceptre in thy hand 
                                                 
180 Geoffrey Bullough notes this scene and the Temple Garden scene as one of scenes that “have 
no basis in the Chronicles” and “point to Shakespeare’s authorship” because they resemble other 
scenes in his later works. Bullough, Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare, Vol. 3 
(London: Routledge, 1966), 35. 
 
181 During another disadvantageous moment, Margaret exercises diplomatic skills when she 
enlists the aid of King Louis XI of France and Warwick in 3 Henry VI. See the next section on 
Margaret’s diplomatic mission in France in 3 Henry VI 3.3.234-235. 
 
182 See 1 Henry VI 5.2.102-103 for Suffolk’s first encounter with Margaret. His monologue after 
their kiss indicates that he is aware that his plans are treasonous. Suffolk wrestles between the 
desire to become Margaret’s lover and the trepidation against treason, a “labyrinth” where 
“Minotaurs and ugly treasons lurk,” before he chooses the metaphorical labyrinth of treason 
when he negotiates marriage with Margaret’s father and sacrifices English territories (5.2.210-
211). Suffolk, the final speaker of 1 Henry VI, expresses his plans to depart to France to escort 
Margaret like “the youthful Paris” who went to Troy (5.5.104). 
 
183 Margaret swiftly assesses her predicament and contemplates whether France will rescue her. 
She decides to use Suffolk’s attraction in this case.  
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And set a precious crown upon thy head, 
If thou wilt condescend to be my –  
MARGARET     What? 
SUFFOLK     His love. (5.2.137-142 emphasis added) 
The Freudian slip of Suffolk’s “my” love indicates his desires to satisfy his ambition and lust 
(line 140). Margaret influences him without having to resort to Joan’s demonic transgression. 
Margaret, taking advantage of this situation, kisses him when he asks her to bestow a kiss as a 
“loving token to his majesty” and coquettishly adds that the kiss was for Suffolk (5.2.205-
206).184 Suffolk disregards financial and political interests out of lust when he favors Margaret 
over the daughter of Earl of Armagnac, who already offered to provide “a large and sumptuous 
dowry” (5.1.20). He relinquishes English territories during negotiations despite the knowledge 
that Margaret’s father “is poor / And our nobility will scorn the match” (5.2.116-117, 174-176). 
As predicted, Henry’s councilors mostly oppose to Margaret, who will occupy a conflicted 
position after she arrives in England.  
 The contrast between the councilors’ conservative outlook in 1 Henry VI and the shifting 
role of queens under Elizabeth anticipates the conflicted role Margaret will play in 2 and 3 Henry 
VI. The patriarchal expectations of Henry’s advisers reflect the limited roles of aristocratic 
women conventionally who did not actively participate in politics. These women mainly 
transferred succession rights, provided access to power, or birthed heirs. For instance, Philippa, 
the only child of Edward III’s third son, and Anne, Mortimer’s sister, passed succession rights to 
                                                 
184 Compared with the relatively passive Anne in Richard III, albeit a slightly later play, who is 
appears susceptible to Richard’s advances during his abrupt marriage proposal, Margaret 
demonstrates an ability to maneuver sexual politics to her advantage in this scene. 
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their sons, Mortimer and York.185 Women at times functioned as catalysts for political and sexual 
power as demonstrated by Suffolk’s intentions. Henry’s court expects heirs from Margaret 
whose “valiant courage and undaunted spirit, / (More than in women commonly is seen)” would 
“beget more conquerors” to carry on Henry V’s legacy (5.4.70-71, 74). Suffolk recommends 
Margaret as Henry’s bride to genetically pass on her distinctive “courage,” “spirit,” and 
“resolve” (lines 70, 75). While 1 Henry VI thusly introduces a restrictive stance towards queens, 
2 and 3 Henry VI experiment with revising these boundaries.  
 The differing treatments of Margaret’s strength and ambition in the non-dramatic 
accounts and in Shakespeare’s Henry VI plays may imply that a shift in cultural expectations has 
been produced by England’s decades under a queen’s rule. The gendered rhetoric in Hall’s pre-
Elizabethan chronicle reprimands Margaret’s “haute stomacke” and being “covetous of honor” 
(106). By comparison, these same qualities generate patriotism in the speech Elizabeth delivered 
to the Tilbury camp at the Thames estuary in 1588. She vows to sacrifice “mine honor and my 
blood” to defend England from Spain’s invasion and declares, “I know I have the body but of a 
weak and feeble woman, but I have the heart and stomach of a king and of a king of England 
too” (325-326). Although Union considered a queen’s “honor” and “stomacke” transgressive in 
1545, the Tilbury speech associates Elizabeth’s “honor,” “blood,” and “heart and stomach” with 
patriotic strength. The characterization of Shakespeare’s Margaret, written a few years after the 
1588 speech, reflects a possibly increased acceptance of a queen’s authority through its 
resemblance with Elizabeth’s empowering courage. However, Margaret’s unconventional 
influence often aggravates political dissension in 2 and 3 Henry VI.  
                                                 
185 For Mortimer and York’s reading of the Plantagenet ancestry to support their right to the 
throne, see the duologue in 1 Henry VI (2.5.34-114).   
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 Dangerous individuals threaten the weak and childless king in 2 Henry VI, in addition to 
factions that use competing genealogies to contest legitimacy in 1 Henry VI. For example, 
Eleanor and Jack Cade imperil Henry’s position with transgressions that disrupt boundaries of 
class and gender. As monarchy undergoes a crisis, Queen Margaret and Richard, Duke of York, 
emerge as alternative figures of power in 2 and 3 Henry VI. Though Margaret proves to be an 
intelligent negotiator compared to Joan in 1 Henry VI, her desires in 2 Henry VI address the 
underlying anxiety of patrilineal succession; in a world where genealogy determines legitimacy, 
a queen’s infidelity threatens to invalidate the heir. The next section will demonstrate the dangers 
of these ambitious characters in 2 Henry VI through an examination of the turmoil caused by 
aristocrats, women, and plebeians.   
 
Rivalry and the Redistribution of Power in 2 Henry VI 
 In 1 Henry VI, rivals challenge monarchal legitimacy; therefore, Elizabethan audiences 
saw the threats to their own monarch foreshadowed in the earlier reign. What exacerbates the 
chaos in 2 Henry VI are defiant patricians and plebeians who contest and even fabricate 
genealogy to rebel against a weak and childless ruler.186 An analysis of the machinations of 
Gloucester, Eleanor, Margaret, Jack Cade, and York will demonstrate how factions, women, and 
plebeians attempt to redistribute political power.187 Margaret performs a dual role of suppressing 
and aggravating factionalism in Henry VI that differs from portrayals in Hall’s chronicle and 
                                                 
186 Henry VI was childless during the first eight years of his marriage. His son finally makes an 
appearance in 3 Henry VI, but he is stabbed by York’s three sons after defeat.  
 
187 While the adversaries in 1 Henry VI were mainly French warriors, political rivals such as 
Gloucester, Eleanor, York, and Cade engage in factionalism and rebellion in 2 Henry VI. 
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Parsons’s succession tract.188 This interpretation extends Jean E. Howard and Phyllis Rackin’s 
influential studies on politics and gender that read the first tetralogy as resolving subversion 
through its treatment of unruly foreign/female characters (65, 77).189 However, unruliness is not 
limited to outsiders or women because 2 Henry VI dramatizes the difficulty of containing diverse 
subversive groups. By interpreting threats against the monarchy through comparisons with other 
early modern representations, this section will analyze how factions, spouses, and rebellions 
strive to redistribute power conventionally monopolized by kings.  
 Factions encroach on Henry and Margaret’s power; Margaret, who observes that 
Winchester, Somerset, Buckingham, and York “do more in England than the King,” complains 
that Henry is a mere powerless “pupil” of his uncle and Lord Protector, the Duke of Gloucester 
(1.3.47, 72).190 Antagonism against Gloucester and his wife Eleanor has a longer history in the 
first tetralogy. In the opening scene of 1 Henry VI, Winchester negatively comments on 
Eleanor’s pride and her almost religious reverence of her husband (1.1.39-40). In 2 Henry VI, 
Margaret, Somerset, Suffolk, and Winchester speak in unison in an attempt to reduce 
Gloucester’s power.191 Gloucester’s “These are no women’s matters” expresses disapproval of 
Margaret’s participation in politics (1.3.117). In this scene, Somerset openly attacks him for 
                                                 
188 Compared to studies by Coppélia Kahn and Theodora Jankowski that categorize Margaret as 
a French warrior like Joan or as an ambitious wife like Eleanor, this reading alternatively 
concentrates on Margaret’s two-sided power and danger in 2 Henry VI. 
 
189 Rackin, Stages 177 considers how Margaret and Eleanor expose the “weakness of patriarchal 
authority in an increasingly disordered world.” Howard and Rackin 65 read 1 and 2 Henry VI as 
representing women as a “principal cause of England’s problems.”  
 
190 For Margaret’s assessment of those who wield power at court, see 2 Henry VI 1.3.69-71. 
Mirror similarly notes how Gloucester was “Heyre to the crowne” when Henry was childless, 
“Sins there was none” (lines 82, 84). 
 
191 See 2 Henry VI 1.3.117-138.  
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creating a financial burden with his extravagant lifestyle and Eleanor’s luxurious fashion, “Thy 
sumptuous building and thy wife’s attire / Have cost a mass of public treasury” (1.3.131-132). 
After factions fail in this joint attempt to diminish Gloucester’s influence, they disgrace him by 
using his wife’s scandal.  
 Although Gloucester tells Margaret “These are no women’s matters,” his wife also 
displays dangerous ambition and antagonizes Margaret (1.3.117). Eleanor, during her first 
appearance in 2 Henry VI, encourages Gloucester to covet power and says that she will provide 
her arms to “lengthen” his reach if they are “too short” to grasp his nephew’s golden “diadem” 
(1.2.7-12). Not only does she have a dream about her coronation, from which her husband is 
conspicuously absent, she also speaks of treading on the “headless necks” of her decapitated 
rivals (1.2.39-40, 64-65).192 Eleanor, a “class crossdresser,” disrupts class and gender hierarchies 
when she desires to be queen and tells Gloucester to seek the throne (Howard 135).193 Margaret 
complains that Eleanor behaves like a quasi-queen with the help of an entourage and 
Gloucester’s wealth: 
She sweeps it through the court with troops of ladies, 
More like an empress than Duke Humphrey’s wife: 
Strangers in court do take her for the Queen. 
She bears a duke’s revenues on her back (1.3.78-81) 
                                                 
192 Guildford Dudley, Lady Jane Grey’s husband, is a comparable early modern example of a 
spouse desiring the crown despite lacking a genealogical claim. See discussion of Jane Grey and 
Mary I’s succession problems in chapter three.  
 
193 Howard 130, 135 comments on transgressing gender and class boundaries in 2 Henry VI as 
she refers to women like Eleanor Cobham and Queen Margaret and plebeians like Saunder 
Simpcox and Jack Cade.     
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These “troops of ladies” not only make others “take her for the Queen” they also allow Eleanor 
to actively slander her (1.3.78, 80). Eleanor boasts to her ladies that her “worst wearing gown” 
costs more than the lands of Margaret’s father (1.3.85-88). Margaret and Eleanor’s verbal and 
physical attacks are not simply personal, but are symptomatic of factions that vie for power.194   
Eleanor’s indulgence in sorcery shows how she may harm Henry, other factions, and 
even her husband. She commissions Margery Jourdain, the conjuror Roger Bolingbroke, and two 
priests to raise a spirit that will foretell the futures of Henry and his rivals. The spirit indirectly 
reveals York’s future, foretells Henry’s fall, and answers her inquiry about the fates of Suffolk 
and Somerset.195 The play departs from the conventional equation between female aggression, 
witchcraft, and treason because it substitutes a spirit for the wax figures recorded in Union and 
Mirror.196 2 Henry VI links Eleanor with factionalism instead of treating her as a transgressive 
individual; she inquires about the fates of Henry, York, Suffolk, and Somerset, but these rival 
factions cooperate to entrap her to overthrow Gloucester. While Sanok sees this incident as 
                                                 
194 Margaret asserts her status as queen when she publically slaps Eleanor. She calls Eleanor a 
“base-born callet” in an insult against her extramarital affair with Gloucester during his first 
marriage (1.3.84). Eleanor also openly demeans Margaret’s nationality when she threatens to 
rake her fingernails upon Margaret’s face, “Could I come near your beauty with my nails / I’d set 
my ten commandments in your face” (1.3.142-143). This reference to “ten commandments” is 
particularly suggestive considering the queen and Suffolk, though it also may recall her romance 
with Gloucester. As this retort was made in the heat of the moment, it is unclear whether Eleanor 
intentionally alludes to Suffolk in this exchange. Knowles 182n142-3 points out that this 
expression about fingernails as “ten commandments” appears in Exodus and in Shakespeare’s 
Taming of a Shrew.  
 
195 For Margaret and rivals, see 2 Henry VI 1.3.49-88. For the spirit’s answers to the fates of 
Eleanor’s opponents, see 2 Henry VI 1.4.29-40.  
 
196 Scholars offer multiple interpretations of this omission of wax figures. Knowles 189n4, for 
example, sees this scene as associating femininity with witchcraft. N. Levine, “Case” 113, 116 
regards substituting wax figures as reducing Eleanor’s crime to inquiring into the king’s future. 
Alternatively, Howard and Rackin 76 view Eleanor as subversively “un-English” since 
conferring with priests resembles conspiring with Spanish or Scottish Catholics. 
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exploring “the possibility of a new form of community” to fill the void created by the weak king, 
discord is aggravated as indicated by how Suffolk, Winchester, York, and Buckingham 
orchestrate this incident to overthrow Gloucester (50). Griffiths’s study on the history of 
Eleanor’s trial and punishment presents a similar view that the “acrimonious divisions” among 
Henry’s advisors led to using his wife’s public humiliation to “discredit” Gloucester (“Trial” 
398). Eleanor’s banishment now allows Margaret to solidify her position; on the other hand, 
Henry depends on Margaret to transfer Gloucester’s power when she hands him Gloucester’s 
staff of state and declares, “now is Henry King and Margaret Queen” (2.3.39, 43). However, the 
threat of Eleanor and Gloucester is eclipsed by that of the Duke of York and his sons. 
York conspires to depose Henry by using an army to rebel and by instigating Jack Cade 
to be a Mortimer pretender. The threat York poses is made apparent in the history of his family’s 
machinations that dates back to when his father conspired against Henry V; Gloucester, in 
contrast, neither coveted the throne nor had legitimate heirs. Now York plans to manipulate Cade 
“To make commotion” by impersonating the deceased John Mortimer whom he resembles “In 
face, in gait, in speech” despite not being related by blood (3.1.357, 372). York schemes to “stir 
up in England some black storm / Shall blow ten thousand souls to heaven or hell” (3.1.348-
349).197 As York’s “This devil here shall be my substitute” indicates, using Cade will allow him 
to “perceive the commons’ mind, / How they affect the house and claim of York” (3.1. 370, 373-
374). Due to Cade, “succession becomes rebellion, a rebellion a parody of succession and the 
                                                 
197 Alternatively, Isabel Karremann sees Cade’s insubordination as a conflict between literacy 
and writing as 2 Henry VI “differentiates between the power of writing, which is acknowledged 
throughout, and the power over writing, which is viewed with considerable distrust.” She 
observes how Shakespeare’s version of Jack Cade differs from the historical figure, who was 
well-educated and agreeable. The play’s depiction of Cade combines the hostility against literacy 
during 1381 to make the rebellion reflect on the “mnemonic anxieties about literacy history, and 
power around 1600.” Karremann, The Drama of Memory in Shakespeare’s History Plays 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2015), 42-43, 46-47. 
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reverence of fathers on which it is based” (Kahn 58). Although York hoped for commoners to 
support his claim, Cade’s faux lineage actually undercuts the concept of hereditary right.  
 Jack Cade’s revolt mocks the succession, undermines royal lineage, and attempts to 
redistribute power. Consequently, this raises disturbing questions about “whether any more 
substantial claims to chivalry and noble birth exist than those fraudulently claimed by Cade” 
(Womersley 254). In a parody of the Temple Garden scene in 1 Henry VI that depicts York as 
assembling aristocrats, Cade gathers plebeian rebels with lies that his parents were Edmund 
Mortimer and a Plantagenet and that he was their elder twin son who was “by a beggar-women 
stolen away” (2 Henry VI 4.2.35, 38, 133).198 He attempts to profit from the “dominant, dynastic 
understanding of power” in the first tetralogy through this “Falstaffian gesture of self-
aggrandizement” (Baldo 96). Rackin draws attention to the mockery of heraldic devices as 
Cade’s wife is not a Lacy but the daughter of a lace-peddler (Stages 229).199 The intermittent 
asides of Dick the Butcher and Smith the Weaver reveal Cade’s actual background: 
CADE     My father was a Mortimer –  
BUTCHER     [aside] He was an honest man and a good bricklayer.  
CADE     My mother a Plantagenet –  
 BUTCHER     [aside] I knew her well, she was a midwife.  
CADE     My wife descended of the Lacies –  
BUTCHER     [aside] She was indeed a pedlar’s daughter and sold many laces. (4.2.35-
                                                 
198 The Temple Garden scene in 1 Henry VI 2.4.25-114 depicts aristocrats using a white rose to 
display support for York’s claim to the throne. 
 
199 Rackin, Stages 229 points out how heraldic devices distinguished gentlemen from commoners. 
This speech trivializes heraldry by presenting Cade’s wife as a Lacy impersonator. She also 
notes how Sir Richard Lucy’s and Sir John le Boitier’s heraldic devices were a luce and butlers’ 
cups.  
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42). 
Cade here invents his ancestry, and he later knights himself during battle.200 This scene 
undermines the “discursive rationalizations for elite privilege” as the Butcher’s puns “invoke the 
base to subvert the elite” (Rackin, Stages 231).201 His aspirations to be king, “And when I am 
king, as king I will be –,” is met with the crowd’s cheers, “God save your majesty!” (4.2.64-65, 
66). News of Cade’s direct opposition reaches Henry and his court: 
 Jack Cade proclaims himself Lord Mortimer  
Descended from the Duke of Clarence’ house 
 And calls your grace usurper, openly, 
 And vows to crown himself in Westminster” (4.4.27-30). 
Henry also learns that Cade’s army has been emboldened after they had slain Sir Humphrey 
Stafford and his brother. Cade’s targets are not just king and aristocrat but “All scholars, lawyers, 
courtiers, gentlemen” (4.4.35).202 
 However, the subjects’ loyalty waver unpredictably as they are easily swayed by Cade 
                                                 
200 See 4.2.104-112 for how Cade makes himself a knight to gain equal status with his opponents, 
Sir Humphrey Stafford and Sir William Stafford. Cade tells Sir William Stafford that he, not 
York, invented his lineage in 4.2.144-145. 
 
201 Scholars offer different views on Cade’s speech and Dick and Smith’s asides. David 
Womersley notes how Dick the Butcher exposes aristocratic pretension in this scene. 
Womersley, Divinity and State (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2010), 254. On the other hand, Neema 
Parvini suggests that even though these asides, “addressed to their fellow rebels rather than 
directly to the audience,” may seem to be a “crude didactic attempt by Shakespeare to let his 
audience know that they are dealing with a charlatan,” they aim to foster support for Cade; Dick 
interjects to tell the crowd to accept Cade’s “aristocratically flavored appeal” as sarcasm and to 
present him as a “plain-spoken working man from a poor background.” Parvini, Shakespeare’s 
History Plays: Rethinking Historicism (Edinburgh: Edinburgh UP, 2012), 147-148. 
 
202 Despite pejorative depictions of Cade, the danger he poses would have been recognizable to 
the commercial class in Shakespeare’s London audience that included merchants, shopkeepers, 
merchants, and lawyers. See Bevington 65. 
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and by Henry’s followers.203 After repeatedly altercating between Henry and Cade, the rebels 
desert Cade when Old Clifford uses the memory of Henry V’s victories and the imagined threat 
of French invaders in London (4.8.34, 42-45).204 These reactions show conflicting stances 
towards royal lineage: satire of pedigree and commitment to England’s kings. This rebellion 
negates the notion of an undisputed genealogy through the subjects readily accept Cade’s 
incredulous genealogy and then are persuaded by Old Clifford to aid Henry.  
 Furthermore, York uses the uprising in Ireland as an opportunity to raise an army; he 
plans to later return with these forces gathered under the pretext of subduing foreign 
insurgents.205 He secretly mocks his rivals for “put[ting] sharp weapons in a madman’s hands” 
when they deploy him to Ireland and give him access to an army (3.1.346). Instead of protecting 
England from foreign insurgence, York rebels under the conviction that he is “far better born 
than is the king, / More like a king, more kingly in [his] thoughts” than Henry (5.1.28-29). In 
open defiance, York calls Henry a “False king!” who “art not king” and unable to “govern and 
rule” a traitor like himself; he even inverts the monarch-subject relationship when he commands 
Henry to “Give place” to “him whom heaven created for thy ruler” (5.1.93-94, 104-105).206 
York’s army at Saint Albans forces Henry to flee after they slay Old Clifford and Somerset, 
                                                 
203 Cade’s followers abruptly redirect their support to favor Henry after they are influenced by 
the words of Buckingham and Old Clifford. They revert to Cade and again desert him for Henry 
after Old Clifford’s persuasion. See 4.4.6-54. 
 
204 As discussed in this chapter, invoking Henry V to generate loyalty for Henry VI repeatedly 
fails in the three plays. There is an exception in 2 Henry VI when Old Clifford’s entreaties about 
Henry V convince the rebels to leave Cade. After his abandonment, Cade despairs, “The name of 
Henry the Fifth hales them to an hundred mischiefs and makes them leave me desolate” (4.8.56-
58).  
 
205 See 2 Henry VI 3.1.340-382. 
 
206 The confrontation between Henry and York in 3 Henry VI reflects York’s belief that he 
should be king. When Henry tells York “I am thy sovereign,” York retorts, “I am thine” (1.1.76). 
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Henry’s supporters.207 Though 2 Henry VI ends with York’s triumph, the subverted monarch-
subject hierarchy causes further struggles in 3 Henry VI. One example is Warwick, the final 
speaker in 2 Henry VI, who eulogizes how York’s victory “Shall be eternized in all age to 
come”; yet Warwick frequently shifts allegiances and causes Henry to obtain then lose the crown 
3 Henry VI (5.2.31). 
 Hence, 2 Henry VI represents the threats of treacherous individuals who take advantage 
of the rivalry and the conflicts established in 1 Henry VI. Henry’s repeated failures to suppress 
disobedient subjects in 2 Henry VI reveal how legitimacy is contested after a series of crises blur 
the boundaries between kings and traitors. In addition, lineage proves an imperfect marker of 
legitimacy as illustrated through York’s controversial claims and Cade’s fabricated ancestry. 
Rivals like Eleanor, Gloucester, and York engage in political or militant confrontations in 2 
Henry VI, whereas recurrent problems reveal the limitations of hereditary rule in 3 Henry VI. By 
examining disputed genealogy, factions, marriage, and war in 3 Henry VI, the next section will 
demonstrate the irresolvable issues of the monarchy.  
 
Disputed Hereditary Right and Civil War in 3 Henry VI 
Ambitious individuals are not the sole cause of civil unrest since it persists after the 
eliminations of Eleanor, Winchester, Gloucester, Suffolk, Cade, and York in 2 and 3 Henry VI. 
The vicious cycle of deaths and depositions attests to how anti-monarchal disputes fail to be 
resolved by kings, queens or princes. Shakespeare dramatizes the destruction of patrilineal 
succession through the incessant violence that agonizes parents and sons across all social classes 
                                                 
207 Henry, chastised by Margaret for lacking “manhood, wisdom, and defense,” is defeated and 
forced to flee (5.2.75). Yorkists kill Old Clifford whose son vows to even kill infants of York’s 
family to avenge his father. See 5.2.28, 51-9. See discussion on how Young Clifford slays 
York’s young son, Rutland, in an act of vengeance in 3 Henry VI.  
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in 3 Henry VI; Lancastrians kill York’s youngest son and use Rutland’s blood to torment York 
before they slay him, York’s sons stab Prince Edward in front of Margaret, Henry laments over 
the double murder of fathers and sons, and Richard murders Henry after taunting him about how 
he killed Prince Edward.208 When Queen Margaret champions Henry VI and Prince Edward’s 
inheritance, her success is limited, controversial, and ultimately ends in defeat. Studies on 
Shakespeare’s histories offer multiple perspectives on Margaret’s role in politics and war. Nina 
Levine, in Women’s Matters (1998), observes that Margaret is an example of a queen who 
“fight[s] for rather than against the nation’s welfare” and protects a sons’ inheritance (24).209 By 
analyzing Yorkists’ attacks, Warwick’s interferences, Margaret’s violence, and plebeians’ 
disagreements, this section will demonstrate how failures to resolve continuous disputes and 
usurpation result in a destruction of patrilineal succession.210  
One of the main problems is that Henry even usurps his son’s inheritance when 
confronted with accusations that he wears the crown as a result of usurpation; Yorkists, armed 
with equally undeniable and imperfect ancestral claims, protest against Henry by using how his 
grandfather seized Richard II’s throne. Henry’s attempt to vacate York from the chair of state by 
asserting legitimacy as Henry V’s son backfires when he is attacked for sacrificing his father’s 
                                                 
208 In addition, Northumberland and Clifford join the Lancastrians to avenge the death of their 
fathers. 
 
209 Conversely, Jankowski 91, 102 writes that the discourses of marriage and romance restrict 
Margaret’s authority since the former instructs wives to be subservient and the latter draws 
attention to her adultery. 
 
210 For fear of being held responsible for Edward of York’s escape, the Lancastrian huntsman 
instantaneously joins Yorkists in 4.5.26. Also, two keepers, who previously were Henry’s 
subjects, disagree with Henry over whether he or Edward of York is king in 3.1.28-100. 
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French territories.211 Henry’s excuse, “The lord protector lost it, and not I: / When I was crown’d 
I was but nine months old,” claims his lack of agency but conceals that he was twenty-two at the 
time of Anjou and Maine’s surrender (1.1.111-112). He even doubts his own legitimacy in an 
aside: 
WARWICK Prove it, Henry, and thou shalt be king. 
KING HENRY VI Henry the Fourth by conquest got the crown. 
YORK     ’Twas by rebellion against his king. 
KING HENRY VI [aside] I know not what to say; my title’s weak. — (1.1.131-134) 
Yorkists deny the legitimacy of the Lancastrians by referring to Henry IV’s acquisition of the 
throne after a “rebellion against his king” (1.1.133). Henry may have refuted York’s logic had he 
countered this York’s current rebellion is equally controversial as Bolingbroke’s deposition of 
Richard II. Henry, however, is powerless and incapable of renouncing Yorkist propaganda. What 
is worse, he lacks confidence and admits that he considers his own title “weak” (1.1.134).  
 Henry, in addition to failing to assert legitimacy, forsakes principles of primogeniture and 
places himself in further danger. Henry loses Clifford, Westmoreland, and Northumberland’s 
support after he entails the crown to York and his sons; even the French king expresses 
skepticism over his legitimacy.212 Henry’s wife and son express shock and dismay at his 
decision. Margaret pressures him by saying she will not join his bed and table until he repeals the 
act of parliament “Whereby my son is disinherited” (3 Henry VI 1.1.250 emphasis added) that 
                                                 
211 In a parallel of this scene, Prince Edward tells Edward IV to “Resign thy chair” and “kneel” 
during the last act. See 5.5.19. 
 
212 For example, Clifford sees Henry’s actions as a dishonorable “unmanly deed” that even 
warrants death. See 3 Henry VI 1.1.179, 184, 186. Additionally, Louis XI first expresses doubts 
about Henry and tells Margaret, “But if your title to the crown be weak, / As may appear by 
Edward’s good success” (3.3.145-146). To the French King, the Yorkists’ victory over Henry is 
more persuasive than recitations of English genealogy. 
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inverts what Gloucester said after his wife’s scandal, “I banish her my bed and company” (2 
Henry VI 2.1.188). Margaret is assertive “not because she is a tyrant or unwomanly” but because 
Henry “willingly abdicates his paternal and kingly role” (Dunworth 101). Henry expedites his 
own death when he makes York his heir; Margaret correctly assesses that he has made “thy 
sepulcher / And creep into it far before thy time” (1.1.232, 236-237). The Yorkists’ plans in the 
next scene prove the danger of Henry’s naïve decision. York’s sons, Edward and Richard 
Plantagenet, tell him that he does not need to honor his oath to Henry as it is made to a usurper 
without any authority: “Henry had none [lawful authority], but did usurp the place. / Then, 
seeing, ’twas he that made you to depose, / Your oath, my lord, is vain and frivolous” (1.2.24-
26). Even France becomes involved in this dispute when Warwick, York’s supporter, competes 
with Oxford, Henry’s supporter, to win over Louis XI.213 Henry’s failures and legitimacy are 
openly discussed in Louis’s court when Warwick speaks of the loss of Henry V’s territories and 
of the brevity of the Lancastrians’ tenure, “Of threescore and two years; a silly time / To make 
prescription for a kingdom’s worth” (3.3.92-94).214  
 Patrilineal succession is further disrupted by the battles among factions. Nobles take 
advantage of the power vacuum after Henry, in misjudgment, pledges the crown to York in an 
attempt avoid war. York and his sons soon break their oath to remain loyal to Henry when they 
recruit forces; Warwick, switching between Lancastrians and Yorkists, replaces kings; Clifford, 
exacting vengeance for his father’s death, slays Rutland, York’s youngest son. Shakespeare’s 
                                                 
213 Warwick, who numerously changes allegiances throughout the Henry VI plays, supports 
Edward of York at this point and advocates Edward’s interests at the French court. But shortly 
after this incident in 3 Henry VI, Warwick becomes Margaret’s ally and even agrees to wed his 
daughter to her son in Act 3, Scene 3. 
 
214 Here Oxford introduces Henry VI as “lineally descend[ing]” from “Henry the Fifth, / Who by 
his prowess conquered all France” (3.3.80-87). But telling the French monarch about how Henry 
V “conquered all France” is not a diplomatic strategy.  
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portrayal of York’s death illustrates the violence of the wars. In history, York’s severed head, 
“mockingly adorned with a crown of paper and straw,” was placed at the gates of York among 
the heads of Rutland, Sir Thomas Neville and others slain at Wakefield (Griffiths, Reign 870). In 
Hall’s chronicle, it is Clifford who decapitates York then “set[s] on it a croune of paper, & so 
fixed it on a pole” and, in amusement, presents it as Margaret’s “kinges raunsome” (272). 
Alternatively, Shakespeare represents Margaret performing a cruel act when she makes York 
wear a mock paper crown, condemns him, and stabs him.215 York calls her “She-wolf of France” 
with a “tongue more poisons than the adder’s tooth” and compares her to a “O tiger’s heart wrapt 
in a woman’s hide!” when she taunts him with a napkin stained with his youngest son’s blood 
(1.4.111-112, 137).216 This scene’s horrified sorrow overshadows how York takes Henry’s 
throne and even breaks his oath to not harm Henry.217 By comparison, York’s tears deter Henry 
Percy, third Earl of Northumberland, from avenging his father, the son of Hotspur, who died at 
                                                 
215 Rutter 185-89 compares four actresses who played the part of Margaret: Peggy Ashcroft 
(1963), Helen Mirren (1977), Peggy Downie (1988), and Fiona Bell (2000). In some 
performances of this scene, Margaret achieves sexual equality with York as “an equality of 
savagery.” Ashcroft’s Margaret slaps York with the napkin still wet with Rutland’s blood and 
jams down on his head the same toy his son was romping with when ambushed by Clifford. 
Downie’s Margaret wipes York’s face with Rutland’s blood in a gesture similar to how young 
Talbot smeared his father’s face with blood in 1 Henry VI. She later makes the same gurgling 
noises the Clerk of Chatham makes when Cade’s rebels strangle him in 2 Henry VI.  
 
217 Andreas Höfele alternatively reads the link between king and actor as they are both exposed 
to public view, as noted in James VI’s Basilikon Doron. Höfele compares Margaret to a “stage-
manger” as her “mocking of York and the solo performance of his son’s self-revelation” exposes 
“the entanglement of the stage which kings are set upon with the stage on which they become the 
subject of dramatic representation.” Similar to how “the playhouse mirrors the pageants of 
royalty,” Höfele notes, “this mirroring is duplicated both when York, the prince impersonated by 
a common player, is forced to imitate a common player and when the actor playing Richard 
shows a Richard who will play the actor to become king.” Höfele, Stage, Stake, and Scaffold: 
Humans and Animals in Shakespeare’s Theatre (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2011), 78-81.  
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Saint Albans battling the Yorkists.218 Significantly, while Clifford and Northumberland fight in 
their fathers’ names, Margaret kills York in the king’s name, “here’s to right our gentle-hearted 
king” (1.4.176), in an “ironic salute” to Henry that expresses frustration with men who are too 
“gentle-hearted” during exigent moments (Dunworth 102).219 There are multiple interpretations 
of Margaret’s violence in Shakespearean studies; Kahn’s and Jankowski’s readings focus on 
aggression and monstrosity whereas Rutter’s and Dunworth’s works examine performance and 
gender.220 The father-son bond, a central theme in Kahn’s study of men’s self-definition, has 
become “perverted into a means of aggression that denies all humanity” when York is tormented 
with a napkin soaked in his youngest son’s blood (61). Jankowski reads the depiction of York, 
who sheds tears over Rutland’s death, as illustrating Margaret’s lack of compassion (101). Rutter 
draws attention to how male characters naturalize violence and points out how, in light of the 
multiple scenes featuring the brutality of Jack Cade, York, and his sons, Robert Greene’s record 
in 1592 “testifies to the power of the theatrical moment that etched itself upon his unwilling 
spectatorship and memory”; Greene remembers Margaret since male violence is natural, thus, 
                                                 
218 Northumberland, who wanted to avenge his father, withdrew his support in disappointment 
after Henry submits to York’s demands in Act 1, Scene 1. Afterwards, Northumberland joined 
Margaret to battle Yorkists. In this scene, Northumberland, unexpectedly wavering upon 
witnessing York’s tears, cannot join Margaret and Clifford and stab York. 
 
219 Margaret humiliates the captured York, “Where are your mess of sons to back you now?” 
(1.4.73). For a reading of this scene as depicting York’s punishment for treason, see Dunworth 
101. Margaret avenges her husband and her son after she mockingly refers to York’s sons and 
cruelly uses his young son’s blood. Even though Prince Edward does not speak in this scene, 
Dunworth 101 draws attention to how his presence onstage “attest[s] to his dynastic claim, and 
thus to York’s treason.” 
 
220 Dunworth 101 connects Hall’s description of a “mutable and turning” woman with 
Shakespeare’s version of Margaret whose “nature takes her too far and she becomes cruel 
without restraint” in 3 Henry IV.  
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unremarkable (184).221 Although Margaret punishes traitors, the vicious method undermines her 
humanity on stage. Off stage, the audience’s intense shock with a vengeful mother potentially 
overwrites the underlying politics of the scene.  
 Plebeians and aristocrats mirror each other as they are affected by the divided factions 
that ignite civil war. Just as Warwick swiftly changes allegiances, the huntsman who worked for 
Lancastrians instantaneously joins Yorkists since he decides it is “Better do so than tarry and be 
hanged” for failing to prevent Edward of York’s escape (4.5.26).222 Moreover, civil war causes 
suffering among plebeian families and court factions. Rutland and Prince Edward, both at the age 
of eighteen, are stabbed by opponents who avenge in the names of their fathers and sons. Old 
Clifford, who died at Saint Albans after being defeated by the Yorkists in 2 Henry VI, is avenged 
by his son who slaughters York’s young son, Rutland, in Act 1, Scene 3 of 3 Henry VI. In 
retribution against the deaths of their father and brother, York’s sons murder Young Clifford and 
replace their father’s severed head, displayed at the gates of York, with Clifford’s (2.6.73-86). In 
a parallel of Rutland’s death, York’s three sons attack Prince Edward in front of Margaret 
(5.5.90). In addition, Henry witnesses a son, who fought for him, grieve after unknowingly 
killing his own father, who was “the Earl of Warwick’s man” ordered to join Yorkists (2.5.64-
66). Another father, who had unsuspectingly slayed his son in battle, laments over “this 
                                                 
221 See Rutter 184-185 for how the act of remembering Margaret allows Robert Greene to 
“transfer across the chain of metaphors” to use Margaret’s monstrosity as a metaphor for 
Shakespeare. Greene, according to Rutter 185, “crafts his analogy to associate the tiger with the 
crow, the woman with the player, a move that rhetorically slides the woman’s monstrous 
violation of gender off on to the player, trooping other violence done upon the other of things.”  
 
222 Edward of York was imprisoned by Warwick and kept under the custody of Warwick’s 
brother, George Neville, Archbishop of York, in 4.3.51-55. The Lancastrian huntsman was in 
charge of guarding Edward of York as they hunt at a park near Middleham Castle in Yorkshire. 
Richard, who had secretly contacted his brother in advance, rescues him with the aid of Hastings 
and Stanley. See 4.5.14-19. 
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miserable age” of “Erroneous, mutinous, and unnatural” violence and worries about the sorrow 
his wife will experience (2.5.88-90, 105-106). 3 Henry VI thusly depicts the dissolution of 
families and social organization through Henry’s empathy with the father and son’s anguish over 
the double murders. 
 Spouses and marriages exacerbate problems produced in 1 and 2 Henry VI in addition to 
the father-son bonds violated during the wars. Margaret’s influence is controversial even though 
she attempts to uphold her husband’s and son’s inheritance through military campaigns, 
diplomatic missions, and marriage alliances. Since dynastic marriages transfer legitimacy, the 
first tetralogy demonizes promiscuous women who undermine the principles of patriarchy 
(Howard and Rackin 29). This liaison with Suffolk increases Margaret’s unpopularity, as 
indicated in how the Lieutenant in Kent derisively alludes to Suffolk’s “lips that kissed the 
Queen” (2 Henry VI 4.1.75, 145). More seriously, it allows Richard to insult Prince Edward’s 
paternity, “Whoever got thee, there thy mother stands, / For well I wot thou hast thy mother’s 
tongue” (3 Henry VI 2.2.133-134).223 Here Richard simultaneously criticizes Margaret’s 
outspokenness yet praises her son’s rhetorical skill; it may be possible to infer that Margaret 
“ensures the connection between generation and inheritance” after Henry abdicates this role 
(Dowd, Women’s 140-141). In history, Yorkists belatedly circulated rumors about Prince 
Edward’s bastardy to justify their cause. Whereas Bale’s chronicle does not explicitly reference 
bastardy in its account of Prince Edward’s birth, rumors about illegitimacy began in 1456, three 
years after the birth; in 1461, Yorkist propaganda intensified to discredit Prince Edward when it 
                                                 
223 Richard’s ambition needs to be taken into account. This insult is the singular case of 
questioning Prince Edward’s biological father. Margaret insults Richard with a counterattack that 
mocks his words, “But thou art neither like thy sire nor dam” (2.2.135). 
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became apparent that they would obtain the throne (Maurer 45-48).224 Similar to such 
propaganda, questioning paternity may be Richard’s attempt to justify his own disobedience; 
Henry and other characters do not express doubt over Prince Edward’s paternity in the play.225 In 
fact, studies by Jean E. Howard, Theodora Jankowski, Natalie Mears, and Phyllis Rackin address 
the early modern convention of attacking women’s sexuality. Mears explains that gender 
“shaped the language of insult” as the limited vocabulary to criticize women resulted in the use 
of sexual slander for even non-sexual issues (229, 269). According to Rackin, the “dramatically 
unnecessary” additions of Margaret’s and Joan’s sexual transgressions discredit masculine honor 
and recall how early modern women were subject to the gendered slander of whore even for non-
sexual misdemeanors such as gossiping and railing (Stages 158).  
 Another union that forsakes political and financial benefits takes place when Edward of 
York suddenly decides to marry Elizabeth Woodville, Lady Grey, instead of his earlier 
agreement to wed the French King’s sister-in-law, Lady Bona of Savoy.226 Edward, 
                                                 
224 For rumors about paternity that increased after the Yorkist became victors at Northampton, 
see Maurer 47. Because there is no concrete evidence of Margaret’s affair and because Henry’s 
behaviors indicated that believed he fathered Prince Edward, Maurer 48 concludes that rumors 
that Edward was a bastard or a changeling were a conventional way to use sexuality to attack 
women.    
 
225 Edward of York similarly downplays their guilt when he blames Margaret’s “pride” as the 
cause of the War of the Roses in the same scene (3 Henry VI 2.2.159). Though he insists that 
they would not have rebelled “Hadst thou been meek, our title still had slept” out of “pity of the 
gentle king,” this is not convincing since Yorkists take advantage of Henry’s “gentle” passivity 
when they amass power. See 3 Henry VI 2.2.160-161. 
 
226 Lady Bona is the third daughter of Louis, Duke of Savoy, and younger sister of Charlotte, 
Louis XI’s queen. In a study on the history of the Yorkists, Crawford 68 refers to Edward’s 
secret marriage to the Lancastrian widow as the “greatest mistake of his career” because he 
abandoned royal duty by not marrying Lady Bona, a match that offered a substantial dowry and 
alliance with France. In 3 Henry VI, letters informing of Edward of York’s marriage reach the 
French court while Margaret and Warwick are engaged in a heated discussion (3.3.162). She 
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overwhelmed with attraction, courts Elizabeth, who coquettishly states, “I know I am too mean 
to be your queen / And yet too good to be your concubine” in a scene reminiscent of how 
Suffolk’s desires motivate him to recommend Margaret as a royal bride in 1 Henry VI (3.2.97-
98).227 The negotiation, or the lack of it, of Edward’s marriage invites comparison with Henry’s 
match.228 While Henry’s bride is selected because Suffolk, captivated with desire, recommends 
Margaret, this time Edward himself woos Elizabeth before his position on the throne has become 
secure. Edward infuriates English and French enemies and his impulses cause political and 
diplomatic losses; Clarence and Warwick join the Lancastrians, and Louis XI provides “five 
thousand men” to battle Edward (3.3.234-235).229 These exploits “effectively extends the War of 
the Roses for another year” as it triggers Richard of York’s aspirations to become king (Parvini 
162). A partnership between Edward’s former ally and current nemesis begins when Warwick 
decides to wed his daughter Anne to Prince Edward. Margaret, performing the roles of king and 
father, thusly prepares for her son to inherit the throne and to receive support of dynastic 
                                                                                                                                                             
uses this opportunity to make King Louis her ally; her rhetoric of revenge also appeals to Lady 
Bona who wishes Edward will “prove a widower shortly” (3.3.227). 
 
227 Tillyard, Shakespeare’s 204 notes that Shakespeare, “Tired by his grim and long fidelity to 
Hall’s pattern of cause and effect in history,” depicts the “less edifying but psychologically more 
interesting” weakness for lust as the reason for Edward’s downfall.  
 
228 Parvini 161 sees the contrast between Henry VI and Edward IV as presenting the audience 
with a moral dilemma over a “king who neglects his power” or a “king who abuses it.”   
 
229 Though Warwick, not Margaret, was more likely to win over Louis, she makes the King of 
France her ally by using the news of Edward of York’s marriage. Even Henry does not expect 
her to succeed in France. During his conversation with the two keepers, Henry incorrectly 
predicts that Warwick “in conclusion wins the King from her” as he bemoans how Margaret 
“poor soul / Art then forsaken, as thou went’st forlorn” (3.1.50, 53-54). See 3.1.28-54. 
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alliances (Dowd, Women’s 141).230 Crawford’s work in history also sees this as the “greatest 
mistake of his career” because Edward of York’s lust privileges his wife’s interests over his 
brothers’ when he arranges marriages for his stepson and his brother-in-law (68).231  
 Consequently, the multiple usurpations and Warwick’s interferences indicate the extent 
to which succession disputes weak the monarchy. Warwick, as the “setter-up and plucker-down 
of kings,” revels the degradation of monarchs when he shifts allegiances and subscribes to the 
controversial notion that he can uncrown a king he formerly supported (2.3.37).232 He publically 
tells King Louis and Queen Margaret that he, the person who “impale[d]” Edward IV “with the 
regal crown,” can easily “replant Henry to his former state” and “uncrown [Edward] ere’t be 
long” (3.3.189, 198, 232).233 The crown loses its sanctity when Warwick intends to coronate 
Henry, whom he had previously ousted saying, “bashful Henry be deposed” (1.1.41). In addition 
                                                 
230 Michelle Dowd writes that Margaret performs parental duties related to socialization when 
she arranges her son’s marriage and also notes connections with early modern conduct books and 
advice manuals like Thomas Bentley’s The Sixt Lampe of Virginite; Conteining a Mirror for 
Maidens and Matrons (1582) and John Dod’s Ten Sermons tending chiefely to the fitting of men 
for the worthy receiving of the Lords Supper (1609). Dowd, Women’s Work in Early Modern 
English Literature and Culture (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 141. 
 
231 After all, Lady Grey is a Lancastrian widow with two sons. Edward of York, according to 
Rebecca Ann Bach, is “mastered by his lust” and compromises state interests when he abandons 
negotiations to wed Lady Bona. Moreover, he privileges his wife’s interests over his brothers’ 
when he marries Rivers, Lady Grey’s brother, with Lord Scales’s daughter and weds Lady 
Grey’s son from her previous marriage to Lord Bonville’s daughter. Bach, “Manliness before 
Individualism: Masculinity, Effeminacy, and Homoerotics in Shakespeare’s History Plays,” in A 
Companion to Shakespeare, edited by Richard Dutton and Jean E. Howard (Malden: Blackwell, 
2003), 232-233. 
 
232 Edward of York refers to Warwick as “setter-up and plucker-down of kings” and Margaret 
similarly calls him “setter-up and puller-down of kings” in 3 Henry VI (2.3.37; 3.3.157). 
 
233 Warwick’s soliloquy about being “the chief that raised [Edward] to the crown” that will “be 
chief to bring him down again” foreshadows how he will repeatedly interfere with the succession 
(3.3.262-263). 
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to these remarks on being the king-maker, Warwick again directly interferes with the succession 
when he symbolically uncrowns Edward and crowns Henry: 
WARWICK Then, for his mind, be Edward England’s king: 
 Takes off his crown 
But Henry now shall wear the English crown, 
And be true king indeed, thou but the shadow. (4.3.48-50) 
It is Warwick who determines the status of rulers in this scene. Despite the declaration that 
Henry is to “be true king indeed,” this moment actually raises doubt about whether Henry ever 
was or will be the true monarch, particularly in light of Warwick’s interference and Henry’s own 
weakness (4.3.50).  
 A prompt confirmation of this skepticism appears in the same act when Henry, who was 
re-crowned by Warwick, is again de-crowned with equal ease by Edward of York who 
announces, “And once again proclaim us King of England” (4.8.55). Edward IV’s self-
coronation mirrors Jack Cade’s self-conferred knighthood that appears in the same act; Cade 
says “I will make myself a knight presently” before he kneels, then tells himself, “Rise up Sir 
John Mortimer” in 2 Henry VI (4.2.110-111).234 Moreover, the actual crown loses sanctity due to 
Warwick and Edward IV’s control; this crown is reminiscent of the mock paper crown Margaret 
uses to shame York before his death. Interfering with the succession also proves to be a hollow 
pursuit; Warwick and his brother Montague die after being defeated by Yorkists.235 Warwick’s 
“for who lived king but I could dig his grave? / and who durst smile when Warwick bent his 
                                                 
 
235 This scene dramatizes the battle of Barnet that took place on April 14, 1471. Montague, 
Warwick’s brother, was slain in a failed attempt to save Warwick.  
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brow?” indicates a realization of the futility of being the king-maker when death is imminent, 
“what is pomp, rule, reign but earth and dust?” (5.2.19-22, 27).236 
 Changes of monarchs cause confusion and disloyalty among plebeians; some see the war 
as meaningless, while others are unsure about who is the real king. Even before Warwick 
realizes the pointlessness of “pomp, rule, reign,” three Yorkist watchmen converse about how 
“worship and quietness” is preferable to their master’s pursuit of “dangerous honor” (5.2.27; 
4.3.16-17).237 Henry himself experiences frustration and failure when he attempts to convince 
two keepers that he is their king:  
 KING HENRY     And you were sworn true subjects unto me; 
 And tell me then, have you not broke your oaths? 
1 KEEPER     No, we were subjects but while you were king. 
 KING HENRY     Why, am I dead? Do I not breathe a man? (3.1.78-81) 
Henry’s allusions to subjects and oaths remind the audience of his earlier passivity with 
disobedient subjects; in light of how he was primarily silent when Yorkists broke their oath to 
not harm him, these belated attempts to persuade the two keepers stress the futility of his efforts. 
Now Henry is disparaged to the extent that the second keeper, who notes that Henry “talk’st as if 
tho wert a king,” apprehends him “as [Edward of York’s] enemy” (3.1.59, 71). When the keepers 
admit they were formerly Henry’s subjects but are now “true subjects to the King, King 
Edward,” Henry points out that “So would you be again to Henry / If he were seated as King 
                                                 
236 Looking back on his power as king-maker, Warwick mentions how the wrinkles in his brows 
were compared to “kingly sepulchres” (5.2.20). 
 
237 While they stand guard, these three watchmen talk about how Edward of York refuses to lie 
down to sleep until he defeats Warwick. In a position opposite to this, the third watchman states 
that he prefers peacefulness. Since Edward of York is captured shortly after this conversation, 
this watchman’s views are persuasive; his defeat, despite refusing to sleep comfortably, suggests 
the futility of pursing ambition.  
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Edward is” (3.1.93-5). Repeatedly changing who is “seated” on the throne thusly aggravates 
disputes over accepting a king (3.1.95). Hence, Warwick and plebeian characters show monarchs 
as being subject to denigration and confusion in 3 Henry VI.  
 Therefore, 3 Henry VI reveals irresolvable problems with hereditary rule through the 
succession disputes that persist after the eliminations of Joan, Eleanor, Gloucester, Suffolk, 
Winchester, Cade, and Warwick; this differs from the emphasis on the threats of individual 
characters in 1 and 2 Henry VI. Reciting genealogy proves to be an overused and ineffective 
convention; such recitations generally fail to defend Henry’s position and to suppress ambitious 
factions. Moreover, the ensuing wars destroy families of all classes; the destruction of patrilineal 
succession is symbolized by the diverse father-son relationships obliterated in the name of 
opponents’ fathers and sons.238 Discord generated by spouses and unprofitable unions reappear 
when Edward of York, mastered by desire, weds Elizabeth Woodville, Lady Grey. As a result, 
monarchy is denigrated to the extent that Warwick appropriates the right to determine who 
should occupy the throne; Warwick’s death and Edward IV’s accession does not eradicate this 
unrest because Yorkists continue to dispute against one another. Furthermore, heirs do not ensure 
a peaceful transfer of power as attested by Henry VI’s failure, Prince Edward’s death, and 
Richard’s plan to harm his brothers and nephews that foreshadows the slaughter in Richard 
III.239  
 Henry VI provides insight into how succession polemics of the period reached Parliament 
and the public stage by dramatizing a fifteenth-century succession dispute that resembles 
                                                 
238 In addition to Northumberland and Clifford discussed in this chapter, Richard, tells Henry 
“Thy son I killed” before he murders Henry (5.6.34). 
 
239 Edward, Richard, and Clarence stab Prince Edward in 5.5.38-40. See 5.6.91 for Richard’s 
secret plans to harm Clarence and 5.7.21-25, 33-34 for his ambition against his nephew. 
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Elizabethan debates (Axton 18).240 So for the ten-thousand spectators who purchased tickets for 
Henry VI in 1592 alone, dramatizations of past crises would have invoked anxiety about 
England’s future. By the time Henry VI appeared on the public stage, Elizabeth would evidently 
be the final Tudor monarch; the conspiracy, war, usurpation during Henry VI’s reign invited 
comparison with Elizabeth who also suffered from Catholic and foreign threats.241 The turmoil in 
Ireland in 2 Henry VI and the French troops that fight against Edward IV in 3 Henry VI also 
reminded theater-goers of the possibility of civil unrest and religio-political dissension that may 
erupt during the Elizabethan succession crisis.242  
 Ultimately, the succession is denigrated because a former “shadow” occupies the throne 
after usurpations, wars, and attempts at interferences; Edward IV, who Warwick formerly called 
“thou but the shadow” of a king, regains the throne by the end of 3 Henry VI (4.3.50). However, 
even the Yorkists fail to ensure a peaceful transfer of power as the three Edwards in the final 
moments of 3 Henry VI reveal the co-existence of birth and death among ruling families; after 
Prince Edward’s death, Edward IV promptly shifts his attention to anticipating the birth of his 
son Edward, who subsequently becomes the victim of his uncle’s ambitions in Richard III.243 
                                                 
240 The resemblance between the Temple Garden scene and the garden of one of the Inns of 
Court, according to Axton 18, suggests how the concept of the king’s two bodies, included in 
Edmund Plowden’s support of the Stuart claim, was brought to the attention of lawyers’ training 
at the Inns and spectators in the theater.  
 
241 Mary Stuart was involved in multiple conspiracies while she was Elizabeth’s captive between 
1568 to 1587. 
 
242 The arrival of French troops in 3 Henry VI, though intended to aid Lancastrians, uneasily 
recalls the battle against France in 1 Henry VI. The soldiers on English territory in 3 Henry VI 
also bring the threat home since they draw attention to the fear of invasion associated with 
Elizabeth’s foreign or Catholic rivals. 
 
243 See 5.5.90 for how Edward of York mentions his pregnant wife, “By this [time] I hope she 
hath a son for me,” after he and his brothers stab Prince Edward.  
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Moreover, Warwick is not the only character who aggravates factionalism and switches alliances 
in plays on the English succession; the Duke of Northumberland also conspires to divert 
succession to his daughter-in-law after Edward VI’s death in Thomas Dekker and John 
Webster’s The Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyatt (1607). The next chapter will examine Mary 
I’s conflicts with Jane Grey and Sir Thomas Wyatt to analyze limitations of legitimacy and 
loyalty.  
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CHAPTER 3: REBELLION AND OPPORTUNISTIC (DIS)LOYALTY IN THOMAS 
DEKKER AND JOHN WEBSTER’S THE FAMOUS HISTORY OF SIR THOMAS  
WYATT (1607) 
 
 The previous chapter analyzed representations of political crises in William 
Shakespeare’s Henry VI that produce questions about sanguinary succession. Past disputes 
trigger retributive usurpations in the present; Yorkists justify supplanting Henry VI on the 
grounds that Henry IV became king after Richard II’s deposition. Contested succession 
undermines monarchal authority as illustrated by how Warwick repeatedly (de)crowns Henry VI 
and Edward IV in 3 Henry VI. Moreover, conspiracies and usurpations persist even after the 
eliminations of dangerous individuals. These issues resounded with Tudor rulers who obtained 
the throne from Richard III through comparable means of conquest. Frances Bacon describes that 
Henry VII, the first Tudor monarch, was “indeed full of apprehensions and suspicions” about 
rumors that Richard should have been kept alive to rule instead of Henry who “reign[ed] in the 
right of his wife” (34).244 As an additional testament to Tudor efforts to secure the succession, 
Henry VIII’s three Acts of Succession specified who inherited the right to the throne.245 Despite 
Henry VII’s and Henry VIII’s endeavors, disagreement about who wielded the authority to 
                                                 
244 See Bacon for a description of Henry VII’s anxiety about actual and suspected challenges 
against his accession; the rumor that particularly bothered the first Tudor king was that Richard 
III “should [have] be[en] saved, and [was] alive of his own nourishing” as it treated Henry’s 
claim, primarily as Elizabeth of York’s spouse, as inferior. This indicates how Tudor succession 
was still a sensitive matter in 1622. Frances Bacon, The Historie of the Raigne of King Henry the 
Seventh (London, 1622), 34. 
 
245 See chapter one for Henry VIII’s three Acts of Succession. 
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proclaim a monarch legitimate resurfaced when Henry VII’s granddaughter Mary Tudor 
inherited the throne. 
 The radical proposal to postpone Mary I’s coronation raised debates over whether 
monarchs or parliaments determine legitimacy.246 Mary’s unprecedented status as England’s first 
queen regent with the stigma of illegitimacy prompted her council to contemplate delaying her 
coronation until parliament reversed Henry VIII’s declaration against her status and Edward VI’s 
exclusion of her succession rights. As an illegitimate heir, Mary’s accession conflicted with the 
inheritance rights of legitimate heirs.247 This proposal, according to historian Alice Hunt, 
attempted to reverse the conventional monarch-parliament relationship; parliament determined a 
monarch’s validity to rule.248 In contrast, only the monarch could authorize a parliamentary 
session. As the consensus was that parliament should not be “seen as endorsing the queen’s right 
to the throne,” Mary was crowned in Westminster on October 1, 1553, four days before 
parliament was assembled (Porter 258).249 Members dealt with her illegitimacy and religion in 
the second session that started on October 24, 1553.250 Mary’s first parliament removed her 
bastardy and left Elizabeth illegitimate by legitimizing Henry VIII’s marriage to Catharine of 
                                                 
246 Parliament had been summoned on August 14, 1553. Mary’s coronation took place on 
October 1, 1553. 
 
247 Eric Ives, Lady Jane Grey: A Tudor Mystery (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 166. 
 
248 Alice Hunt, “The Monarchal Republic of Mary I,” in The Historical Journal 52, no. 3 (2009), 
559-568: 563.  
 
249 Mary’s first parliament was assembled on October 5, 1553 and dissolved on December 5, 
1553.  
 
250 Sarah Duncan, Mary I: Gender, Power, and Ceremony in the Reign of England’s First Queen 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 39. 
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Aragon.251 This proposal on parliament sanctioning Mary’s status raises an intriguing question 
about who authorizes rulers, an issue also seen in plays on English history.  
Mary’s troubles appeared on the public stage when The Famous History of Sir Thomas 
Wyatt (1607) dramatized threats to monarch’s legitimacy and power by contentious subjects; the 
only certainty in the play is the uncertainty of loyalty as rulers and subjects experience 
opportunistic betrayals during the two uprisings.252 Mary and Lady Jane Grey’s relationships 
with aristocrats like the Duke of Northumberland, Sir Thomas Wyatt, and plebeians in Thomas 
Dekker and John Webster’s play are comparable to how Yorkists, Warwick, and Jack Cade 
threaten rulers in Shakespeare’s Henry VI. The 1602 and 1607 textual history of Sir Thomas 
Wyatt attests to how succession and rebellion continued to receive cultural attention after James 
I’s accession.253 The two-part Elizabethan version, according to an October 21, 1602 entry in 
Philip Henslowe’s diary, was written by Dekker, Webster, Thomas Heywood, Henry Chettle, 
                                                 
251 John Guy, The Children of Henry VIII (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2013), 152. See also Hunt 568.  
 
252 The Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyat. With the Coronation of Queen Mary, and the 
coming in of King Philip. As it was plaied by the Queens Maiesties Seruants. Written by Thomas 
Dickers, And John Webster. London. Printed by E.A. for Thomas Archer, and are to be solde at 
his shop at the Popes-head Pallace, near the Royal Exchange. 1607. Sir Thomas Wyatt was not 
entered in the Stationers’ Register. The surviving text is a corrupt memorial reconstruction. The 
first edition was printed by Edward Allde for Thomas Archer in 1607. There are eight copies of 
Q1. See Bowers, Sir 399-401, 404. 
 
253 W. L. Halstead, “Note on the Text of the Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyatt,” in Modern 
Language Notes 54, no. 8 (1939), 585-589. Cyrus Hoy, Introductions, Notes, and Commentaries 
to Texts in The Dramatic Works of Thomas Dekker (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1980), 318-319. 
Philip Shaw, “Sir Thomas Wyat and the Scenario of Lady Jane,” in Modern Language Quarterly 
13 (1952), 227-238. Hoy notes that Sir Thomas Wyatt was written for the Earl of Worcester’s 
Men, playing either at the Rose or the Boar’s Head. After James’s accession, the company came 
under the patronage of Queen Anne; the 1607 quarto’s title page mentions that this play was 
performed by the Queen’s Majesty’s Servants. Shaw 227 explains that Henslowe financed the 
Queen’s Servants, then known as Worcester’s Men, when he made payments for this play. 
Halstead 588 suggests that, as the Queen’s Company performed in the Provinces, Sir Thomas 
Wyatt was a shortened version of the earlier two plays on Jane Grey made “acceptable to the 
yokels in the Provinces, or even to the crowd at the Curtain,” an out of date theater.  
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and Wentworth Smith; Dekker and Webster abridged these now lost plays for publication in 
1607.254  
 Two events contemporary with the play’s first version and its later publication provide 
political contexts for reception of the play’s many acts of disloyalty and treason. The Earl of 
Essex’s rising in 1601 partially began from hostility against a Spanish succession that resembles 
the xenophobia incited during Wyatt’s rebellion. There were also similarities between Wyatt’s 
uprising and the Gunpowder Plot in 1605 because both attempted to dethrone the monarch and 
prematurely replace the sovereign with an heir who would be wed to someone who was neither 
English nor Protestant. These events were both associated with foreign and Catholic threats 
against England’s rulers. Essex’s actions were partially driven by fears that his rival Sir Robert 
Cecil was conspiring to nominate Infanta Isabella Clara Eugenia, the Spanish Catholic princess, 
as Elizabeth’s heir.255 Alexandra Gajda’s monograph on Essex notes that even James VI, who 
                                                 
254 See Bowers, Sir 399; Henslowe 242-243; Hoy 311-315. Henslowe records that “Mr Dickers, 
chettll, Smythe, Webster and Hewode” received £8 for “full payment for ther playe of ladye 
Jane” on October 21, 1602. According to Philip Henslowe, only Dekker was paid for the “2 pt of 
Ladye Jane” on October 27, 1602. Henslowe, The Diary of Philip Henslowe, From 1591 to 1609 
(London: The Shakespeare Society, 1845), 242-243. Bowers, Sir 399 notes that the text, a 
memorial reconstruction, is too corrupt to distinguish Dekker’s and Webster’s contributions. Hoy 
314-15 comments that the conclusion reflects Webster’s influence reminiscent of the deaths in 
The White Devil and The Duchess of Malfi; though Jane Grey’s execution took place on February 
12, 1554, the play stages it after Wyatt’s execution, that actually occurred on April 11, 1554.  
 
255 Doran, Elizabeth I and Her Circle (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2015), 112-123. Alexandra Gajda, 
The Earl of Essex and Late Elizabethan Political Culture (Oxford: Oxford UP, 2012), 37-38, 45. 
Paul E. J. Hammer, “Shakespeare’s Richard II, the Play of 7 February 1601, and the Essex 
Rising,” in Shakespeare Quarterly 59, no. 1 (2008), 29. Lacey Baldwin Smith, Treason in Tudor 
England: Politics and Paranoia (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1986), 261-262. For Essex’s suspicion 
that Elizabeth’s councilors were pushing her towards peace with Spain because Cecil, Ralegh, 
and Cobham were plotting to sell the crown to Spain after her death, see Doran, Elizabeth 189; 
Gajda 37-38, 45; Hammer 6; L. Smith 261-262. In anticipation of a Spanish candidate, L. Smith 
notes, militarily key points were staffed with Robert Cecil’s allies like Raleigh, Lord Cobham, 
Lord Admiral Nottingham, and Sir George Carew. See my first chapter for the background and 
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paid attention to the warnings of Essex and his friends, viewed Robert Cecil as the 
“Machiavellian genius behand the plot to prohibit his succession.”256 After his failed uprising, 
Essex swore that he was a “true hearted subject” trying to “remove the queen’s ‘evil 
councillors’” who were threats against James and him (Doran, Elizabeth 190). But his rival 
rebuked allegations that he was conspiring with Spain during Essex’s trial; as a result, Essex, 
who was unwilling to “reveal his own negotiations with James VI,” appeared “weak and foolish” 
(Gajda 47).257 Conspirators involved with Essex’s rebellion, such as Robert Catesby and John 
Wright, also participated in the Gunpowder Plot, an attempt to enforce succession to end the 
persecution of Catholics. This plot, devised by mainly Catholic conspirators, aimed to 
assassinate James and to crown the nine-year-old Princess Elizabeth instead of Henry and 
Charles. Thomas Wintour even attempted to seek assistance from Philip III of Spain during the 
early stages of this plot. Thus, succession and rebellion were key cultural and political issues in 
history and in Sir Thomas Wyatt; the 1602 version was performed a year after Essex’s rising and 
the surviving version was published in 1607, two years after the Gunpowder Plot. 
 Mary’s problems with authority and loyalty in Sir Thomas Wyatt, a rarely discussed play, 
highlight monarchy’s utter dependence on powerful and opportunistic nobles and their shifting 
allies.258 This play represents aristocratic factions’ influence over the contested succession and 
their withholding of the power and agency they historically exercised from the two Queens, Jane, 
                                                                                                                                                             
candidacy of Infanta Isabella, Philip of Spain’s daughter, who had wed Archduke Albert of 
Austria.  
 
256 See also Doran, Elizabeth 189. 
 
257 For Essex’s trial, see also L. Smith 269-272. 
 
258 This chapter uses the 1607 text as its primary text since the two-part 1602 version does not 
survive. Philip Henslowe’s diary entries in 1602 indicate payment for the plays.  
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and Mary. Conflict arises with the seizure of the power to appoint and depose monarchs, and 
nearly every scene enacts and sometimes parodies instances of cynicism, disloyalty, and treason 
by nobles and plebeians. The play depicts dangers and disloyalty associated with Lady Jane 
Grey, a transitional ruler, and Wyatt, whose transient loyalty incites a rebellion. Opportunistic 
ambition drives Northumberland’s faction to enthrone Jane whereas Wyatt’s followers rise to 
oppose her match with Spain. Just as sons and marriages fail to ensure peaceful transfers of 
power in Shakespeare’s Henry VI, spouses aggravate disputes in Sir Thomas Wyatt. Jane’s 
father-in-law diverts the succession and Mary’s future Spanish husband makes Wyatt rebel. 
Jane’s dependence on her husband supports an inference that Mary may similarly compromise 
England’s interests for Philip of Spain. Both rebellions, despite their contrasting motives, 
similarly encounter multiple instances of debilitating betrayals.  
 This approach offers a complex analysis of the representations of Jane and Wyatt who 
tend to be simplified in scholarship on this play. For example, Julia Gasper treats Jane and 
Guildford as “virtual martyrs” and Larry Champion sees them as “sympathetic victims” who are 
“demonstrably drain[ed]” of political significance.259 George R. Price describes Wyatt as a 
“simplified, idealized, patriotic character” in his study on Dekker.260 My analysis alternatively 
examines historical narratives to demonstrate how inventions of Jane’s marital romance and 
Mary’s reliance on Wyatt provide a context for his changed allegiance. Initially, it is fealty to the 
Tudors that motivates him to aid Mary; because he “lou’d” her father and brother, he vows “for 
                                                 
259 Larry S. Champion, Thomas Dekker and the Traditions of English Drama (New York: Peter 
Lang, 1985), 57, 73. To explain why Jane plays a minor role, Shaw 228 uses an imagined 
reconstruction of the two-part Jane plays’ plot to surmise that “foreground and background were 
inverted”; the abridged version cut out Mary and Jane’s sections, left Wyatt’s sections, and 
retitled the play after his name.  
 
260 George R. Price, Thomas Dekker (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1969), 38. 
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the Daughter through death will run” (1.3.47, 48).261 However, Wyatt retracts his support to 
protect England from Spain after Mary’s decision to wed Philip makes him regret “rais[ing] this 
troublesome Queene in this her Throane” (3.1.160). His shifting loyalty instigates a second crisis 
that exposes how Tudor lineage fails to prevent Mary’s misgovernment and, more critically, to 
retain her subjects’ allegiance.  
 An examination of early modern works on monarchy and rebellion will provide a 
historical and cultural context for understanding the perils dramatized in Sir Thomas Wyatt; 
James VI’s views on the indefeasible right of kings were supported by Sir John Harington and 
opposed by Robert Parsons. In addition to considering non-literary texts written between 1594 
and 1602, this chapter will first survey Henry VIII’s and Edward VI’s succession polices to 
assess their influence on Mary’s and Elizabeth’s problems. This section is indebted to recent 
studies in history by Alice Hunt, Diarmaid Maccullouch, J. L. McIntosh, and Anna Whitelock 
that shed light on how Mary’s accession was achieved through her use of her resources and 
experience; McIntosh sees Mary’s victory over Jane achieved through her status as an estate 
holder while Maccullouch and Whitelock view this triumph as the result of aid from neighbors in 
East Angila.262 Moreover, my examination of sixteenth-century accounts from The Chronicle of 
Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary will illustrate what is left out in the representations 
of Jane and Wyatt in Dekker and Webster’s dramatization; this pocket diary, written by a 
resident in the Tower of London, describes an encounter with Jane in prison and the chaos 
among Mary’s supporters during Wyatt’s attack. Examining deviations from historical narratives 
will demonstrate that the elaborated crises and (dis)loyalty in Sir Thomas Wyatt emphasize 
                                                 
261 All quotes from Sir Thomas Wyatt are from Fredson Bowers’s edition of The Dramatic Works 
of Thomas Dekker.  
 
262 McIntosh 169-177, 194; Whitelock and Maccullouch, 265-287. 
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problems associated with hereditary rule; the play represents Jane and Mary as flawed rulers 
while illustrating through Northumberland and Wyatt that insurrection is not a solution.  
 
Queen Jane’s Disputed Reign  
The Dukes of Northumberland and Suffolk instigate the first crisis in Sir Thomas Wyatt 
when they attempt to crown Jane instead of Mary. Jane’s characterization, as a pawn of 
Northumberland’s faction, indicates how ambitious factions use an underqualified rival to 
overturn the succession. Omitting the piety and education for which the historical figure was 
renowned further exaggerates the meekness of Dekker and Webster’s representation of Jane. 
Inventing Jane’s romance with Guildford emphasizes her recurrent submissiveness to her 
husband and anticipates the hostility associated with Mary’s intentions to wed a foreign prince. 
Moreover, Jane and Guildford are deposed and executed when they fail to win support from 
nobles and plebeians and Northumberland and Suffolk’s treasonous rebellion is put down.  
Reviewing the history of Tudor succession policies will provide insight into the play’s 
dramatization of Jane’s and Mary’s crises as well as shed light on the Elizabethan debates extant 
when the 1602 version of this play was conceived; moreover, this history will show how Mary 
and Elizabeth’s obstacles were not exclusively created by their gender but by two decades of 
policy changes. For instance, in 1533, Henry’s First Act of Succession declared Mary 
illegitimate in favor of any heirs born from Anne Boleyn; but the Second Act of Succession 
invalidated Elizabeth’s status in 1535. In July 1543, only three years before Henry’s death, did 
his Third Act of Succession reinstate his daughters’ eligibility in the event Edward or his 
descendants die issueless.263 Mary and Elizabeth’s bastardy was not reversed since their 
                                                 
263 See Guy, Children 105-106. 
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candidacy was based on Henry’s nomination. Because Henry’s legislation distinguished 
illegitimate children who were unable to inherit from nominees that had succession rights, this 
“made no sense to people” (Ives 166). Edward later used this stigma to exclude his sisters who 
had been declared illegitimate fifteen months prior to his birth; he refers to Mary and Elizabeth 
in Devise for Succession (1553) as “illegitimate and not lawfully begotten” to disqualify them for 
being “but of the halfe bloud.”264 So though the objective of Henry’s policies was to secure the 
succession, they thusly led to disputes when Edward contradicted his father’s will in his Devise. 
This document was first drafted no later than January 1553 before he experienced health 
problems in after mid-February.265 Although its earlier version named “the heirs male of the 
Lady Jane” as Edward’s successor, Edward’s deteriorating health and probably 
Northumberland’s suggestion resulted in revising the candidacy to “the Lady Jane and her heirs 
male”; this change led to Jane’s accession after Edward died on July 6, 1553 (Porter 189).266 This 
incident demonstrates how Edward’s changes to his father’s succession policies are the root of 
these disputes; the Dukes of Northumberland and Suffolk’s factions, who overturned the rules of 
primogeniture to enthrone Jane, aggravated unrest. Even after Mary triumphed over Jane, her 
status was unstable, as evidenced by the aforementioned proposal to delay her coronation to 
                                                 
264 See Guy, Children 29-30; Ives 93, 149. As Edward VI was close with Elizabeth who shared 
his Protestant faith, scholars speculate over why he excluded his favorite sister. Ives conjectures 
that Edward equally disqualified both his Catholic and Protestant sisters because he never 
recognized their claim in the first place. Fifteen months before Edward was born, both Mary and 
Elizabeth were treated as illegitimate due to Henry VIII’s succession politics. 
 
265 See McIntosh 153; Porter 187. Edward did not die of tuberculosis but from a bacterial 
pulmonary infection, contracted around mid-February, that deteriorated into general septicemia. 
Porter 187 writes that modern medicine would treat this illness with a simple course of 
antibiotics. The timeline of Edward’s illness is significant in understanding the roles of Mary and 
Jane. 
 
266 On the four drafts of Edward’s Devise and its revision process, see Ives 137-158. 
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reverse her bastardy. Thus, Henrician and Edwardian policies fragmented the notion of a single, 
undisputed heir since a legitimate claimant can later be declared illegitimate and vice versa.  
 Factions at Edward’s court conspired to enforce Jane’s accession as they took advantage 
of the unstable power of the childless boy-king through alliances solidified by marriages. The 
Duke of Suffolk and the Duke Northumberland married their children in a political arrangement 
devised to satisfy their own ambitions. Jane wed Guildford on May 25, 1553 as one of the 
multiple marriage alliances between Northumberland, Suffolk, and Pembroke. About six days 
later, Jane’s sister Katherine wed Lord Herbert, son of the Earl of Pembroke of the second 
creation, and Northumberland’s daughter Catherine married the young Lord Hastings, the Earl of 
Huntington’s heir. There is no evidence that Jane was a willing participant in these plans or that 
she had a happy marriage. Not only was she pressured by her father when she first rejected the 
betrothal, but marriage life was no better as indicated by how Jane’s aversion for her husband’s 
family made her return to live at Suffolk house, six-weeks into matrimony, and endure her 
mother’s overbearing company instead (Plowden, Lady 86, 95).267 This period was too brief for 
any improvements with her husband or his family to materialize; marriage life did not exceed 
nine weeks since the couple was imprisoned in July 19, 1553, and separated by July 22.268 One 
issue Jane made clear during her brief tenure was to refuse to give Guildford the crown 
matrimonial; she reputedly said that the crown was “not a plaything for boys and girls” 
                                                 
267 Scholars disagree over the accuracy of this anecdote about the physical violence of Jane’s 
father. Plowden, “Grey” 4 notes that the Duke of Suffolk beat her when she initially refused the 
match with Guildford on the grounds that she was contracted to wed Somerset’s son. 
Alternatively, Ives 183 doubts whether this beating occurred. 
  
268 Ives 185-186 notes that though Jane’s marriage was not immediately consummated “because 
of their tender age,” there were reports that the couple slept together at Durham House by the 
time Jane was proclaimed queen. 
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(Plowden, “Grey” 5).269 Ives and Plowden both recount an episode about Jane being presented 
the royal jewels. The Marquis of Winchester encouraged Jane to try on the crown, and Paulet 
told her that another crown would be made for Guildford. Jane angrily responded that her 
husband will not be made king, but perhaps the Duke of Clarence. That prompted Guildford to 
rush out to enlist his mother to quarrel with Jane (Ives 189; Plowden, Lady 98-99).270 Despite 
this incident, Guildford addressed himself as “Your Grace” and “Your Excellency” and even sat 
at the head of the Council board (Duncan 41). These historical and biographical studies 
substantiate that Jane’s marriage was arranged to benefit self-interested factions and did not 
produce marital affection during its two-month duration.  
 By comparison, Sir Thomas Wyatt depicts the couple as their ambitious fathers’ pawns 
through Jane and Guildford’s fictional romance, that does not have historical evidence, to 
illustrate how factions misappropriate the authority to appoint monarchs; furthermore, the 
conventional marital hierarchy represented in the play substantiates Wyatt’s decision to rebel 
against Mary’s Spanish match. The play accentuates Jane’s role as Guildford’s wife rather than 
as Mary’s rival; this is comparable with how emphasis on Henry’s piety stresses his 
shortcomings as king in Shakespeare’s Henry VI. The fictional marital love characterizes Jane as 
an underqualified contender who Northumberland uses to subvert primogeniture during the 
power vacuum after Edward VI’s death. Even though Northumberland admits Edward’s sisters 
                                                 
269 Jane was proclaimed queen on July 10, 1553 and was deposed on July 19, 1553. See Porter 
210. 
 
270 See also Chapman 118; Mathew 16, 143 for how Jane denied Guildford’s demand for the 
crown matrimonial and replied that the decision about the king-consort was to be made partly by 
her and partly by Parliament. In Sir Thomas Wyatt, on the other hand, Jane addresses Guildford 
as her “learned carefull King” the moment she hears about Edward’s death, even before he 
makes any requests (1.2.55). Hester W. Chapman, Lady Jane Grey, October 1537-February 
1554 (Boston: Little Brown, 1962), 118. David Mathew, Lady Jane Grey: The Setting of the 
Reign (London: Eyre Methuen, 1967), 16, 143. 
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are the “lawefull and immediate heires” (1.1.14), he plans to make his daughter-in-law queen, 
without relying on the Council, since he believes “We in our selues / Are power sufficient: the 
King being dead” (1.1.66-67). He schemes to “place the crowne on Quenne Ianes head” whose 
meekness implies that he will wield actual power that resembles that of Shakespeare’s Warwick, 
who crowned and uncrowned kings in 2 and 3 Henry VI (1.1.68). Jane complies with this scheme 
even after she speaks to her father, “I pray tell me, was your Fathers Father / Ere a king” (1.2.48-
49) and says, “Would I might still continue” her paternal grandfather’s non-royal lineage 
(1.2.51).271 The weaker nature of her claim is stressed by Wyatt who alludes to her as being 
“innocent of any claime” and accurately describes that “shee’d thinke it a most happy life, / To 
leaue a Queenes, and keepe a Ladies name” (1.4.90, 91-92).272 The play confirms Wyatt’s 
assessment through its characterization of Jane as Guildford’s loving wife, not as the de facto 
queen.  
 In addition to characterizing Jane as a romanticized pawn, Sir Thomas Wyatt eliminates 
her humanist education and religious conviction.273 In history, her life reflected her commitment 
to her faith. John Aylmer and Roger Ascham encouraged Jane to continue her studies (Mathew 
                                                 
271 Suffolk’s reply, “Neuer, and it like your grace,” reminds the audience that Jane remote claim 
was not inherited through her father’s line (1.2.50). Whereas Mary Tudor’s had a stronger claim 
as Henry VIII’s firstborn, Jane’s weaker claim to the throne came from her mother who was born 
from the second marriage of Mary, Henry’s younger sister.  
 
272 Jane’s reluctance to be queen and awareness of her remote lineage in her first scene confirms 
Wyatt’s assessment of her character.   
 
273 For Jane’s education see Ives 51-55; C. Levin, “Lady” 93-96; Plowden, “Grey” 1. As a child, 
Jane studied at the widowed Katherine Parr’s household. After Katherine died on September 5, 
1548, Jane continued her education in classical studies under her tutor John Aylmer in 1549. 
Carole Levin, “Lady Jane Grey: Protestant Queen and Martyr,” in Silent but for the Word. (Kent: 
Kent State UP, 1985), 93-96. 
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132-33; C. Levin, “Lady” 93-96, 99-104).274 She spoke with conviction about politics and 
religion as evidenced in the 1553 record that describes her as criticizing Northumberland’s 
treason and last minute conversion to Catholicism, an act generally speculated to be a desperate 
attempt to gain royal pardon for himself or at least his sons. Although John Foxe’s Acts and 
Monuments provides general insight on her spirituality, even he encountered difficulties over 
gathering material because John Aylmer, renowned for educating Jane, replied that he did not 
have information about her (Evenden and Freeman 84). In light of such scarcity of information, 
it is worth examining a rare account of dining with the imprisoned Jane in The Chronicle of 
Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary, a pocket diary written in 1553 and 1554 by an 
unidentified author; Stowe and Holinshed later credit this text as their source for Jane’s 
execution. In its August 29, 1553 entry, Jane, neither meek nor silent, condemns Northumberland 
who “hathe brought me and our stocke in most myserable callamyty and mysery by his 
exceeding ambition” and characterizes his life as “wicked and full of dissimulacion” (25). Her 
criticism of her father-in-law’s conversion to Catholicism offers insight into her outlook on 
spirituality and rebellion. Jane disagrees with speculations that Northumberland’s conversion 
was calculated to receive mercy and accurately predicts the unlikelihood of Mary pardoning him; 
Jane remarks that opposing the queen is in itself unforgivable, “for what man is ther lyving, I 
pray you, although he had been innocent, that wolde hope of life in that case; being in the felde 
agenist the quene in person as generall” (25). Such views on insurgence imply that Jane was not 
                                                 
274 Carole Levin counters David Mathew and Barrett L. Beer’s acceptance of the conventional 
image of Jane as a powerless victim. She focuses on Jane’s religious strength expressed in her 
letters to Doctor Harding, her first tutor who had converted to Catholicism, and in her debate 
with Mary’s confessor Doctor John Feckenham, who had attempted to convert her during her 
final days in the Tower. See C. Levin, “Lady” 99-101. 
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naively expecting to be released since this conversation occurred less than three months before 
her trial.275 
 The dramatized version, however, contrasts Jane’s silence with Guildford’s eloquent 
criticism of disloyal conspirators; Jane’s submissiveness lends support to the antagonism against 
Mary’s match with Spain since she may similarly surrender power to her spouse. Guildford’s 
role in the play contrasts with his relatively minor role in Acts and Monuments as Jane’s husband 
and “one of the duke of Northumberland’s sons.”276 Although the indictment scene is the play’s 
singular instance of showing Jane in a political milieu, she does not display agency and remains 
reticent except to sentimentally pleads to shoulder the blame to spare her husband’s reputation.277 
Instead of discussing politics or religion, Jane mainly speaks of love and dissociates herself from 
her ambitious parents: “Our loues wee sought our selues, but not our pride, / And shall our 
fathers faults our liues deuide?” (5.1.61-62). It is Guildford who monopolizes the scene as he 
castigates Jane’s former allies:  
Say wee vsurpe the English Royaltie, 
Wast not by your consents? 
I tel you Lords, I haue your hands to show, 
Subscrib’d to the Commission of my father, 
                                                 
275 In Sir Thomas Wyatt, Jane and Guildford express their hope for forgiveness when they ask 
Winchester if Mary is pardoning them. Although Winchester mentions the “mercie of the 
Queene” and their “noble parentage,” he firmly replies that they are to be executed. See 5.1.131-
135. 
 
276 See Foxe 413, 425 for how Acts and Monuments focuses on Jane and seldom mentions 
Guildford Dudley, except in passing as “three of the duke of Northumberland’s sons” or “one of 
the duke of Northumberland’s sons.” Even Guildford’s death receives little attention as John 
Foxe refers to him as Jane’s husband to conclude a sympathetic description of her execution. 
John Foxe, Foxe’s Book of Martyrs: Select Narratives. (Oxford UP: New York, 2009), 413, 425. 
 
277 For Jane’s trial, see Chapman 180-181; Ives 251. 
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By which, you did authorice him to wage armes,  
If they were Rebellious against your Soueraigne, 
Who cride so loude as you, God saue Queene Iane?  
And come you now your Soueraigne to arraigne? (5.1.81-88) 
He attacks his accusers for being guilty of the same crime, as their “hands” become evidence of 
their earlier agreement with Northumberland (line 83). The greater power of Guildford’s words 
is illustrated in how they touch his audience. Arundel feels compassion and Norfolk wants the 
court to adjourn before he “melt[s] away” with “tears and passion” (5.1.108). Moreover, this 
speech reveals how the notion of an undisputed ruler is undermined by such opportunistic 
factions, as implied by how the first “your Soueragne” refers to Mary and the second “your 
Soueraigne” indicates Jane (line 86, 88). This scene engages with the broader theme of shifting 
allegiances that later affect Wyatt’s followers and even Wyatt himself. 
 In addition to depictions of the greater role of Jane’s husband, there is a noticeable 
exclusion of her unwavering Protestantism as it is substituted with allusions to multiple 
characters that speak of religion or prayer books. Sir Thomas Wyatt thusly differs from the focus 
on Jane’s faith in Foxe’s Acts and Monuments and in the anonymous Chronicle. Foxe writes of 
her refusal to convert to Catholicism and theological debates with her first tutor and Mary’s 
confessor.278 According to the anonymous Chronicle, Jane scorned Northumberland’s calculated 
conversion to Catholicism; Jane, at the age of sixteen, affirmed that she would never barter her 
faith for a longer life, “Should I, who (am) yonge and in my fewers, forsake my faythe for the 
                                                 
278 See Foxe 415-423; Ives 257-259, 268-270; C. Levin, “Lady” 99-101. Foxe 415-417 includes 
an extended account of Jane’s theological debate with Doctor John Feckenham, Mary’s 
confessor, and her rejection of his attempts to convert her to Catholicism. For Jane’s 
disapproving letter to Master Harding, her father’s former chaplain and her first tutor, on his 
conversion to Catholicism, see Foxe 418-423; C. Levin, “Lady” 99-100. 
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love of lyfe?” (25). Conversely, the dramatized version of Jane declines to speak of religion. 
When Winchester antagonistically calls the couple heretics, Jane simply responds, “We are 
Christians, leaue our conscience to our selues” because she and Guildford “stand not here about 
Religious causes / But are accused on Capitall Treason” (5.1.112-114).279  
 Furthermore, Jane’s references to prayers, although they represent her as religious, do not 
leave a memorable effect since other characters either decline to pray with her or make prayers 
appear conventional. She first mentions praying, “Good Maister Lieftenant let vs pray together,” 
when she is in prison and hears that her arraignment scheduled for the next day; however, the 
lieutenant of the Tower declines her invitation to prayer (3.2.58). Guildford, Northumberland, 
and Suffolk’s comments on praying depict the act as conventional. For example, Jane’s second 
religious reference appears when she meets Guildford on the day of their execution and tells him 
that she is reading “On a prayer booke” (5.2.47). This episode does not focus on her 
Protestantism since it proceeds to show that Guildford similarly read a prayer book, “Trust me so 
was I, wee hade neede to pray” (5.2.48). The overall significance of spirituality is further 
weakened when the couple’s ambitious fathers make religious comments. For instance, 
Northumberland says, “God take them to his mercie, they had neede, / Of grace and patience, for 
they both must bleede” when he hears that Guildford and Jane have become prisoners in the 
Tower (2.2.41-42). Jane’s father says, “Farewell, point me my house of prayers” before his 
execution (3.2.50). Jane does not display the devoutness found in historical narratives and the act 
of praying before one’s execution appears customary due to Suffolk and Guildford’s remarks. 
 The dedicated Catholicism of Jane’s opponents is highlighted in Sir Thomas Wyatt. 
Winchester describes himself as a “Pillar of the Mother Church” in his scene where he criticizes 
                                                 
279 Sir Thomas Wyatt does not include detailed discussions on Jane’s religion apart from Jane and 
Guildford’s passing allusion to reading a prayer book on the day of their executions. See 5.2.49.  
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Wyatt (5.2.16). More significantly, Mary’s speeches on religion draw attention in two scenes. 
Unlike Jane who does not have a comparable scene on her faith, Mary first appears on stage with 
a prayer book and states how “Their seuerall pleasures, all their pride and honour, / I have 
forsaken for a rich prayer Booke” and concludes that “This little volume inclosed in this hand, / 
Is richer then the Empire of this land” (1.3.7-8, 13-14). The play depicts Mary’s prayers as being 
answered despite implications that she wished for Edward’s death. She says, “I see my God, at 
length hath heard my prayer” when she hears of her brother’s decease (1.3.22). The first speech 
Mary makes after she becomes queen also reflects her dedication to Catholicism.280 Mary’s 
speeches and actions express her commitment to religion and power that contrast with Jane’s 
relatively minor remarks.   
Jane’s execution scene is the most striking example of downplaying her spirituality that 
differ from historical accounts that corroborate the role of Protestantism during her final 
moments.281 Her letters to her father and sister before her death, her final prayer, or speech on the 
scaffold, documented in Acts and Monuments, also show that the role of Guildford is 
fictionalized in the play.282 In history, the couple did not meet in prison; Jane even refused 
Guildford’s request to say farewell the day before their execution because it would “increase 
                                                 
280 See 3.1.1-17 for Mary’s speech on religion. 
 
281 For information about Jane’s execution, see Guy, Children 148-149; Ives 276-278; C. Levin, 
“Lady” 104-105; Porter 302-303; Starkey 136-137.  
 
282 See Foxe 417-418, 422-423 for the letters Jane wrote to her father and her sister Katherine the 
night before her execution that express her eloquence and faith. Foxe 424 also juxtaposes Jane’s 
dignified faith with her memorable “What shall I do? Where is it? Where is it?” when her 
blindfold causes her to stumble to find the executioner’s block. Holinshed’s Chronicle notes that 
Jane encountered the cart with Guildford’s beheaded body on her way to her execution.  
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their misery and pain” and stated that they would “meet shortly elsewhere” after death.283 
Moreover, her scaffold speech expresses solemn piety. These early modern speeches, delivered 
by prisoners before their execution and recorded in pamphlets and state papers, usually affirmed 
the monarch’s power and restored public order since they typically included confessions of guilt 
and a prayer to the monarch.284 Jane, however, used her speech to publically fashion her 
spirituality as she, with a defiant Protestant twist, said, “now good people, while I am alive, I 
pray you to assist me with your prayers” instead of “good people, I pray you to assist me with 
your prayers” (Ives 277). Thus, Jane actually used Guildford’s execution to remain resolute and 
relied on her faith until she died.  
 However, Sir Thomas Wyatt reworks history to use the theatricality of Jane’s severed 
head to illustrate the outcome of succession disputes; melodrama prevails when Jane is beheaded 
first and Guildford uses her death to bewail the injustice of their parents, disloyal aristocrats, and 
the queen. In history, they were executed separately and Guildford was punished first. Sir 
Thomas Wyatt, however, adds a fictional farewell scene that shows Jane removing her gown in 
her husband’s presence before she is executed off-stage.285 Reversing the order of their deaths 
allows Guildford to use Jane’s severed head to protest at the councilors who had sentenced them, 
“Doe malefactors looke thus when they die” (5.2.163). In a macabre blazon about Jane’s eyes, 
blushes, and cheeks “purer then the Maiden oreant pearle,” he uses the bodily proof of her 
                                                 
283 Jane watched Guildford’s execution from her window despite her ladies’ attempts to dissuade 
her. In Jane’s biography, Ives 275 interprets this as an attempt to maintain her composure as she 
prepares for death since it is consistent with why Jane previously declined to meet him. Along 
the same lines, watching his execution is likely to be a similar act of resolution rather than a 
romantic moment.  
 
284 For scaffold speeches and the First Thane of Cawdor’s execution in Shakespeare’s Macbeth, 
see Lemon 84-85.  
 
285 Jane, according to Foxe, removed her gown on the scaffold. 
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“innocence” and “white soule” to imply that he is guiltless (5.2.164-167, 173).286 Thus, Jane’s 
death substantiates her helplessness as even her dead body is exploited by her husband.  
 In addition to illustrating rulers’ diminished authority, crowning and beheading Jane 
represents the dependence of all monarchs on those they supposedly rule: the nobles and the 
commoners who are their subjects. In history, there were mixed reactions in different regions 
during the attempts to enthrone Jane. There was a noticeable lack of “rejoicing over the new 
reign, none of the usual bonfires and bell-ringing” when she was declared queen (Plowden, 
“Grey” 5). While Jane was accepted in York, Oxford, Cornwall, Essex, and other areas, there 
was opposition in Wiltshire and Salisbury (Ives 220). She was rejected in Sussex as “a queen of a 
new and pretty invention” (Guy, Children 148-149). More seriously, chaos ensued in 
Northampton because both Mary and Jane were proclaimed by their respective followers. In 
Ipswich, Mary’s messenger had to flee after delivering a proclamation of her accession because 
the local elite had decided to uphold Jane’s claim (McIntosh 169, 171).  
 Reflective of this history, Dekker and Webster’s play presents the unstable nature of 
loyalty through subjects who support or disagree over who is queen; the plebeians’ conversations 
indicate how the existence of rival queens compromises the concept of a sole, undisputed ruler. 
The County Maid and the Countryman’s confusion over the two claimants in Sir Thomas Wyatt 
resembles how the two keepers disagree with Henry and tell him they now consider Edward IV 
as their king in Shakespeare’s 3 Henry VI.287 The man and woman briefly speak with the Clown, 
who had been standing watch with Captain Alexander Brett: 
                                                 
286 Another political use of the severed head appears in Shakespeare’s Macbeth. See Lemon 84 
for how Macbeth’s head serves a didactic purpose and contains the traumatic events of the 
Gunpowder Plot. 
 
287 For plebeians and the succession crises in Shakespeare’s Henry VI, see my previous chapter. 
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 CLOWN Crie God saue the Queene as you goe, and God send you a  
good market. 
 COUNTRYMAN God saue the Queene, what Queene? there lies the sense,  
 When we haue none, it can be no offence.  
 CLOWN What carry you there in your basket? 
 MAID  Egs forsooth.  
 CLOWN  Well, crie God saue Queene Iane as you goe, and God send you a good 
market.  
 MAID  Is the Queene called Iane? alacke for woe,  
At the first she was not christened so. (2.1.20-29) 
The Country Man’s reaction suggests that it is “no offence” to not praise the queen since there is 
no undisputed ruler (2.1.23). Jane’s lack of public support is indicated in the Country Maid’s “Is 
the Queene called Iane?” (2.1.26). The failure to convince the citizens is noted by Brett who 
summarizes that most still consider Mary as the queen: “Thus old and young, still descant on 
[Mary’s] name, / Nor lend no care, when wee [Jane] stile proclaime” (2.1.30-31). Thus, the play 
describes the limited effect of Northumberland’s conspiracy through his former allies who betray 
him to “all incline to Queene Mary” and the commoners who do not accept Jane (2.2.9). As a 
result, Northumberland’s co-conspirators, who, as Guildford points out, “Who cride so loude as 
you, God saue Queene Iane?” now joins Mary’s side (5.1.87). Hence, the plebeians’ and 
aristocrats’ disagreements over Mary and Jane challenge the notion of an undisputed, god-
ordained, hereditary ruler  
 Sir Thomas Wyatt demonstrates how rival factions seek to manipulate the indifferent, 
cynical, or fickle crowd in the marketplace. Northumberland says, “Dead! send for Heralds” after 
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he hears of Edward VI’s decease in order to proclaim Jane queen in “euerie market towne” 
(1.1.62-64). Northumberland, overconfident that the people will accept his daughter-in-law 
instead of Mary, plans to appeal to their thirst for novelty. Since he thinks “The people gape for 
noueltie. [and] Trumphets speake to them,” he expects commoners in the marketplace to 
“answere with an echouing crie” when Jane is proclaimed queen (2.2.17-18). However, the 
ensuing silence confirms an earlier brief reference to Jane’s lack of followers among even “the 
tenants / Of the Dukes Northumberland and Suffolke” who “Denide their ayde, in these 
vnlawfull armes” (1.3.36-38).288 This scene indicates the absence of popular support for Jane 
through the use of two moments of silence that appear after the trumpets and the herald (2.2.19-
20).289 Northumberland’s reaction shows that he did not expect this lukewarm response:  
Ha? a bare report of Trumpets! 
Are the slaues horse, or want they arte to speake? 
O me! This Towne consists on famous Colledges, 
Such as know both how, and what, and when to speake, (2.2.20-23) 
The citizens, whom Northumberland disparagingly refers to as “slaues,” soon prove that they are 
neither hoarse nor voiceless by enthusiastically reacting to news about Mary in the same scene 
(2.2.21, 57). When the same crowd loudly cheers after a proclamation declares Mary as queen, 
                                                 
288 This information is mentioned in passing when Wyatt first alerts Mary of the succession 
disputes.  
 
289 Northumberland was not completely wrong about the appeal of novelty since, in a moment of 
irony, his own execution draws spectators. When Guildford asks why the Tower hill is “thronged 
with store of people, / As if they gap’d for some strange Noueltie,” he laments when he learns 
that his father’s execution was the “Noueltie” (3.2.12-13). 
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Northumberland complains, “Now they can crie, now they can battle and yell” (2.2.56).290 In 
short, the confused and skeptical plebeians illustrate that political crises dissolve loyalty; 
manipulating citizens’ loyalty proves difficult and complicated as the moments of heavy silence 
show that citizens cheer for the candidate they support, not for Northumberland’s novelty or 
trumpets.  
 Hence, the first of the two threats against Mary’s authority in Sir Thomas Wyatt is Jane, 
an underqualified rival backed by factions, who fails to win the support of her subjects and even 
her former co-conspirators. The invented marital romance stresses Jane’s shortcomings as a 
political figure; furthermore, her submissive role establishes a context for Wyatt’s anxiety 
against Mary’s Spanish match that may potentially subjugate England. The next section will 
examine James’s and his contemporaries’ views on rebellion before analyzing Dekker and 
Webster’s portrayal of Mary’s rule and the insurgence against her.  
 
Mary Tudor’s Accession and Its Challenges 
 A comparison of the play’s representation of Mary with the historical Queen reveals how 
the play uses fictional elements to underplay Mary’s calculated maneuvers to exploit her network 
to gain the throne and to emphasize her peremptory stubbornness that loses her support. In 
history, Mary overcame Northumberland’s conspiracy and also attempted to assert power in a 
dynastic marriage alliance. Her victory over Jane partially resulted from the authority she gained 
through governing estates; Mary exercised power using the correlation between heads of 
                                                 
290 After his former allies side with Mary instead of Jane, Northumberland tries to make peace 
with reality, “Amen, I beare a part, / I with my tongue, I doe not with my heart” (2.2.54-55). But 
when the crowd cheers for Mary, he bitterly curses those who previously did not respond to Jane, 
“Now they can crie, now they can battle and yell, / Base minded slaues, sincke may your soules 
to hell” (2.2.56-57). 
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household and of state as explained in Sarah Duncan and Linda Porter’s recent biographies and 
Diarmaid Maccullouch, J. L. McIntosh, and Anna Whitelock’s studies in history. Mary’s access 
to information and supporters allowed her to defend her position from Northumberland and Jane. 
For example, Mary was aware of Edward VI’s attempt to exclude her from the succession 
because she had accepted Framlingham, Hertford Castle, and ten other substantial manors after 
his health seriously deteriorated. This generous transaction suggests that Mary complied with her 
brother as it contradicts that Edward, before he became ill, requested her to surrender a few 
manors to raise revenue; since Mary had received her brother’s compensatory grant, 
Northumberland’s party did not expect her to later assert her claim to the throne.291 She was 
secretly “informed by those most loyal to her” that Edward had lapsed into unconsciousness and 
that Northumberland was planning to capture her as she was riding to visit her brother in 
Greenwich on July 3, 1553 (Duncan 13; Guy, Children 47).292 This allowed her to outmaneuver 
Northumberland who had kept Edward’s death a secret to prevent Mary and Elizabeth from 
interfering with Jane’s accession. Mary’s status “as a patron, landlord, neighbor, and magnate in 
                                                 
291 McIntosh 134-159 suggests that Mary complied with Edward’s succession plans based on a 
study of real estate transactions and the chronology of Edward’s illness; first, Edward’s health 
deteriorated, next, Mary received Framlingham and Hertford as compensation, and then, Jane 
and Guildford’s wedding solidified the alliance between their parents. In December 1552, 
Edward requested Mary to surrender her manors because the crown needed to raise revenue. So 
fourteen of her smallest manors in east Essex were sold to Sir Thomas Darcy in May 1553. 
Counterintuitive to the crown’s intent to increase revenue, Mary was compensated with the 
manor castle of Framlingham, the royal residence of Hertford Castle, and ten other substantial 
manors in Suffolk, Norfolk, and Essex. Edward, who had not been ill in December 1552 when he 
first requested Mary to surrender some of her property, was experiencing serious illness when he 
granted her Framlingham in May 1553. Since Edward announced his plans to divert the 
succession to Jane on June 12, 1553 and died on July 6, 1553, this generous real estate 
transaction implies that the crown first informed Mary of their succession plans around late 
March or early April of 1553. After the Framlingham/Hertford Grant, Jane wed Guildford on 
May 25, and Edward solicited jurists to support her succession in June. 
 
292 See also Ives 9; Porter 194. 
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East Anglia,” established by presiding over an independent household since 1547, allowed her to 
receive support (McIntosh 194). In addition, Mary’s household actively aided her during the 
crisis. Her household staff functioned as a “propaganda machine” that gathered allies and posted 
proclamations in hostile towns; as a result, she obtained the throne “not just because of her 
blood, parliamentary legislation, or general support among the populace” but through drawing on 
her supporters in neighboring communities.293 Mary differed from Jane since she used her 
authority and experience as estate holder; Mary’s victory resulted from her ability to raise her 
tenants and to enlist the aid of regional and Catholic supporters.  
 Sir Thomas Wyatt alters history to depict Mary as heavily reliant on Wyatt during the 
succession crisis; the invention of Wyatt’s indispensable role in her accession is to diminish her 
political savvy and power to establish a foundation to portray his subsequent revolt as a 
principled withdrawal of fealty from a ruler he had advanced. In fact, the historical Wyatt’s 
“loyalties probably wavered” like many of his contemporaries; he was “ambivalent” at the outset 
of Mary’s reign and was soon disenchanted.294 Dekker and Webster depart from history to 
characterize Mary as dependent on Wyatt for information and instruction; Wyatt, who alerts her 
that Suffolk and Northumberland “hath Crown’d another” person, instructs her to gain support 
by using the “verie sight” of her presence to “stirre the peoples hearts” (1.3.28, 34). He tells 
                                                 
293 McIntosh 168-177 explains how Mary’s household staff alerted her affinity, kidnapped nobles 
like Henry Ratcliffe, drafted proclamations, and posted them in hostile areas to gain support. For 
example, even though it was not uncommon to punish messengers for the news they bear, her 
servant Thomas Hungate “eagerly offered” to deliver Mary’s defiant letter to the Privy Council 
and was sent to the Tower. Another instance involves Sir Francis Englefield, one of Mary’s 
senior officers, who was imprisoned while dispatching proclamations of her accession to towns. 
In addition to helping the recruitment of supporters like the Earls of Sussex and Oxford, Mary’s 
servants even enticed seven crown ships to deflect to her cause.  
 
294 Both Archer 2 and Porter 288 mention that the historical Wyatt was at first “ambivalent” with 
Mary’s reign. Porter 289 writes that Wyatt “certainly had Protestant leanings” but still claimed to 
be a Catholic. 
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Mary that “To all the Counsell I denide my hand” to crown Jane and vows “And for King 
Henries Issue still will stand” (1.3.39-40). Wyatt expresses his loyalty to her within a framework 
of fealty to the Tudors, “I lou’d the Father wel, I lou’d the Sonne, / And for the Daughter I 
through death will run” (1.3.40, 47-48).295 He defends Mary’s hereditary right when he disagrees 
with Northumberland’s aspirations to divert succession in Act 1, Scene 4.296 Furthermore, in the 
play, Wyatt plays an instrumental role in persuading the council to not exclude Mary and 
Elizabeth from the succession. The attempt to enthrone Jane, according to Wyatt, originates from 
a will “Extorted from a childe” that contrasts with their earlier promise to Henry VIII:297 
Yet note how much you erre. You were sworne before  
To a mans will, and not a will alone, 
But strengthend by an act of Parliament. 
Besides this sacred proofe, the Princely Maides, 
Had they no will nor act to prooue their right?  
Haue birthrights no priuiledge, being plea so strong,  
                                                 
295 In a manner similar to how Wyatt supports the Tudor succession in Sir Thomas Wyatt, Sir 
Nicholas Throckmorton recognizes Mary’s hereditary right. J. G. Nichols quotes the poetical 
autobiography of Throckmorton, Edward VI’s favorite servant, that describes how Mary 
obtained information about the succession conspiracy. Even though he admits he disapproves of 
Mary’s Catholicism, he still recognizes her right to the throne:  
 And, though I lik’d not the religion 
       Which all her life queene Marye had profest, 
 Yet in my mind that wicked motion  
       Right heires for to displace I did detest. (Anon 1nb) 
Throckmorton refers to the conspiracy to crown Jane as “that wicked motion” and writes that 
Mary, as one of the “Right heires,” should be queen.  
 
296 In history, Wyatt did not play such a role. See Porter 190 for how Sir Edward Montagu, Lord 
Chief Justice, announced that he did not want to be involved with altering succession for Jane for 
fear of treason.  
 
297 See 1.6.75-76. 
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As cannot be refeld, but by plain wrong? (1.6.82-88) 
Wyatt reminds Arundel, Winchester, and others at the council that their oath to Henry is 
reinforced with an act of Parliament. He further emphasizes that, even without Henry’s 
succession policies, the lineage of Mary and Elizabeth is powerful enough to validate their claim 
to the throne. Wyatt persuades the majority of Jane’s supporters to redirect their loyalty to Mary 
in this scene. Although Mary thusly benefits from Wyatt’s dedication to sanguinary succession, 
she proves to be domineering after her coronation.     
 Sir Thomas Wyatt downplays Mary’s political ambitions before she assumes the throne 
but highlights her tyrannical stubbornness once she becomes Queen. Mary is characterized at 
first in the play as dependent on Wyatt before her accession and as oppressive once she obtains 
the throne. However, her increased power as queen creates conflict with her subjects over 
matters of counsel, religion, and marriage. Discord over religion intensifies once Mary becomes 
queen and breaks the oath she made at Framlingham. Mary, who had assured the Protestants who 
aided her that she would not alter religious policies, forsakes this promise and mainly consults 
with her Catholic supporters once she obtains the throne. Religious change is anticipated during 
Mary’s initial appearance when Sir Henry Bedingfield, Mary’s supporter, tells her about 
becoming the “catholicke Queene” after she receives news about Edward’s death (1.3.21). Her 
first order as queen, staged in Act 3 Scene 1, is to restore the churches, “Now shall the 
sanctuarie, / And the house of the moste high be newly built” (3.1.5-6). Not only will she enforce 
Catholicism in England but she will restore to the throne the valuable church property Henry 
VIII has dissolved. Moreover, Mary is ungracious when presented with Arundel and Wyatt’s 
well-intended advice. She sternly replies, “But shall a Subiect force his Prince to sweare / 
Contrarie to her conscience and the Law?” when Arundel reminds her of the promise made 
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during the succession crisis (3.1.26-27). Mary similarly threatens and silences Wyatt when he 
advises against the match with Spain. She silences him with threats of death. Had she not known 
he was “true / Vnto the Crowne of England and to vs,” his “ouer-boldnesse should bee payde 
with death” (3.1.146-147, 148). Mary, who had received assistance from Wyatt and the 
Protestants who showed unconditional loyalty to the Tudors, first breaks her oath, yet expects her 
subjects to obediently support her. Not only do these incidents depict the recurrent friction 
between Mary and her courtiers, they connect with the play’s theme on shifting loyalties and 
raise questions about whether subjects should dedicate loyalty to rulers who fail to uphold their 
own promises.  
 In addition to portraying religious strife, Sir Thomas Wyatt characterizes Mary as 
merciless because dismisses her subjects’ request to pardon Jane and Guildford and decides to 
punish the young couple. Mary’s lack of sympathy, according to Paulina de Pando, frustrates the 
development of a mutually respectful relationship with her subjects and pathos “underlines 
political considerations of authority and power.”298 Moreover, the play stresses Mary’s harshness 
through departures from the historical figure, who initially considered pardoning the couple until 
Suffolk’s reckless participation in the Wyatt rebellion sealed Jane’s tragic fate. In the play, Mary 
displays her power and does not consider clemency even when Wyatt and Norfolk implore that 
Jane is “Your Neece, your next of blood, except your sister” and defends the couple as being 
“misled by their ambitious Fathers” (3.1.49, 52). This reference to Jane’s lineage, however, 
actually reminds the audience of how such proximity may be threatening for Mary and that many 
rulers are confronted with eliminating potential usurpers. The severity of Mary’s decisions in Sir 
                                                 
298 Paulina de Pando, ““Why Sighs Your Majesty?”: Towards a Political Model of Passion in 
Dekker and Webster’s The Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyat (1602),” in English Studies 94, 
no.1 (2013), 31. 
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Thomas Wyatt, emphasized by the use of pathos and an omission of her initial mercy, aggravate 
the friction between Mary and her subjects when she chooses a foreign bridegroom.   
Fictional elements in Sir Thomas Wyatt present Mary’s decision to wed Philip of Spain as 
demonstrating her failure to choose appropriate counselors and to consider wise advice.299 
Although a majority of Mary’s subjects in history and in the play generally did not welcome 
Philip, Dekker and Webster’s play simplifies facts to portray her as disregarding political 
interests for romantic reasons. Actually, the historical marriage negotiations shed light onto how 
Mary navigated the political aspects of the match; she sought to overcome the opposition of the 
House of Commons and worked to restrict Philip from influencing government and assigning 
posts to foreigners.300 This match became a major test of Mary’s authority as it “threatened to 
isolate her from council and household” (Porter 274). Conflict was unavoidable since Mary, who 
considered it her prerogative to choose her spouse, disagreed with the House of Commons, and 
refused to wed Edward Courtenay, who was supported by those who objected to a foreign prince 
since he, like Mary, was the great-grandchild of Edward IV.301 An English spouse entailed 
                                                 
299 Prince Philip was the only son of Charles V, Holy Roman Emperor. Charles sent 
commissioners to London in July 1553 to formally begin negotiations. Mary wed Philip on July 
25, 1554. 
 
300 Allyna E. Ward notes that though women’s property rights transferred to their husbands upon 
marriage under English law, it was “unclear – or unaddressed if this law applied to the 
monarchal sphere.” Ward, Women and Tudor Tragedy: Feminizing Counsel and Representing 
Gender (Madison: Fairleigh Dickenson UP, 2013), 25. 
 
301 Edward Courtenay, Earl of Devon, had been incarcerated in the Tower for fourteen years until 
he was twenty-seven. Mary released him and gave him lands, but did not express personal 
interest in him. Though the House of Commons and Stephen Gardiner, Lord Chancellor, 
supported a match with Courtney, Mary refused to accept the Commons’ petition to wed him. 
Even Courtenay’s mother, the Marchioness of Exeter, used her closeness to Mary, but she failed 
to persuade her. She rejected Courtenay on the grounds of his youth and lack of political 
experience, but since Philip is Courtenay’s junior, we can infer that age was not a critical factor. 
Mary, who rejected the twenty-seven-year-old Courtenay on the basis of his “youth,” 
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another set of risks because marrying a subject was likely to increase court rivalries, especially 
since Courtenay, like Jane Grey’s spouse, appeared to desire more than a titular role; the 
Hapsburg ambassador also reported that, Courtenay might attempt to be king if Mary 
predeceased him.302 The Anglo-Spanish alliance between her parents was a close example of 
how gender dynamics worked unfavorably for wives, as Catherine of Aragon experienced misery 
and neglect before and after her divorce from Henry VIII. In spite of this experience, Mary 
pursued her own match with Spain that generated criticism of “scorning to be English” and 
electing to identify herself as Spanish.303 Her Catholic and Protestant councilors were united in 
their concern when rumors about Philip of Spain circulated in the fall of 1553.304 When the 
House of Commons had petitioned Mary in October 1553 to wed an English spouse, she finally 
met them on November 15, after delays caused by excuses of illness.305 Not only did she refuse 
                                                                                                                                                             
contradicted herself when she chose Philip of Spain, who was a year younger than Courtenay. 
See Archer 3; Duncan 41-42; Ives 140, 148; Porter 271-272, 295. 
 
302 It was complicated for a queen to wed a foreign prince or an English subject. Duncan 42 
points out the potential problems with wedding Courtenay through the observations of Simon 
Renard, the Hapsburg ambassador. His report notes that Courtenay showed signs of desiring 
more than just a title and that he is acts as if “he is jealous of the Crown rather than of its 
wearer.” Renard points out that Courtenay may attempt to be king instead of Elizabeth if Mary 
predeceased him without birthing heirs; even with children, he may attempt to control 
government during their minority. Renard saw these two risks associated with Courtenay as 
increasing the likelihood of a match with Philip.  
 
303 See Guy, Children 153-154; Loades, Mary 222 on how Mary’s insistence on marrying a 
foreigner worsened her relationship with her subjects. The Venetian ambassador’s August 1554 
report indicates how her pro-Spanish inclinations were seen as anti-English, “The queen, being 
born of a Spanish mother, was always inclined towards that nation, scorning to be English, and 
boasting of her descent from Spain.” D. M. Loades. Mary Tudor: A Life. (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1989) 222. 
 
304 Stephen Gardiner, the bishops of Durham and Norwich, the Duke of Norfolk, the Earls of 
Arundel and Shrewsbury opposed to the match with Philip of Spain. See Duncan 40. 
 
305 See Duncan 40; Porter 274-277. 
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to hear out Sir John Pollard, Speaker of the House of Commons, she even responded that 
premature death would result from being forced to wed someone she disliked, “for if she married 
against her will she would not live three months, and would have no children” (Loades, Tudor 
14).306 Her feigned illness, as she later admitted in a letter to Renard, the Hapsburg ambassador, 
bought her time to reflect on her decision.307 In short, Mary did not surrender to the pressure to 
wed Courtenay and strove to overcome opposition against her unpopular marriage.  
 Unlike her counterpart in Sir Thomas Wyatt, Mary endeavored to exercise her authority 
and to prevent excessive foreign interference before and after the marriage. As this union was 
“categorically opposed by Parliament, her council, and a great portion of the English public,” its 
negotiations reflect how Mary and her Parliament took measures to prevent Philip from “gaining 
any political authority in England’s politics due to his preferential sex” and proclaimed that 
monarchical authority would not transfer from Mary to Philip after their wedding.308 Opposition 
against Philip, according to historian Sarah Duncan, actually allowed her to be in charge of 
negotiations and diminish his power; for example, there would be fewer obstacles if she had 
chosen Courtenay, and thus fewer opportunities to restrict his influence.309 Additionally, Mary’s 
relationship with Philip after their marriage shows that she was not easily pressured by  his 
demands as English people initially feared. As an example, one of the controversial issues was 
                                                 
306 Simon Renard, Emperor Charles’s key commissioner, wrote a report dated a day after this 
meeting. Calendar of State Papers, Spanish. Vol. XI, p. 364. See also Duncan 40, 52; Porter 284.  
 
307 Duncan 52 notes that Mary used the “accepted beliefs about the inherent physical weakness 
of women” in her favor when she sat down in the middle of Sir Pollard’s speech in an act that 
stressed her frailty. 
 
308 Parliament also declared that Elizabeth could not be disinherited. See Ward 25-26. 
 
309 Philip’s two-month delay with sending Mary a token of their betrothal may indirectly express 
his displeasure at his minor role. In the end, Charles V sent a ring on his son’s behalf. See 
Duncan 61-64.   
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his desire for a coronation, which was not mentioned in their marriage treaty. Philip, who had 
left England on August 29, 1554, had intimated that he would not return unless he had a share of 
government. Though Mary entreated him to return, she could not “afford to breach the marriage 
treaty openly”; she did not press for his coronation after her third parliament objected to it in 
1555.310 These attempts to uphold Mary’s authority, however, do not appear in Dekker and 
Webster’s dramatization.  
 Sir Thomas Wyatt departs from history and depicts the royal match as a catalyst for the 
discord between Mary and her subjects; she antagonizes Wyatt, her primary supporter, when she 
privileges romance over England’s interests. In the play, unlike in the historical record, Mary 
fails to recognize the disadvantages of this union and to account for the politics of her gender. 
Tension between Mary and her court increases when she disregards Wyatt’s warnings against 
this match. When Norfolk supports the match based on Philip’s lack of office in England, Wyatt 
disagrees and alerts Mary and her court that marriage to the queen itself poses a risk: 
 The key that opens vnto all the Land, 
 I mean our Gratious Soueraigne, must be his. 
 But he will bear no office in the land, 
 And yet the Queene inclosed in his armes: 
 I doe not like this strange marriage. (3.1.113-119)  
This speech addresses the dangers associated with a female ruler’s marriage. Wyatt’s objects that 
it is irrelevant whether Philip holds office or possesses land because he will claim “The key” to 
England with “the Queene inclosed in his armes” (line 113, 118). He uses the analogy of a fox to 
                                                 
310 Loades, Mary 233, 257-258 notes that Philip was attempting to use Mary’s emotional need 
for his return to remove some of the restrictive clauses of their marriage treaty. See also Robert 
Tittler, The Reign of Mary I (New York: Longman, 1991), 75. 
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explain how this union may jeopardize England by providing an opportunity to a cunning 
adversary, “The Fox is suttle, and his head once in, / The slender body easily will follow” 
(3.1.120-121). This image of infiltration in Wyatt’s reasoning touches on an early modern sense 
of anxiety illustrated by Jonathan Gil Harris’s study on the body politic. Infiltration is sexualized 
in early modern discourse as Queen Elizabeth’s body symbolizes the “unbreached microcosm of 
the English body politic.”311 The recurrent fear of Catholic invasion in the late sixteenth century, 
especially after the defeat of the Armada, is reflected in the in political rhetoric that asserts the 
need for “wholesale vigilance of English subjects against poisonous “Popish” incursion” (45). 
Hence, Mary’s foreign and Catholic bridegroom would have raised fears recognizable to the 
audience who remembers Elizabeth’s reign. 
 Moreover, Wyatt warns that the prospect of obtaining succession rights should not 
convince them to accept the match because it has a slim possibility and an obstacle caused by 
geographical distance. The risk outweighs possible benefits. It is unlikely that Mary’s progeny 
would rule Spain but there is an increased risk of interference due to Philip’s presence in 
England: 
And that the heire succeeding from your loynes, 
Shall haue the Souereigne rule of both the Realmes, 
What, shall this mooue your Highnesse to the match? 
Spain is too farre for England to inherit, 
But England neare enough for Spaine to woe. (3.1.125-129) 
Mary does not consider the seriousness of these risks. Her council also does not share Wyatt’s 
view despite his references to how they swore to “King Henries last will, and his act at Court” 
                                                 
311 Jonathan Gil Harris, Foreign Bodies and the Body Politic: Discourses of Social Pathology in 
Early Modern England (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1998), 45. 
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that “prohibit[s] Spaniards from the Land” (3.1.141-142). Moreover, she mistakenly thinks her 
position is identical to that of a male monarch, who could assert political sovereignty in a 
dynastic match, and defends her choice by referencing to how English kings had wed foreign 
princesses. Contrary to her father, whose gender allowed him to prevail over Catherine despite 
her allies in Spain and Rome, Mary would have to negotiate the imbalance between gender and 
politics in an early modern marriage. She does not assess how gender hierarchy maps onto 
foreign policy and, as a result, would situate England in a disadvantageous position.  
 In addition to characterizing Mary as failing to select competent councilors and to follow 
good advice, portraying her as a desiring subject activates anxieties associated with queens 
whose passion becomes a passage to foreign interference. Sir Thomas Wyatt evokes such 
stereotypes when Mary disregards Wyatt’s “Tis policie deare Queene, no loue at all” (3.1.136) in 
favor of Winchester’s romanticized “Tis loue great Queene, no pollicie at all” (3.1.137).312 The 
play depicts her as openly expressing attraction even before she meets Philip through the use of 
the popular anecdote about Mary falling in love with Titian’s portrait of Philip. She admits that 
he has been “shrined in our heart” since she first saw his portrait that had the “power to tingle 
Loue / In Royall brests” (3.1.63-65).313 Mary’s “Pictures, conceite, heele preuaile by any” not 
only implies that Philip’s actual physical appearance will “preuaile” over the painting, it also 
suggests the unwelcome prospect of his control over her (3.1.67). Sir Thomas Wyatt further 
substantiates such uneasiness when, in a fictional depiction, Mary speaks of ardently awaiting 
Philip. There is no indication in history that Mary was thus impatient after her formal betrothal 
                                                 
312 Thomas Heywood’s If You Know Not Me You Know Nobody; or, The Troubles of Queene 
Elizabeth (1605), also set during the reign of Mary, criticizes Mary’s councilors who primarily 
aggravates discord instead of providing her with advice. 
 
313 For Titian’s portrait of Philip, see Duncan 72; Porter 310. 
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on May 6, 1554; she was actually reluctant to wed in Lent because of her religious sensibilities, 
so Philip abandoned earlier plans to arrive early in England with a small retinue.314 By 
comparison, Dekker and Webster’s version of Mary openly tells the Spanish ambassador that she 
will not be at peace until Philip arrives, “Till he shall land in England, I am all care” (3.1.156). 
However, the “care” that would resonate with the early modern audience is the antonym of 
Mary’s “care” as most of them would not welcome this bridegroom.  
 This union upsets characters across all social classes both in history and in the play. 
Characters express opposition against this match in the scene that ensues after Captain Brett 
betrays nobles who fight for Mary. Brett speaks of Philip when he exchanges phallic jokes with 
the Clown about how a Spaniard’s “yard is but a span” (4.2.61). The Clown responds that “our 
Englishwomen loue them not” and Brett says that they do not have the “Englishman’s yard about 
him” (4.2.61-64). Jacques Lezra points out that this joke attempts to compensate for Mary’s 
choice of a Spanish husband instead of an Englishman. The pun on yard, an anatomical 
reference, achieves the “anatomization of the other” as “skimpily endowed” in an act of self-
consolation.315 Even before Mary’s accession, Edward’s Devise expressed concern that his 
sisters may “marry with any stranger borne out of this realme” who “would rather adhere and 
practice to have the laws and customs of his or their owne native country” instead of English 
ones (93). Specific evidence of antagonism also survives in the July 1554 entry of The Chronicle 
of Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary. Its anonymous narrator complains of the “great 
                                                 
314 Philip’s dissatisfaction with the restrictions of the marriage treaty, difficulty with money and 
ships were additional factors that prompted him to change his plan to arrive in England early 
with a small retinue. See Loades, Mary 216; Porter 307. 
 
315 Jacques Lezra, ““A Spaniard is No Englishman”: The Ghost of Spain and the British 
Imaginary,” in Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies 39, no. 1 (2009), 119-141: 123-
125. 
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discomfort of the Inglishe nation” caused after Philip’s arrival; the text expresses antipathy by 
exaggerating the increase of Philip’s countrymen, “ther was so many Spanyerdes in London that 
a man shoulde have mett in the streets for on Inglishman above iiij Spanyerdes” (81).316  
 Hence, Mary’s choice of spouse increases discontent among her subjects that causes 
Wyatt to retract his loyalty, an act more critical since the play departs from historical sources to 
portray his instrumental role in her accession. Such change of allegiances reveals that her Tudor 
lineage fails to prevent misgovernment and to retain the loyalty of her subjects. Whereas Mary’s 
first crisis demonstrates how competitors and factions interfere with the transfer of power, this 
second revolt represents Mary, the legitimate heir, as alienating diverse subjects with her policies 
on religion and politics. By embellishing Wyatt’s initial support of the Tudor succession, the 
play presents his subsequent insurgence as resulting from Mary’s disregard of counsel intended 
to protect England. Moreover, the numerous instances of betrayal during Wyatt’s uprising 
illustrate the problems with loyalty and rebellion.  
 
Sir Thomas Wyatt’s Changed Loyalty and Failed Rebellion 
 Sir Thomas Wyatt again examines the theme of shifting alliances through Wyatt’s 
disloyalty, treason, and suffered betrayals. The play adopts a complicated stance towards Wyatt. 
He is certainly not, as George R. Price states, a “simplified” character (38). Wyatt’s withdrawal 
of support sharply contrasts with his earlier role as Mary’s primary advocate. He views his  
                                                 
316 Though this text probably exaggerates when it says the number of Philip’s countrymen in the 
streets of London outnumbered Englishmen, its writer conveys how anti-Spanish sentiment 
intensified after Mary wed Philip. 
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sedition as an act of patriotism that results from Mary’s failures as sovereign. This distinguishes 
his revolt from the opportunistic ambition that drives Northumberland’s treason. However, 
Wyatt is disappointed when, like Northumberland, his followers abandon him.  
In the end, Wyatt’s experiences with betrayal parallels Northumberland’s; these two uprisings 
illustrate how both monarchs and subjects cannot avoid the issue of unreliable loyalty.  
Examining early modern views on monarchs’ absolute or limited authority will provide a 
foundation to understand the rebellions in Sir Thomas Wyatt. Not surprisingly, James VI of 
Scotland, in Trew Law of Free Monarchies (1598), advocated the indefeasible right of kings and 
prohibited retaliation against a “Prince, how wicked soever he was” because it was just as 
“monstrous and unaturall” as sons killing and replacing fathers with “any other they please” 
(266, 273).317 James’s Basilicon Doron (1599), written in the form of a letter to his son, Prince 
Henry, also considers “rebellion be euer vnlawfull” as it refers to kings “cut off by the reason of 
some vnnaturall subjects”; the text even calls insurgence against fellow princes a “crime against 
your owne selfe” (21, 25).318 His treatise on kingship equates the monarch with the symbolic 
                                                 
317 The history of James I’s family and rebellion dates back to Mary of Guise, mother of Mary 
Queen of Scots. J. P. Sommerville explains, as the Guise family advocated rigid enforcement of 
Catholicism and suppression of Protestantism during the civil wars in France, religious theorists 
of both camps supported views that deemed it acceptable to “take up arms against a monarch 
who ruled tyrannically” and failed to support Catholicism. As a result, Catholic fanatics 
murdered Henry III and Henry IV (the former Henry of Navarre) in France. James was 
confronted by the Gunpowder Plot, a Catholic conspiracy, after he claimed the throne of England. 
Sommerville, Royalists and Patriots: Politics and Ideology in England 1603-1640 (London: 
Longman, 1999), xvi. 
 
318 Su Fang Ng points out that Basilicon Doron prescribes contradictory roles to Prince Henry as 
James’s advice to his son indicates that Henry “does not necessary assume the infallible authority 
of the father-king but must continue honoring his parents, including his mother.” Henry receives 
conflicting advice when James adds former teachers and childhood governors among the list of 
people Henry should honor; while he must adopt his father’s model of the absolute king, he must 
also express respect for his teachers/subjects. Ng, Literature and the Politics of Family in 
Seventeenth-Century England (New York: Cambridge UP, 2007), 28-29. 
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head and uses a patriarchal hierarchy to describe a sovereign’s relationship with the realm: “Ye 
are the head, shee is your body; It is your office to command, and hers to obey; but yet with such 
a sweet harmonie, as shee should be as ready to obey, as ye to command” (Basilicon 42).319 After 
taking the English throne, James also criticized Catholics, who assassinate kings in the name of 
salvation, for committing “all actions of rebellion and hostilitie against their naturall Souerainge 
Lord” in his “Speech to Parliament of 19 March 1604” (140).320 Thus, James stated that the 
punishment of monarchs should be by divine judgement, not by people. These views also 
rejected Catholic theories that allowed subjects to use force against kings.321  
His subjects, however, expressed disparate views as evidenced by the succession tracts by 
Robert Parsons and Sir John Harington. Parsons subscribed to views on contractual monarchy 
and advocated tyrannicide in A Conference about the Next Succession to the Crowne of Ingland 
(1594). This controversial tract describes a king’s objective as “to make happy his 
commovvealth” and states that a tyrant fails to “ruleth according to equity, oth, conscience, 
iustice, and law prescribed vnto him” (Parsons 78).322 Parsons’s advice to “resist chasten and 
                                                 
319 See James, Basilicon 26 for the king as head of the body. See also James, “Speech” 136 for a 
use of this metaphor in his first parliamentary speech in England, “I am the Husband, and the 
whole Isle is my lawfull Wife; I am the Head, and it is my Body; I am the Shepherd and it is my 
flocke.”  
 
320 See James, “Speech” 139-141 for a warning against Catholics. James, “Speech” 140 criticizes 
“Clerickes” who murder kings “thinking it no sinne, but rather a matter of saluation.”  
 
321 See Sommerville xvi-xvii.  
 
322 There are descriptions of the characteristics of tyrants in Sir Thomas Smith’s De Republica 
Anglorum (1562-1565) and James I’s “Speech to Parliament of 19 March 1604.” According to 
Smith 53, a tyrant “by force commeth to the Monarchy against the will of the people, breaketh 
laws alreadie made at his pleasure, maketh other without the advise of the people, and regardeth 
not the wealth of his people, but the advancement of him selfe, his faction, and kindred.” James, 
“Speech” 143 distinguishes a “rightfull King” from a “vurping Tyrant” who “doeth think his 
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remoue such euel heads” of tyrants in order to “sau[e] the vvhole body” of the realm inverts 
James’s body politics that prohibit disobedience (78). Harington, Elizabeth’s godson, secretly 
wrote A Tract on the Succession to the Crown (1602) as a counterattack to Parsons and to 
recommend James as the next king.323 Harington’s tract, like James’s texts, objects to eliminating 
kings and alludes to them as nurturing his people (A4, 116).324 Plays, on the other hand, differ 
from non-literary texts that explicitly condone or prohibit disobedience against rulers.   
The public theater’s use of English history allowed a larger audience to access issues of 
succession than did the elite writers’ exclusive texts. While Harington’s succession tract and the 
first version of Sir Thomas Wyatt appeared in the same year, a larger and more diverse audience 
would have attended Dekker and Webster’s play, especially in light of the performances outside 
of London.325 The stage’s controversial role had been addressed the previous year when 
Shakespeare’s Richard II was performed the day before the Earl of Essex’s rebellion.326 Though 
Elizabeth’s famous “I am Richard II know ye not that” drew comparisons with the deposed 
Richard, literary criticism on the February 7, 1601 performance reveals the complex relationship 
                                                                                                                                                             
Kingdome and people are onely ordeined for satisfaction of his desires and vnreasonable 
appetites.” 
 
323 See chapter one for the Bond of Association, its negative effect on James VI’s candidacy, and 
Harington’s support of James. In an attempt to cultivate a relationship with James, Harington 
sent him gifts in 1602 and even traveled to Rutland “to present ‘gratulatorie Eulogies’ to the new 
king and queen” after Elizabeth’s death. See Scott-Warren 20. 
 
324 Harington 80-81 disagrees with Parsons’s criticism of James’s candidacy. See chapter one.  
 
325 Halstead 588 conjectures that the earlier two plays were abridged into Sir Thomas Wyatt and 
was performed in the Provinces.  
 
326 Doran, Elizabeth 190; Hammer 1-3, 25-35; Lemon 52-78. See also S. Schoenbaum, “Richard 
II and the Realities of Power,” in Shakespeare and Politics, edited by Catherine M. S. Alexander 
(Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2004), 91-109: 98-99. 
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between rulers, usurpers, and subjects.327 The prevalent view is that this revival at the Globe was 
intended “to further sedition”; as evidence, Essex’s group offered the theater 40s to perform the 
play when they were told that it would draw just a small crowd as it was out of date 
(Schoenbaum 98).328 Jonathan Dollimore, in response to Greenblatt’s comment on the 
repeatability of the representation of Richard II, raises questions on whether playhouses function 
as spaces of “conventional containment” since reality and illusion are blurred when her enemies 
plot in public theaters/private dwellings (Political 8). Catherine Lisak conversely writes that 
Richard II, despite Elizabeth’s remark, actually inverts usurper and monarch and identifies 
Elizabeth with Bolingbrook, who deposed Richard II to become Henry IV.329 Richard II may 
recall Mary Stuart, not Essex, as the “successful usurper’s own succession comes under constant 
attack, namely by those who do not acknowledge his claim of legitimacy” (Lisak 366-367). 
                                                 
327 Elizabeth remarked “I am Richard II know ye not that?” to the antiquary William Lambarde 
who presented her with his book in 1601. Lambarde responds with an allusion to Essex, “a most 
unkind Gent. the most adorned creature that ever you Majestie made” who had rebelled earlier 
that year. See Levy 1; Schoenbaum 100; Scott-Warren, “Was” 208-211, 225-226; L. Smith 268-
269.  
 
328 Alternatively, Paul Hammer does not see this performance as a threat but as advocating the 
use of aristocratic intervention to avoid repeating the 1399 national catastrophe featured in 
Richard II. Hammer 29 writes that Essex was not planning a coup for the next day, but an 
aristocratic intervention for the following week; the group chose that particular play because of 
ancestral connections. For example, Sir Charles and Sir Josceline Percy had ties to the first Percy 
earl of Northumberland and his son Hotspur in Richard II. Other characters like Lord Ros, Lord 
Willoughby, Lord Fitwater, and duke and duchess of York and their son the duke of Aumerle, 
were respective ancestors of Essex’s friend and son-in-law, the earl of Rutland, Lord 
Willoughby, the earl of Sussex, and Rutland.  
 
329 Catherine Lisak notes that Richard II resembles a usurper because he undermines principles 
of inheritance when he confiscates Hereford’s land. There is another point of resemblance with 
Elizabeth as Bolingbrook indirectly wishes for Richard’s death, yet feels guilt and frustration 
when his rival dies. Lisak, ““Succession” versus “Usurpation”: Politics and Rhetoric in 
Shakespeare’s Richard III,” in The Struggle for the Succession in Late Elizabethan England: 
Politics, Polemics and Cultural Representations, edited by Jean-Christophe Mayer (Montpellier: 
U Paul-Valéry, 2004), 362. 
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Thus, plays on English history invite their audience to contemplate the issue of authority and 
rebellion.  
When monarchs fail to protect England’s interests, where does the subjects’ loyalty lie, 
with the monarch or with England? Sir Thomas Wyatt differentiates Wyatt from Mary and 
Northumberland in its representation of what causes his disobedience. The negative portrayal of 
Mary shows that subjects do not display unconditional fidelity because of a ruler’s genealogy. 
Considering how feudal allegiance initially motivated Wyatt to uphold Mary’s rights, his shift 
emphasizes Mary’s failure to defend England’s interests. Wyatt acts as a militant and anti-
Spanish opponent to Mary and his motives differ from that of Northumberland’s group of self-
interested conspirators. As Sir Thomas Wyatt first appeared a year after the Essex rebellion, it is 
possible to detect similarities between Wyatt and the historical Essex’s “impetuous and slightly 
foolhardy” character and devotion to “fighting Spain on behalf of Protestantism” (Gasper 50, 
51). The more significant aspect of the 1601 rising, however, is that it asks what are the 
“legitimate response of virtuous subjects” whose “polity, consciences, and lives were 
dangerously imperiled by a corrupt or ungodly monarchy” (Gajda 26). The play explores the 
same questions through Wyatt’s shift that differs from historical evidence.  
 Sir Thomas Wyatt departs from history in its representations of how monarchs are 
threatened when former supporters become rebels; Wyatt uses the rhetoric of patriotism that 
contrasts with Mary who does not appear in the play after her foreign match disillusions Wyatt. 
Antagonism against Spain motivates Wyatt to retract his initial support of the Tudors and to 
rebel instead. The conspirators planned to overthrow Mary and replace her with Elizabeth and 
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Courtenay; Wyatt had 2,000 to 3,000 followers.330 In history, Wyatt was “only the fourth or fifth 
man” as Sir Peter Carew and Courtenay first planned the idea of four uprisings.331 Conversely, 
Sir Thomas Wyatt depicts him as the primary character who instigates the uprising. He expresses 
his determination to rebel in a soliloquy delivered in the same scene in which Mary harshly 
rejects his counsel against the match with Spain:  
 And ere hee land in England, I will offer 
My loyall brest for him to treade vpon. 
O who so forward Wyat as thy selfe, 
To raise this troublesome Queene in this her Throane?  
Philip is a Spaniard, a proud Nation, 
Whome naturally our Countrie men abhorre. (3.1.157-162) 
Wyatt decides to rebel before Philip “land[s]” in England that contrasts with Mary, who tells the 
Spanish ambassador that she is “all care” until Philip arrives (3.1.156-157). Wyatt’s principle of 
loyalty changes from fealty to the Tudors; he now patriotically vows to use his “loyall” breast to 
protect England and to protest against Philip and Mary (3.1.158). He accordingly emerges as a 
militant defender of England and regrets “rais[ing]” Mary, “this troublesome Queene,” to the 
throne (3.1.160). Mary’s former advocate mentions the hate he “beare[s] vnto their Slauerie” and 
                                                 
330 Archer 3 notes that though the “later indictments of the rebels” revealed plans to crown and 
wed Courtenay and Princess Elizabeth, it was unclear whether this plan “commanded assent 
among the rebels.” See also Duncan 44. 
 
331 Sir Peter Carew and Courtenay first brought up the idea about a rising in Devon, and Suffolk 
joined in December 1554. See Porter 288-289.  
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vows to “saue this Countrie, and this Realme defend” (3.1.164, 166).332 Thus, loyalty to 
sovereigns is not always unconditional and hereditary, but it can actually be withdrawn or 
redirected. 
 One characteristic that distinguishes Wyatt from Mary and Northumberland is that he 
defines his act as an anti-Spanish movement. He revolts in the name of protecting England that 
affirms his earlier vow to resist the “Slauerie of Spain” (3.1.164). This differs from Mary who 
pursues a union with Spain and Northumberland who conspires to satisfy his ambition. The play 
highlights the hostility against Spain that incites an insurgence against Mary; this differs from 
how the menace of foreign armies conventionally generates loyalty to monarchs, as exemplified 
by how Old Clifford makes the rebels abandon Jack Cade and support Henry VI by using the 
imagery of French invaders in Shakespeare’s 2 Henry VI.333 Earlier in Sir Thomas Wyatt, 
Northumberland tells his followers to “thinke vpon our ancient victories / Against the French and 
Spaniard” during the succession crisis (1.4.12-13). More significantly, Wyatt uses the animosity 
against Spain when he delivers a rousing speech to his soldiers:334 
Sticke to this glorious quarrel, and your names 
Shall stand in Chronicles ranck’d euen with Kings: 
You free your Countrie from base Spanish thrall, 
                                                 
332 In history, this rebellion was suspected of attempting to replace Mary with Elizabeth who 
would possibly wed Edward Courtenay. See Porter 295. On the scaffold, Wyatt specifically 
exculpated Elizabeth and Courtenay to protect her from being implicated. 
 
333 Old Clifford invokes the legacy of Henry V’s victories in France and the fear of foreign 
invaders in London to persuade Jack Cade’s rebels to support Henry VI instead in 2 Henry VI. 
See 4.8.34, 42-45. For Shakespeare’s portrayal of the threats of Jack Cade and France, see my 
previous chapter.  
 
334 Sir Thomas Wyatt refrains from anti-monarchical references by highlighting Wyatt’s 
patriotism instead. Also, there are no connections with Elizabeth who remains conspicuously 
absent throughout the play.  
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From Ignominious slauerie, Who can  
Disgest a Spaniard, that’s a true Englishman? (4.1.16-21)  
The “glorious quarrel” against foreign invasion, according to Wyatt, will allow his followers to 
be recorded in chronicles “ranck’d euen with Kings” for striving to liberate England from 
“Ignominious slauerie” (4.1.16-17, 20). In history, Wyatt’s uprising similarly capitalized on fears 
that Spaniards would treat Englishmen “as slaves and villaynes, spoyle us of our goodes and 
lands” and even “ravishe our wyfes before our faces, and deflower our daughters in our 
presence.”335 There is a parallel with nationalist writing under Mary and Elizabeth that called on 
support for the motherland “because it provided a superior model for patriarchal legitimization 
by facilitating the negotiation of a masculine identity independent of actual women.”336 
 Dekker and Webster represent Wyatt as defining his decision as protecting England; the 
play focuses on the loyalty Wyatt gives and receives because it omits Mary’s charismatic oration 
at the Guildhall. In history, this speech enabled Mary to defeat Wyatt, defend her decision to wed 
Philip, and obtain her subjects’ loyalty and support. On February 1, 1554, Mary rode from 
Whitehall to the Guildhall to the City government with armored guards. She delivered a speech, 
modeled after Henry VIII’s parliamentary speech of 1545, in front of aldermen and City of 
                                                 
335 According to Duncan 44, France was suspected of creating and circulating these rumors to 
prevent the Anglo-Spanish marriage. 
 
336 Jacqueline Vanhoutte, Strange Communion: Motherland and Masculinity in Tudor Plays, 
Pamphlets, and Politics (Newark: U of Delaware P, 2003), 24. Vanhoutte states that the 
motherland appealed to nationalist writers who used it express anti-monarchal voices under 
Tudor queens. “Weary of their subjection to capricious female monarchs,” they wrote in defense 
of nationalism and patriarchy.  
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London worthies.337 Mary rhetorically inherits Henry VIII’s legacy and withdraws support from 
Wyatt who she claims will destroy them through civil war: 
My father, as ye all know, possessed the same regal state, which now rightly descended 
unto me: and to him always ye showed yourselves most faithful and loving subjects; and 
therefore I doubt not, but ye will show yourselves likewise to me, and that ye will not 
suffer a vile traitor to have the order and governance of our person, and to occupy our 
estate, especially being so vile a traitor as Wyatt is; who most certainly, as he hath 
abused mine ignorant subjects which be on his side, so doth he intend and purpose the 
destruction of you, and spoil of your goods. (Foxe 414)  
Mary commands her audience’s loyalty by mentioning how she possesses “same regal state” as 
Henry’s and by summoning the image of subjects who were “most faithful and loving” to her 
father (414). She uses her gender to her advantage when she describes herself as loving her 
subjects “as the mother doth the child” and speaks of her marriage to the realm as she 
symbolically uses her coronation ring (414). This act simultaneously reminds her subjects of 
their obligations to her (Duncan 36).  
 Of course, Mary strategically does not mention her parents’ divorce, her distraught 
relationship with Henry, or the sensitive subject of her illegitimacy. Instead, she depicts Wyatt’s 
followers as “ignorant subjects” misled by a “vile traitor” who would cause “the destruction” of 
people and property (Foxe 414).338 She criticized Wyatt for manipulating her subjects and for 
using her marriage as an excuse because she believed that the insurgents, “under pretence of 
                                                 
337 For the effect of Mary’s Guildhall speech, see Porter 299; Starkey 129-140. 
 
338 The historical Mary refers to “ignorant subjects” to portray them as innocent to exculpate 
Wyatt’s followers or to persuade them to revert to the “faithful and loving subjects” invoked 
earlier in her speech. In Sir Thomas Wyatt, Wyatt does not anticipate not receiving support from 
Londoners, who actually prioritized personal interests over patriotism. 
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misliking this marriage,” were rejecting “the catholic religion and divine service restored in this 
realm” (Duncan 44).339 However, it was Mary, not Wyatt, who  deceived her audience with a 
“whole series of deliberate, unequivocal lies” (Starkey 131). She gave the impression that she 
might change her mind and even told Renard thus (Porter 300). Although she promised that she 
would not wed a foreigner without her council’s advice and would rather remain single instead 
of wedding someone her subjects disapprove, she actually had pressured her council into 
accepting her decision and marriage contracts had been drafted two months ago in December 
1553. This speech did not mention that the marriage treaty had already been signed two weeks 
earlier.340  
 In history, Mary generated loyalty and enjoyed military and political benefits with the 
spectacular success of the Guildhall oration. After this speech, forces loyal to her guarded 
London Bridge to prevent Wyatt’s approach.341 Even Foxe, one of Mary’s key detractors, notes 
that she immediately won over the audience who exclaimed how they were fortunate to have 
“such a wise and learned prince” (415). Mary demonstrated a “masterclass in Tudor oratory” 
(Porter 300). Eric N. Simons’s study describes Mary’s delivery as “successful beyond all 
anticipation” with a “Tudor touch” that appealed to her countrymen because it recalled “the kind 
                                                 
339 In history, after Mary had declared Wyatt and his followers traitors, Wyatt’s side made a 
retaliatory proclamation that her advisors were the traitors since they provided ill advice. 
 
340 Wyatt’s rebellion began on January 25 and ended on February 7, 1554. The marriage treaty 
between England and Spain was signed on January 12, 1554. So Mary had actually finalized 
negotiating the match when she delivered the Guildhall speech on February 1 and spoke of how 
she would not wed without her the approval of her subjects.  
 
341 See Porter 300 
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of thing old Harry Tudor would have done.”342 She again referred to Wyatt’s followers as 
“deceived” or “seduced” when she reoffered them mercy after this speech; this gesture paid 
dividends because it whittled away Wyatt’s followers and allowed her “to posture as a clement 
ruler when trying to maintain and increase support among those who had not rebelled” 
(Kesselring 182). Hence, Mary secured her subjects’ loyalty and weakened Wyatt’s support 
through her performance at the Guildhall. 
 The loyalty Wyatt gives to and withdraws from the Tudors is redirected to England in Sir 
Thomas Wyatt. The loyalty he receives, then loses, resembles Northumberland’s case and 
illustrates the limitations of rebellion. Contrary to historical evidence on subjects who redirected 
their loyalty to Mary after the Guildhall speech, the play does not depict Wyatt’s former 
supporters as expressing support for Mary. Among the diverse characters associated with loyalty 
problems, Northumberland and Wyatt experience betrayal and are sentenced to death by Mary 
despite their opposing roles in the succession crisis. Northumberland and Suffolk, who 
treasonously attempts to enthrone Jane, experience betrayal when their co-conspirators switch 
sides to accept Mary as queen.  
 Suffolk is further confronted with the fragility of hierarchical relationships when even his 
own servant, Ned Homes, deceives him. Homes, who had supplied Jane’s father with a hideout, 
food, and wine, informs his master that he did not disclose his location even after being 
                                                 
342 Eric N. Simons, The Queen and the Rebel: Mary Tudor and Wyatt the Younger (London: 
Frederick Muller Limited, 1964), 254. Simons notes delays with the plan and Wyatt’s personal 
characteristics were other factors that contributed to the failure of the uprising. The plotters first 
planned to wait until Palm Sunday, May 18, 1554, because it would be easier than fighting in 
winter. This initial plan changed and Wyatt’s rebellion started on January 25, 1554. Porter 289 
writes that informing Courtenay and involving Suffolk were critical mistakes.   
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“Threatened the Rack” and being enticed with monetary rewards (2.3.20, 29).343 The servant 
doth protest too much; Homes swears that he would rather see his wife and children “Murdered, 
and tos’d on speares” than betray Suffolk and says “Which I beseech may stop my Vital breath, / 
When I am feede with golde to worke your death” (2.3.25, 32-33). His perfidy is soon revealed 
when the he receives a reward from the sheriff and officers who arrest Suffolk for high treason 
with his help (2.3.41-2, 49-51).344 Homes’s earlier vow that he would surrender his life if he 
receives “golde to worke your death” becomes self-prophecy (2.3.33). When Suffolk tells him 
“God pardon thee,” Homes remorsefully says, “O God, O God, that euer I was borne, / This 
deede hath made me (slaue) to abject scorne.” (2.3.56, 64-65). Before he hangs himself with 
remorse, Homes “burie[s] this inticing gould” earned in exchange for Suffolk and asks himself 
“Shall I aske mercie? no it is too late / Heauen will not heare, and I am desperate” (2.3.79, 83-
84). As further proof of the grim aftermath of betrayal, the starving Clown hides and watches this 
suicide without intervening in order to satisfy his greed. He then speaks of plans to use Homes’s 
gold to “shift my selfe into some counterfeite suite of apparel” then head for London. The 
Clown’s “If my olde Maister be hanged, why so” indicates that betrayal is commonplace and not 
unexpected (2.3.88). This episode illustrates the vicious cycle of disloyalty and shows the 
master-servant hierarchy that fails to withstand the temptation of gold.   
 Though both Northumberland and Suffolk are betrayed by their co-conspirators who 
redirect their support to Mary, Northumberland’s actions after defeat differ from Suffolk’s 
tragicomic demise. Northumberland becomes Wyatt’s double as both characters are dismayed 
                                                 
343 Suffolk says Homes “Himselfe conducted me to this hard lodging” and brought him food. See 
2.3.3, 11. 
 
344 At first, Suffolk is not aware of his servant’s betrayal. During his own arrest, Suffolk tries to 
defend Ned Homes by telling the officers that Homes provided help as “duties of a seruant to his 
Lord.” See 2.3.44-45. 
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when their supporters unexpectedly desert them. After he is surprised that the citizens in the 
marketplace do not accept the proclamation of Jane as queen, Northumberland learns from his 
son Ambrose that the “Lords haue reuolted from your faction” (2.2.30). Although 
Northumberland himself was disloyal to Mary, he is shocked when his former allies transfer their 
support from Jane to Mary, “Then they reuolt the alegeance from my Daughter, / And giue it to 
another?” (2.2.31-32).345 He selects a fate that differs from Suffolk’s and decides to join those 
who have abandoned him, “And since the Lords haue all reuolted from me, / My selfe will now 
reuolt against my selfe” (2.2.47-48).346 He “reuolt[s] against my selfe” by ordering a 
proclamation on Mary’s behalf. Contrary to his earlier failure to make citizens at the marketplace 
applaud for Jane’s proclamation, the same crowd cheers for Mary’s. Northumberland and 
Suffolk’s demises highlight the difference between the two conspirators as well as present 
Northumberland as Wyatt’s double. 
 Another characteristic that differentiates Wyatt from Northumberland is his denial of 
treason; Sir Thomas Wyatt explores the boundaries between rebel and patriot through multiple 
scenes that discuss whether Wyatt is a traitor. Its complex depiction of Wyatt includes several 
episodes in which he denies being a traitor that contrasts with Northumberland. Northumberland 
stresses the commonplace nature of treason when he speaks of the treasonous past of Mary’s 
supporters. He reminds Arundel that they conspired together when his former ally calls him a 
traitor (2.2.83). When Arundel and soldiers arrest Northumberland for committing “high 
Treason,” Northumberland retorts, “Haue I not your hand in my commission?” (2.2.85) and 
                                                 
345 Northumberland learns from Ambrose that a council at Baynard’s Castle proclaimed Mary as 
the queen. See 2.2.32-34. 
 
346 Northumberland accepts defeat after he hears that his son and Jane are held prisoners at the 
Tower. See 2.2.38-40.   
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describes how Arundel was a committed ally who was eager to dedicate his life, “Then you did 
owe me your best bloodes nay greeu’d / You could not spend them in my seruice” (2.2.100-
101).347  
 In contrast, Wyatt repeatedly denies accusations of being a traitor. He identifies himself 
as “a true friend” who brings “freedom, from a forraine Prince” when he attempts to enter 
Ludgate (4.3.14, 16). Wyatt disagree with his opponent Pembroke, Lieutenant of the City, who 
repeatedly calls him a “Traitor” in this scene (4.3.19, 23).348 Wyatt similarly denies Norfolk’s 
subsequent accusations of treason when he is apprehended, “Though you say Traitor, I am a 
Gentleman” (4.4.34). These discussions on treason reinforces Wyatt’s earlier identification with 
England when he decided to oppose Mary and identified himself with Saint George, the patron 
saint of England, “Saint George for England, Wiat for poore Kent, / Blood lost in Countries 
quarrel, is nobly spent” (4.1.89-90). The boundary between transgression and patriotism is 
blurred when Wyatt associates his actions with Saint George’s heroism. In the play’s final scene, 
in the Tower, he tells the assembled lords that he is not a traitor and draws attention to 
Winchester’s lack of honor:  
 WYATT Traitor and Wyats name,  
Differ as farre as Winchester and honor.  
WINCHESTER  I am a Pillar of the Mother Church. 
WYATT And what am I? 
WINCHESTER One that subuerts the state. (5.2.14-18) 
                                                 
347 Although Arundel conspired with Northumberland, he received Mary’s pardon. See 2.2.91-92. 
 
348 In this scene, Wyatt does not kill Pembroke despite the instigations of his followers and the 
Clown. Wyatt fails to enter the gates and dismays when Londoners do not support his cause. 
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Wyatt uses the rhetoric of patriotic martyrdom to define himself during his final appearance on 
stage. He rejects Winchester’s accusations and instead presents himself as a martyr whose 
execution exposes his adversary’s crimes: “When that houre comes, wherein my blood is spilt, / 
My crosse will looke as bright as yours twice guilt” (5.2.23-24). During the final moments when 
the lords conduct him to his execution, he affirms his anti-Spanish position during his final 
moments when the lords conduct him to his execution: “Then here’s the end of Wyats rising vp, / 
I to keepe Spaniards from the Land was sworne,” (5.2.32-33). Wyatt’s final words, “But now 
King Phillip enters through my blood,” expresses his regret that he cannot protect England from 
Spain and his heroism and patriotism that affirms his earlier identification with Saint George 
(5.2.38). Although Wyatt differs from Northumberland, there are resemblances between the two 
characters’ experiences with sedition.   
 There are significant similarities between Wyatt and Northumberland’s problems despite 
their advocacy for rival candidates and difference in ambition; their experiences with betrayal 
and their death sentences for execution highlight the failures that characterize the two rebellions. 
Although fictional elements in Dekker and Webster’s version depict Wyatt’s disobedience with 
more sympathy than Northumberland’s, the surprising parallels with his double show the play’s 
skepticism about rebellion against monarchs. Though Wyatt declares that he is not a traitor but 
one who acts for England, his uprising is not presented as an antidote to the shortcomings of 
Mary’s reign; this is emphasized through the resemblance with Northumberland’s experience 
with betrayal and punishment that makes him lament, “I left liuing there at lease fiue hundred 
friendes, / And now I have not one, simply not one” after disloyal co-conspirators redirect their 
loyalty to Mary (2.2.75-76).349 Initially, Wyatt’s rising appeared to generate wider support than 
                                                 
349 Through the defeats of Jane and Wyatt, according to de Pando 37, the play suggests its 
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Northumberland’s since his patriotism even wins over some of Mary’s supporters. Captain 
Alexander Brett, who was loyal to Mary, Arundel, and Norfolk and who is chosen to lead the 
vanguard of the army against Wyatt, abruptly switches his allegiance to Wyatt:  
 BRETT I am to lead you, and whether? To fight: and with whome? 
 with Wyatt: and what is Wyat? a moste famous and Arch-Traytor, 
 to nobody by this hand that I knowe. 
 OMN   Nay, speake out good Captaine. 
 BRETT I say againe, is worthy Norfolke gone? 
 OMN  I, I, gon, gon. 
 BRETT I say agen, that Wyat for rising thus, in armes with the  
 Kentishmen dangling thus at his taile, is worthy to be hang’d – like 
 A Iuell in the Kingdomes eare, say I well my Lads? 
 OMN   Forwards, forwards. (4.2.27-36) 
He undermines Norfolk’s authority by reversing his position as soon as the duke leaves the 
scene. Other of Mary’s supporters likewise switch sides when Brett, with open defiance, says, 
“leaue Arundell, leaue Norfolke, and loue Bret” (4.2.69). This captain, who referred to Wyatt as 
“a moste famous and Arch-Traytor” in Norfolk’s presence, suddenly praises him as worthy of 
being treated as “A Iuell in the Kingdomes eare” (4.2.28, 34). The soldiers instantly shift sides 
when their captain says that “Wyat is vp to keepe the Spaniards down, to keepe King / Phillip 
out” (4.2.44-45). These soldiers contribute to Wyatt’s surge in popularity, but they also become a 
central factor in his defeat. 
                                                                                                                                                             
“ultimate message” on how “rebellion cannot proposer.”    
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 Wyatt, however, becomes a victim of betrayal like Northumberland, his double. Although 
Wyatt welcomes Brett’s men, “Sweete musicke, Gallent fellow-Londiners,” Captain Brett and 
Londoners prove to be unreliable during battle (4.2.77). In clear contrast to Brett and his “Gallent 
fellow-Londiners” who joined Wyatt (4.2.77), other Londoners do not assist Wyatt during a 
critical moment, so he despairs, “O London, London, thou perfidious Town, / Why hast thou 
broke, thy promise to thy friend?” after he fails to gain entry (4.3.44-45). Even Brett, who had 
betrayed Mary to follow Wyatt, suddenly changes when defeat becomes imminent and says, 
“What should wee doe following Wyat anye longer” after Wyatt fails to gain entry because of 
Pembroke (4.3.43). The captain deserts Wyatt after repeating his desire to leave, “Wold I could 
steale away from Wyat, it should be the first thing that I would doe” (4.3.50-51). In addition to 
Brett and Wyatt’s soldiers, even nobles who revolted with Wyatt leave him. For example, Sir 
George Harper flees to Norfolk, to the dismay of Wyatt’s close allies, Sir Robert Rudstone and 
Sir Harry Isley.350 Both sides witness deflection during the rebellion.  
 Thus, Wyatt and Northumberland’s similar experiences with disloyalty suggest that, even 
though these two uprising have contrasting motives, treasonous rebellion may lead to subsequent 
betrayals and death; moreover, even though Mary’s supporters win, they also encounter conflict 
over betrayal. Divisions arise among the confused and contentious nobles who battle Wyatt on 
Mary’s behalf. Sir Harry Isley, Wyatt’s ally, circulates false news that “Pembroke reuolts, and 
flies to Wyats side” (4.4.1). Confusion ensues when Sir George Harper, who had abandoned 
Wyatt’s forces, repeats misinformation that “Pembroke and Count Arundell both are fled” 
(4.4.4). Harper unwittingly aids his former partners by spreading disheartening news among 
                                                 
350 See 4.1.92-93. 
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Mary’s army, who are misled by rumors and dispute among themselves during combat whether 
to fight Wyatt: 
PEMBROKE  Ile not fight. 
NORFOLK  Nay sweete Earle. 
PEMBROKE  Zounds fight, and heare my name dishonored? 
ARUNDEL  Wiat is marcht down Fleete-streete: after him. 
PEMBROKE  Why doe not you, and you, pursue him? 
NORFOLK  If I strike one blowe may my hands fall off. 
PEMBROKE  And if I doe by this – (4.4.10-16) 
Pembroke, angered with rumors about his betrayal, abruptly refuses to fight. Norfolk does not 
attack Wyatt and makes excuses about his hands. Neither the battle nor its victors are heroic. By 
comparison, during the historical crisis, there was a sense of emergency, as depicted in The 
Chronicle of Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary. Its account of Edward Underhyll, a 
watch at the court, vividly describes the urgency caused by Wyatt’s attack of the palace.351 
Mary’s chamber was crowded with armed men and “running and cryenge ladyes and gentyll 
women” (49). Sir John Gage, the Lord Chamberlain, was run over by three frightened judges, 
who fell down trying to rush in before the palace gates closed to prevent the rebels’ approach 
(131-132).352 Compared to this narrative, the victory of Mary’s army in Sir Thomas Wyatt is not 
                                                 
351 On February 6, 1554, Wyatt crossed the Thames by night at Kingston to attack the city from 
the west. See Porter 301. 
 
352 Underhyll 131-132 describes the court’s collective panic at Wyatt’s attack. The gates had to 
be shut because “Knevett and Thomas Cobham, with a company of the rebelles” approached the 
gatehouse. The rebels “shotte many arowes” at the gates. Sir John Gage, who had fallen down 
while hurriedly entering the closing gates, was “so fryghted thatt we coulde nott kepe them owte 
excepte we shulde beate them downe.” Underhyll’s “The Watch at the Court and in the City, on 
the Eve of Wyatt’s Attack,” in The Chronicle of Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary.  
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a feat of valor because, to their luck, Wyatt is already injured when he enters, surrenders, and 
accepts defeat.353   
  Also in history, there were problems with loyalty during Wyatt’s rebellion. Courtenay 
actually informed Gardiner of the uprising before its outbreak.354 Suffolk, who was one of the 
four rebel leaders, failed to raise the large army he promised. Those who were loyal to Mary 
were not treated fairly as some of them were dissatisfied with how they were rewarded. Edward 
Underhyll, a watch at the court who was a devout Puritan, complains about religious 
discrimination in The Chronicle of Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary. According to 
Underhyll, Mary promised to reward those who protected her, but she did not keep her word 
after she received their aid. Although non-Catholics were the majority of those who aided her, 
Catholics mostly received generous rewards: “fewe or none off us gott any thynge, although she 
was very liberall to many others that weare enemys unto God’s worde, as fewe off us weare” 
(133).355 Mary’s attitude after averting crisis resembles the play’s depiction of her refusal to 
honor her promise to those who helped her obtain the throne.   
 Sir Thomas Wyatt presents the futility of rebellion through Wyatt’s disillusioned speech 
in the Tower. Just as Northumberland fails because his allies shift sides, Wyatt is defeated 
because of disloyalty. In the end, both are defeated and executed. After he is captured, Wyatt 
laments and finds solace in the Tower because there is no risk of betrayal: 
And this inclosure here, of naught but stone,   
Yeildes far more comfort then the stony hearts   
                                                 
353 See 4.4.25-41 for Wyatt’s defeat and capture.  
 
354 See Porter 295. 
 
355 There was religious strife among Mary’s supporters. For example, Underhyll 129 expresses 
suspicion against the “papist” clerk Moore, who calls Underhyll a “herytyke.” 
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Of them that wrong’d their country, and their friend.  
Here is no periur’d Counsellors to sweare 
A sacred oath, and then forsweare the same, (5.2.3-7) 
References to those who “wrong’d their country, and their friend” and “periur’d Counsellors” 
reinforce the ubiquitous nature of betrayal (5.2.5, 6). While “sweare / A sacred oath, and then 
forsweare the same” refers to deceitful counsellors, it is even applicable to Mary, who 
“forsweare[s]” oaths, yet demands loyalty from her subjects (5.2.7). Wyatt stresses the problem 
with disloyalty when he says, “Had London kept his word, Wyat had stood, / But now King 
Phillip enters through my blood” (5.2.36-37). The play depicts Wyatt as stoically exiting 
afterwards and does not use his execution as a spectacle in contrast with Northumberland and 
Jane’s deaths. Instead, the play capitalizes on the pathos and theatricality of Jane and Guildford’s 
sorrowful farewell scene and their execution occupies the final scene.356 As a result of the 
noticeable omission of Wyatt’s execution, the play perhaps preserves Wyatt’s vision of 
Englishness founded on comradery and patriotism. But it diminishes his part when he simply 
disappears.  
In conclusion, the different imperfections of Mary, Jane, and Wyatt portray how neither 
monarchy nor rebellion is the solution; whereas the binary of loyalty and rebellion were debated 
in non-literary texts, Sir Thomas Wyatt uses complicated and nuanced ways to represent these 
without suggesting there can be any solutions to the conflicts that surround hereditary monarchy. 
The two revolts against Mary in the play portray the problems with contested heirs and shifting 
                                                 
356 Though the 1607 title page states The Famous History of Sir Thomas Wyatt. With the 
Coronation of Queen Mary, and the coming in of King Philip, Philip does not actually arrive in 
the play. Thomas Heywood’s If You Know Not Me You Know Nobody; or, The Troubles of 
Queene Elizabeth, Part 1 (1605) portrays the events after Wyatt’s failed rebellion and includes 
Philip’s arrival to England.  
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loyalty. Jane’s romance and Mary’s dependence on Wyatt, absent from previous histories, reveal 
how both characters lend credence to fears about queens who obtain the throne. Moreover, the 
presence of the two rivals divide the court and confuse citizens. Sanguinary succession does not 
necessarily ensure that sovereigns will prioritize the interest of the realm or retain the loyalty of 
subjects. Mary’s status as Henry’s daughter may entitle her to the throne, as demonstrated in 
Wyatt’s initial support of her candidacy, but this does not ensure that her subjects will express 
feudal commitment when Mary herself breaks her oath and obstinately creates religio-political 
unrest.  
 Sir Thomas Wyatt depicts Wyatt as an agent who instigates a change in allegiance as well 
as a victim of disloyalty who is deserted by followers when defeat is imminent. As a result, 
Wyatt becomes merely one of the multiple characters that experience such shifts despite being 
the titular hero of this play. Although the play emphasizes the flaws of many characters, Wyatt’s 
defeat underscores how insurrection is not a reliable solution to the troubled monarchy. 
Nevertheless, his uprising raises lasting questions about hereditary rule through departures from 
history in its depiction of Jane and Mary. Although the play concludes with Jane and Guildford’s 
deaths, this does not resolve problems witnessed during the rebellions. The closing speech 
delivered by Norfolk announces the couple’s execution as a display of Mary’s authority, “Thus 
haue we seene her Highnesse will perform’d” (5.2.182). While the death sentences may 
eliminate dangerous individuals, there is no indication that dedication to monarchy has been fully 
restored. In fact, multiple perfidies illustrate how succession disputes and insurgence dissolve the 
concept of loyalty. The incessant betrayals among diverse classes and factions reveal that loyalty 
itself is never unconditional, always unreliable.  
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 Around the time the earlier version of Sir Thomas Wyatt made its appearance in 1602, 
Elizabeth’s advanced age and unsettled succession increased the prospect of dynastic change; 
this certainty was all the more unsettling to her subjects since it was uncertain who would inherit 
her throne. Anxiety over this transition elicited debate on the nature of monarchal authority, 
subjects’ obligations, and contractual sovereignty. Dekker and Webster’s play engages in this 
debate by using two rebellions to reveal profound difficulties with succession and loyalty. The 
play depicts monarchy’s troubles through anti-Spanish memories of Mary’s reign; it potentially 
capitalizes on recent hostility associated with the Spanish Armada in 1588, and possibly the 
succession debate during the 1590s that included Parsons’s controversial proposal of the Spanish 
Infanta as England’s next ruler. By this time, the Suffolk candidates had deceased since Jane 
Grey’s sisters, Mary and Katherine, died in 1578 and 1568; Elizabeth declared Katherine’s sons 
as illegitimate and even punished her husband for attempting to assert establish their legitimacy. 
Descendants of Henry VIII’s sister Mary Tudor, Lady Margaret Clifford and Ferdinando Stanley, 
Fifth Earl of Derby, had recently died in 1596 and 1594. Among the surviving English claimants, 
Lady Arbella Stuart’s claim was that of James VI because she was the next senior descendent of 
Henry VII’s daughter, Margaret Tudor. She inherited her claim from her father as the only child 
of Charles Stuart, Earl of Lennox, and Elizabeth Cavendish. Her great-grandmother was 
Margaret Douglas was born from Margaret Tudor’s second marriage to Archibald Douglas, sixth 
Earl of Angus. Although Arbella was English-born, she was unmarried and inexperienced 
compared to James VI of Scotland.357 So these circumstances increased the uneasy prospect of a 
foreign successor.  
                                                 
357 Lady Margaret Clifford, whose maternal grandparents were Mary Tudor, Henry VIII’s sister, 
and Charles Brandon, was heiress presumptive since 1576. Lady Margaret died in 1596 and her 
son Ferdinando Stanley, Fifth Earl of Derby, had predeceased her in 1594. Though Arbella had 
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When Sir Thomas Wyatt appeared in 1607, the acceptance of a foreign ruler became a 
reality since James occupied the throne of England; in a new era, England was re-
conceptualizing monarchy as patriarchal and was re-directing loyalty to the Stuarts. Yet Sir 
Thomas Wyatt extended the debate on the institution of monarchy as the play survived into the 
first decade of James’s reign. So the cultural disillusionment caused by the impending end of 
Elizabeth’s reign continued to exist in early Jacobean England; questions about the monarch-
subject relationship continued to challenge hereditary rule, especially due to the dynastic change 
that entailed transferring loyalty to a monarch born outside of England.  
English contention over the monarch’s succession has a much longer history than I can 
examine here. The same is true of plays that use English history, past or present, to address 
contemporary politics through the lens of past monarchial crises. The roots of the succession 
battles explored in the plays I discuss lie in Henry Bolingbroke’s 1399 rebellion against and 
deposition and murder of King Richard II – who had earlier exiled him to eliminate him as a 
successor. When Henry IV acceded to the throne, his reign was threatened by a series of 
rebellions with their roots in his assassination of the legitimate monarch. In 1413, his son, the 
successful ruler Henry V assumed the throne and won back possessions in France, but died 
young in 1422. His nine-month-old son, Henry VI, succeeded to the throne. During his troubled 
reign, as this dissertation has shown, territory abroad and peace at home would be lost during the 
Wars of the Roses. This earlier history is, of course, treated by Shakespeare in his second 
tetralogy: Richard II, Henry IV parts I and 2 and Henry V, written between 1596 and 1599.   
                                                                                                                                                             
the advantage of being born in England, she was unmarried and around twenty-seven in 1602. So 
James’s experience as a ruler and two sons made him a more attractive candidate. Unlike James, 
she did not actively pursue the English throne.  
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James I, as I have noted, took the throne peacefully in 1603 after Elizabeth’s death and 
was succeeded peacefully in 1625 by his legitimate son, Charles I. However, the habit of 
challenging, rebelling against, and killing monarchs and Charles’s long-standing disagreements 
with his parliaments resulted in a civil war in England, 1642-1649. His troops overcome by 
Cromwell’s army, Charles I was executed in 1649 and the English hereditary monarchy ended – 
temporarily. In 1642 all public theater performances were banned. The theaters did not reopen 
until 1660 when the English monarchy was restored with the accession to the throne of Charles 
II, son of Charles I.  
Although the majority of English history plays, over 200, appeared between 1588 and 
1600, some were written and performed from before the public theaters opened until late in the 
Caroline period. Many plays other than those I analyze, draw on and fictionalize chronicle 
history to represent succession crises that provide warnings or lessons to contemporary 
audiences. One example is Gorboduc or Ferrex and Porrex, one of the earliest English plays and 
the first one based on chronicle history and written in blank verse. Co-authored by Thomas 
Sackville and Thomas Norton and performed at the Inns of Court before Elizabeth in 1563, it 
treats the destructive aftermath of the reign of an early British king, Gorboduc, who, Lear-like, 
divides his kingdom between his heirless sons, Ferrex and Porrex. They fall to quarreling, raise 
armies, the entire royal family kills each other, and the nobles and commoners continue the 
destructive civil war until the country is destroyed. The play seems a subversive warning to the 
heirless Queen – and her subjects – early in her reign. Much later, one of the last of the English 
history plays, John Ford’s Perkin Warbeck, published in 1634, treats, somewhat sympathetically, 
the traitorous career of the title character, an imposter who claims to be Richard IV, one of the 
princes supposedly murdered in the tower. He attempts to join forces with the remaining 
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Yorkists and re-claim the throne. But, in the play as in history, the Scottish invasion and Cornish 
uprising he inspire fail and he and his followers are executed. These and many other plays on 
English history, including tragedies like Shakespeare’s King Lear (1605-1606) and Macbeth 
(1606), can be newly understood by analyzing how they fictionalize historical sources to 
represent succession crises and shape contemporary political life. Literary and historical 
scholarship continues to debate the effects on the monarchy of vivid dramatic representations of 
its past crises and my study contributes to this ongoing discussion.    
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